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I Abstract 
Database systems is one of the most widely used information system. 
Unfortunately, users of Chinese cultural background find it hard to access existing 
database systems. These systems were designed for the Western people. To improve 
this situation, we have designed a new database query language, referred to as Chiql 
(Chinese Query Language), based on natural Chinese form. With this property, these 
Chinese users can communicate with the database systems easily and naturally in an 
interface familiar to them. 
In addition to it being natural to Chinese Users, the expressive power of 
Chiql has been shown to be higher than SQL, the de facto standard database query 
language today. 
One serious bottleneck in Chinese computing is the difficulties in inputting 
Chinese characters. To overcome this, an end-user interface that reflects the 
naturalness of Chiql has been developed, making Chiql practical and friendly. 
We have designed a translation algorithm to convert Chiql statements to 
its SQL equivalence. With this translator, a Chiql query can be executed in any 
existing database engine that supports standard SQL. Strategically, the translator is 
very important as it enables us to evaluate the language and have the interface 
operational in any existing database management systems that support SQL. 
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I Chapter 1 
J Introduction 
The society today is entering into the century of information where all 
sorts of information flow around our daily life. Sometimes, information may mean 
nothing to us; however, if we can get the right information and use it at the right time 
and at the right place, we can be assured of an advantage in general. Improper 
handling of information can be fatal in many real world situations, especially in the 
challenging business world. To cope with large amount of information with high 
efficiency and accuracy, database technology has been developed since 1961 [1, ppl8] 
and is widely used today. 
1.1 Motivations 
In the past decades, various kinds of database concepts have been 
presented in the Western world [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Different data models, query languages 
and query interfaces have been developed. However, these technologies were mainly 
designed for users with English as their language, i.e. the data, the query language as 
well as the interface are all represented in English, and have completely ignored the 
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requirements of the users whose language is not English, as in the case of Chinese 
users. 
Recently, the economy in China is growing rapidly. This growth in 
economy brings about large amount of information flow daily. In most cases, the 
information needs be processed accurately and punctually. In the past, information 
was processed manually in mainland China. However, this working style which is slow 
and error-prone can no longer cope with the increasing volume of information. People 
begin to realize the importance of computer systems and start to catch up with the 
technology. Among all computer systems, database systems are one of the most 
important tools. Developing a database system with a Chinese interface therefore 
becomes urgent. 
At present, there are few commercial database systems ( e.g. FoxPro, 
Access, Oracle ,Sybase and DEC Rdb [6] ) in the market which can handle Chinese 
data. These systems can only provide a partial solution to the aforementioned 
problem. When the Chinese users start to use and learn these systems, another 
problem arises: since these systems are developed by westerners, they are invariably 
embedded with certain amount of Western culture [7]. A Chinese person who does 
not know English will have difficulties using them [8]. Further, even though some 
Chinese users may know a little English, it is unnatural to write an English query to 
access Chinese data. 
In summary, English is an unnatural pre-requisite for Chinese people using 
existing computers systems, such as database. This inevitability puts up a barrier 
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hindering the popularization of database systems in the country and in turn makes the 
advancement of information processing sluggish. 
1.2 Objectives 
The objective of the project is to develop a Chinese database query 
language for a Chinese database system to overcome the language barrier between 
Chinese users and the underlying database management systems (DBMS). A new 
database query language, known as "Chiql" (CHInese Query Language) [9，10] is 
proposed. With this language, Chinese users can communicate with the database 
system naturally and easily. As a result, it will become more widely accepted. The 
design principles as well as the implementation of Chiql form the main theme of this 
thesis. 
1.3 More to go 
Based on Chiql, users can query the underlying database in natural 
Chinese; but we still have two problems to overcome in order to make our idea 
practical. 
1. The Chiql language alone is not friendly enough to those naive and causal users. 
Naive users do not have much knowledge in computer; causal users do not use 
the system frequently although they have more knowledge. Further, a query in 
Chiql is a complete Chinese sentence and is tedious for all users to input the 
Chinese characters one by one. This input process will decrease the usability of 
the language and hence degrade the whole database system. To overcome this 
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problem, an End-User Interface (EUI) has been designed. This interface frees the 
users from memorizing the syntax of the Chiql language by providing templates1. 
Moreover, most of the query components are displayed in the interface so that 
the user only have to select whatever they need rather than to type in all the 
Chinese characters in the query, thus minimizing the number of keystrokes 
required to input a query. 
2. Most existing database systems only support the de facto standard database query 
language SQL [11]. The Chiql language is our own design and currently no 
database systems support it. Ideally, a Chiql query is best executed directly by a 
Chiql database engine. However, developing such database engine is nontrivial. 
In view of this, a Chiql-to-SQL translator [12] has been developed. As a result, a 
Chiql query can be translated into its corresponding SQL statement and the latter 
can then be executed on any database engine that supports SQL. 
1.4 Chapter Summary 
In Chapter 2，we study other research efforts related to this project. 
Basically, we will cover two areas: first, the classifications of database query 
languages, and next, the current state-of-the-art in query interface technology. 
Chapter 3 points out the design principles of our target query language. We will first 
outline the requirements of the language and state how we design a language which 
fulfills them. Chapter 4 shows the definitions of the target query language, namely 
Chiql and discusses the characteristics of the language. To avoid the cumbersome 
1 A template is a sample query in Chinese form. 
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character based input, an end-user interface (EUI) for Chiql has been developed. The 
design behind the EUI is outlined in Chapter 5. For Chiql to be used on existing SQL 
database engine, a Chiql-to-SQL translator has been developed. The related 
researches and the principles behind the translator are discussed in Chapter 6. To 
verify the effectiveness of our ideas, a series of evaluations have been conducted: (1) 
We have used the 66-query benchmark given in [89] to test the expressiveness of 
Chiql, and (2) we have invited a number of naive users to try out Chiql and give their 
comments, which are used to revise the Chiql language. All these works are described 
in Chapter 7. Last, but not least, in Chapter 8，the conclusion section, we point out 
the parts of our work which can be enhanced and the future research directions for 
Chiql. 
, 5 
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I Chapter 2 
Related Work 
The urges in Chinese Database Management Systems attract the interest of 
researchers in mainland China to conduct research in Chinese DBMS and Chinese 
query language. Related works in these areas will be outlined at the beginning of this 
chapter. Next, we move our focus to language independent views. Since our goal is to 
develop a new query language, we have studied the designs of some successful 
database query languages in the Western world. They involved researches on human 
factors coupled with database technology. Description of these researches are given in 
this chapter. 
2.1 Chinese Related Work 
Most of the Chinese related work in DBMS starts at late 90，s. Some 
researches like [13,14] developed a complete DBMS to handle Chinese data at 1989. 
Other researchers focused efforts on designing Chinese query language. These works 
can be classified as follow. 
2.1.1 Chinese Natural Language 
A DBMS Query Language in Natural Chinese Language Form 
In daily life, people use natural language to communicate with other 
people； This is the most direct and easiest way of communication. By applying 
Artificial Intelligent (AI) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, 
computers can understand a portion of our natural language. The design of a database 
query language can make use of these techniques to increase usability. In [15，16，17], 
the authors try to use Chinese natural language as the basis of their query languages. 
They first studied the query style of the DBMS extensively. Their analysis led to a set 
of grammar rules. These rules were used as the knowledge base of the language 
parser; and thus enabled the DBMS interface to understand the user's query in natural 
language form. Nevertheless, their works are limited to a subset of natural language. 
Moreover, the reported results of these systems are sketchy and have been shown to 
work only on simple query examples. More researches in Chinese NLP are necessary. 
2.1.2 Chinesized Query Language From English 
At the same time, other researches attempted to "Chinesized"(漢字化） 
an English based database query language such as SQL [18,19] and QBE [20]. As 
SQL was designed to reflect somewhat the flavor of natural English, it has the 
structure and style similar to written English, very different from the Chinese 
language. Thus, what is natural in English becomes completely unnatural in Chinese. 
For example, Chinese seldom has its qualification predicates expressed at the end of a 
sentence, as they are done in SQL. Also, Chinese has no nested structures, as in SQL 
and natural English. For this reason, "Chinesized" SQL interfaces are unnatural and 
difficult to use. 
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It is clear from the above that a better query language is required for 
Chinese database system. Next, we move our attention to the front-end design of 
database systems. In order to increase the usability of database systems, many 
researches on coupling human factors to database technology have been conducted. 
These works mainly focused on two parts: high-level query language and query 
interface. 
2.2 High Level Database Query Language 
A database query language, usually a high level language, is a special-
purpose computer language for users to specify requests for data access and retrieval 
[21]. One common query language named SEQUEL [22，23]，which is structured in 
English format, is a classical example. Many other query languages like ALPHA [24], 
QUEL [25]，SQUARE [26, 27], FQL [28]，DEDUCE [29], ILL [30，31], QBE [32， 
33] and TAMALAN [34, 35] are also designed for the same purpose and can be 
found in a wide range of commercial database systems. 
When we study a database query language, we are interested in three 
aspects : The first is the mechanisms behind the language. In the relational model, two 
mechanisms, namely relational algebra and relational calculus, are available. The 
second interesting aspect is the procedurality of the language generally classified as 
declarative or procedural. Difference in procedurality of two query languages may 
result in different language functionality and usability. The third and final interesting 
aspect is the syntactical structure of the language. A query language can be in the 
form of command-line, restricted natural language or natural language. 
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In the following sections, we will cover all these aspects and try to study 
their merits in order to come up with a design for the target query language. In this 
thesis, three criteria will be used as our yardsticks: (1) ease-of-use, (2) ease-of-
understand and (3) ease-of-remember. Firstly, we will visit the two language 
mechanisms in the relational data model. 
2.2.1 Relational Algebra vs Relational Calculus 
Basically, query languages for relational database are divided into two 
main classes: relational algebra and relational calculus [4]. In relational algebra, 
queries are expressed by applying some explicit operators to database relations . 
Query languages like ISBL [36] and SQUARE [26，27] belong to this group. In 
relational calculus queries are described as a set of tuples that satisfies one or more 
predicate(s). The user only defines the predicate conditions and leaves the system to 
decide which operations it must use to construct the output. Query languages like 
ALPHA, QUEL, QBE and ILL belong to this group. 
A language based on relational calculus is regarded as a higher level and 
superior language because languages based on relational algebra require the user to 
know the functionality of the operators and to determine the order of the operations. 
However, when dealing with a complex query, it is generally difficult to formulate the 
query in the form of relational calculus. Consider the Supplier-Supply table shown in 
[2], “Get supplier numbers for supplies who supply at least all those parts supplied 
2 Relations consist of a set of tuples. 
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by supplier 52." It can be expressed in relational algebra as in Figure 1 and relational 
calculus as in Figure 2. 
SP [S#，P#] DIVIDEDBY (SP WHERE S#=‘S2，）[P#] 
Figure 1 - Relational Algebra specification of the sample query 
SPX.S# WHERE FORALL SPY (SPY.S# ~= S2，OR 
EXISTS SPZ (SPZ ( SPZ.S#=SPX.S# AND 
SPZ.P#=SPY>P#)) 
Figure 2 - Relational Calculus specification of the sample query 
One can see that expressing the query in relational algebra is simpler than 
in relational calculus. In short, while relational calculus may be better than relational 
algebra for simple queries, relational algebra is better for complicated ones. Further, 
relational algebra is easy-to-remember since the users needed only to remember a 
small set of operators. In view of ease-of-understand, both pure algebra and calculus 
are difficult to understand since the grammars of the language are complex. They both 
use symbolic representations. 
2.2.2 Procedural vs Declarative 
Another issue in query language is procedurality. A procedural language 
specifies a request step-by-step and states clearly how the results of the request is 
derived. T AM ALAN [34, 35] is one of the query languages belonging to this class. 
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On the other hand, a declarative language describes a request without specifying 
exactly how to get the results. SQL is an example of this language class. 
Since a relational calculus query describes the elements of the desired 
relation, this type of query is generally declarative. On the other hand, a relational 
algebra query consists of a set of operations and is procedural. 
[37，38] conducted two experiments to compare a procedural language 
with a declarative language. They tested the procedurally factor of the SQL 
(declarative) and the TABLET (procedural) language. The results suggested that for 
simple queries, no significant differences were found in the learning process of both 
languages. However, when the queries are complex, users tended to solve the 
problems in a procedural manner because people thought procedurally in these 
situations. Both languages are similar to each other for ease-of-understand and ease-
of-use. However, the procedural language is easier to remember because it consists of 
only few constructs which are simple. On the other hand, the declarative language 
requires the users to remember the language syntax, creating a burden to them. 
2.2.3 Natural Language (NL) vs Restricted Natural Language (RNL) 
The original idea of a query language is to provide a high level 
specification which is easy to define. Some researchers suggested that using a natural 
language(NL) to communicate with database systems is the best choice since it is the 
natural way that people communicate with each other. By using natural language, 
users would not need any special training on the query language and be able to write 
queries without any difficulties. 
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The idea of using natural language as the basis of a database query 
language is by no means faultless. One of the most important issues is natural 
language processing (NLP). In order to understand a user query, the system must 
understand the words and the grammar of the natural language that is used to specify 
it. This processing needs huge amount of knowledge as well as lengthy computation. 
However, people need only a small set of vocabulary and grammar to write queries. It 
implies that using natural language as query language is not cost-effective. In fact, the 
technology of NLP is still immature, especially for the Chinese language. Full natural 
language for query specification is not possible and much further research is necessary 
[39，40]. 
Without losing naturalness, people can use restricted natural language 
(RNL) as a query language. SQL is a good example. RNL is in the form of natural 
language but only a subset of natural language grammar rules are supported. As a 
subset of NL, RNL is easy to learn; compared with command-line style languages, 
RNL is easier to remember and to use. 
Many researches have compared NL with RNL. Jarke's study [41] 
concluded that “subjects were about two to three times more likely to get correct or 
partially correct output in SQL than they were in NL\ Besides, using RNL as the 
query language, it allows users to write a query faster without reducing its accuracy 
[42]. In the experiment of [43], the results showed that users were able to adapt to 
RNL as the dialog language within a very short period, making the learning period of 
RNL very short. 
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In summary, the studies of using NL as query language is mostly negative; 
such as a query language only satisfies the criteria of easy-to-remember and easy-to-
understand by people but is impossible to achieve the same with the computer. 
However, RNL satisfies all three criteria. This observation encourages us to choose 
RNL as our target query language. 
2.3 Database Query Interface 
Database query language serves as the communication channel between 
the user and the database systems. A query language can be a great burden to the 
users if they have to learn and memorize its complex and artificially defined syntax. 
To improve this situation, an end-user query interface is often introduced to help 
query input and to provide interactive help facilities to novice and casual users. 
Effectively, it serves as the bridge between naive and novice users and the underlying 
database systems. There are three types of database query interface: i.e. linear textual 
interface, form-based interface and graphical interface. 
2.3.1 Linear Textual Interface 
Linear textual interface is the simplest form of interface. It is based on 
command-line style input. Users input a query in a string of text. All system messages 
are also displayed in linear text form. The SQL Plus in Oracle 5.0 [44] is an example. 
This kind of interface allow expert users to input the query directly. Nevertheless, it is 
only suitable for expert users who are familiar with the query language. Naive users 
who do not have enough knowledge of it usually find querying very complicated and 
difficult. 
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2.3.2 Form-based Interface 
Due to the above-mentioned drawbacks, the linear textual query interfaces 
are not accepted widely. One idea to simplify the query input process is to provide a 
form to guide the users to fill in the necessary query information. In such cases, users 
do not need to know the syntax of the language. The language QBE [20，21] is based 
on this idea. Some graphical implementations based on QBE has also been developed 
丨 [45, 46, 47]. 
Form-based interfaces can help users write simple queries. But the 
language semantics of a typical form-based interface system, such as QBE, do not 
support complex queries. This is its major disadvantage. 
2.3.3 Graphical Interface 
Besides the form-base language, many graphical query languages and 
interfaces have been proposed, e.g.[48, 49, 50], GQL [51], IQL [52], GUIDE [53], 
QBD [54] and PICASSO [55]. In [56], a survey has been conducted on 12 different 
languages and interfaces. It is shown that many existing graphical interfaces only work 
well for relatively simple queries and simple database schema. Specification of nested 
queries is hard to understand, making it most difficult for naive users. 
2.4 Remarks 
From the preceding review, it is clear that at present we do not have a 
good query interface for both novice and naive Chinese users. This motivates us to 
design and develop a new query language in the form of restricted Chinese natural 
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language. We believe that unless such a language is available, the advancement and 
popularization of database technology in China will remain slow. 
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I Chapter 3 
I Design Principles 
In the last chapter, we have investigated the current situations about 
database query languages and interfaces. From their studies, we found some 
implications that direct us to a better design. In this chapter, we mainly focus on the 
design issues of a new Chinese based database query language, Chiql, and the 
practical problems that we have encountered during the development of the language. 
Before looking at the query language, we would like to discuss the data model that 
the new language based on. 
3.1 Underlying Data Model of the new language 
The term “data model" stands for the conceptual structure of the data 
organized in the database system and is the way the system views the data. In general, 
there are five main data models : (1) relational model, in commercial systems such as 
Oracle, Sybase and Informix. (2) network model, e.g. IDMS and TOTAL. (3) 
hierarchic model, e.g. IMS and System 2000, (4) inverted list model, e.g. AD ABAS 
and DATACOM/DB, and (5) object-oriented model, e.g. 0 2 [57]. 
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By far the most popular is the relational model in which data are organized 
in table format. Tables are frequently used for data processing in our daily life. Most 
people find the table concept easy to accept because they are familiar with it and have 
much experience in using it. [58，59] compared three query languages underlying 
different data models including the hierarchic, network and relational models. The 
experiment showed that the relational system revealed many definite advantages. 
Another study [60] concerning data model comparison without involving a query 
language also supports the relational model. In view of its widespread acceptance, the 
design of the new language is based on the relational model. 
3.2 Problems Under Attack 
As mentioned in Chapter 2，there are many database query languages in 
the market. Good feedbacks on these languages from both technical and naive users in 
the Western world have been obtained. SQL, one of the most popular database query 
language, has eventually become the de facto standard. But SQL has shortcomings. 
Our new language Chiql was aimed not only to provide special features for Chinese 
users but also to overcome the shortcomings of SQL. The following sections highlight 
some of the problems in SQL. 
3.2.1 Naturalness 
The design rationales of SQL is to provide a high level language for the 
database users to access data from the database. A high level language should satisfy 
three criteria : easy-to-use, easy-to-remember and easy-to-understand. Driven by 
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these, SQL was designed as a structured English-like language. This means that a 
query statement in SQL is almost a complete sentence or a complete phrase in 
ordinary English (e.g. Figure 3). 
SELECT employee.name 
FROM employee 
WHERE employee.department = ‘SEEM，； 
Figure 3 - An example of a structured English like query languagef SQL). 
The English-like format for simple queries makes the language easy-to-use and easy-
to-understand. Its structure of SELECT-FROM-WHERE makes the syntax easy-to-
remember. However, SQL is embedded with Western culture. The cultural differences 
between the East and the West makes SQL unsuitable for Chinese users, i.e. what is 
natural to English, e.g. a SQL query, can be completely unnatural to Chinese. For 
example, the Chinese translation of the SQL query in Figure 3 as shown in Figure 4 
is a case in point. 
選擇員工表的名稱，在員工表中，如果員工表的部門等於‘SEEM’� 
Figure 4 - One possible translation of the example in Figure 3. 
To Chinese, the sentence in Figure 4 has a very awkward structure and is 
hard to understand. Chinese, do not put the qualification predicate expression ( the 
WHERE clause in SQL ) at the end of a sentence as English does. This cultural 
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difference builds up a gap between the user's mental model and the language design 
model [61]. For this reason, Chinese users without the English background often find 
SQL difficult to grasp even for simple queries. This violates the principles of easy-to-
use and easy-to-remember. 
3.2.2 Procedural vs Declarative 
SQL is often regarded to as a declarative or non-procedural query 
language. Users only have to specify what data they want but not how to get the data 
from the tables. The language is thus positioned at a high level of data abstraction and 
users do not need to know the database's physical structure. This makes the language 
generally easy-to-use. 
When the query is simple, one level of SELECT-FROM-WHERE is 
sufficient. However, when the query gets more complicated, more than one level of 
SELECT-FROM-WHERE may be required. This type of query consists of a number 
of subqueries and all these subqueries are nested together to form one single 
statement, theoretically to any depth. However, this nested style is confusing for 
humans do not think in a nested manner. Consider the following database tables with 
attributes as shown in Figure 5 and a complicated query like : "For each department 
with more than 5 employees, show the department name and count the number of 
employees having salary greater than $40000 and greater than that of his manager, 
while at the same time these employees work on all the projects controlled by 
department number 5." The corresponding SQL statement is listed in Figure 6: 
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employee(lastname, firstname, employee—no，manager一no, bithdate, salary, dept一no) 
department(manager_no, dept一name，dept一no) 
project(project_no, project_name, dept一no) 
works一on(hours，project_no, employee一no) 
location(dept_no, place) 
Figure 5 - The Schema of a relational database example. 
SELECT dept一name，count(*) 
FROM Department D, Employee El, Employee E2 
WHERE D.dept一no = E1 .dept一no 
AND El .manager一no = E2.employee_no 
AND El.salary > E2.salary 
AND dept一no IN 
(SELECT dept—no 
FROM employee 
GROUP BY dept一no 
HAVING count(*) >5 ) 
AND 
((SELECT project一no 
FROM works 一 on W 




WHERE dept—no 5)) 
GROUP BY dept一name ； 
Figure 6 - The SQL specification of a complicated SQL query. 
One can see that this kind of query is not only incomprehensible to the naive and 
causal users but also to the SQL experts. 
From the above, it is clear that the declarative query style while good for 
solving simple queries is not suitable for complicated ones. 
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3.2.3 Supports of Chinese Characters 
In computer, all Chinese characters are currently represented in two bytes. 
The most significant bit (MSB) of the first byte is always set to be 1 while the MSB of 
the second byte can be 1 or 0. Systems can identify whether a piece of data is a 
Chinese character or not by using this property. 
Chinese users would no doubt create tables with Chinese table names and 
attribute names. However, current SQL, lacking support of two-byte characters, does 
not allow Chinese words to appear within the SELECT statements. Some commercial 
database systems, like ORACLE 5.0 (DEC), call the C function ASCII ( ) to check 
for the validity of the table names. Since the first bit of a Chinese character is always 
set to 1, it will always fail in the ASCII checking. In this way, the Chinese users are 
forced to create tables or attributes with English names even though the data and table 
and attribute names are all in Chinese characters. This makes the use of SQL most 
unnatural and difficult to these users. 
Besides the standard SQL, there is a commercial product called MS 
Access3 1.0 (or above ) which can support two-byte characters in a non-standard SQL 
language. For example, if one wants to query the employee's name of the table named 
“員工表”，then, the SQL statement will be like this (Figure 7): 
SELECT [員工表].[員工名稱] 
WHERE [ 員 工 表 ] ; 
Figure 7 - A query with Chinese words in MS Access SQL. 
3 MS Access is the tradmark of Microsoft Access Database Engine. 
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In MS Access, it uses the square brackets (“ [ ”’“ ]，，）to embrace two-byte character 
fields. These brackets tell the SQL parser to skip the ASCII checking during the 
processing of a SELECT-FROM-WHERE statement. The MS Access SQL, however, 
deviates from the industrial standard. Further, the occurrence of the square brackets 
within a sentence seems to be very odd to the end users. The mixture of Chinese 
words and English words can also become confusing, especially to the naive and 
casual users. 
In short, at present the popular database query languages in the market are 
unsuitable for Chinese users and a new language for them is required. 
3.3 Design Principles 
We have identified the problems of standard SQL for Chinese users in the 
preceding section. Our design of a new language is to overcome them. Furthermore, 
since the new language is based on the relational data model, the fundamental 
requirements of a relation query language must also be fulfilled. In this section, the 
principles that we have followed in the design of the new query language are outlined. 
• Language Components : A query language consists of two classes of 
sublanguage namely the Data Manipulate Language ( DML) and Data Definition 
Language ( DDL ). The DML is used for writing queries to access information 
from the databases and the DDL for data creation and data updating. The new 
language therefore must supports both of these language components. 
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• Relational Completeness : In the relational model, a query language must be 
relational complete to cover all kinds of relational query. A language is said to be 
relational complete if it supports the eight basic operators, namely RESTRICT, 
PROJECT, PRODUCT, UNION, INTERSECT, DIFFERENCE, JOIN and 
DIVIDE [2]. The new language therefore must support these operators either 
directly or indirectly. 
• Expressiveness of the new language: SQL is the de facto language standard in 
database. In view of functionality, the new language must at least has the same 
expressiveness as SQL so that it can define all queries definable in SQL. 
• Easy to use for all cases: For ease-of-use, a query language should be a high-
level language. It should facilitate users to specify both simple and complex 
queries. Some query languages, like QBE, can only simplify simple query 
specification, However, these languages are unsuitable for specification of 
complex queries. To avoid this problem we follow a rule of thumb of "Simplify 
the complicated things and keep the simple things simple”. 
• Naturalness : Foremost in the design of the query language is the requirement of 
the users to memorize as little as possible of the language's structure and syntax. 
Users should only remember few things that are easy-to-remember and hard to 
forget. Consequently we have adopted the RNL (Restricted Natural Language) 
approach in the design of the new language because of its advantages as 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
• Declarative plus Procedural : As stated earlier, the SELECT-FROM-WHERE 
declarative construct in SQL is easy to specify simple queries but very difficult 
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for complex queries. In general, for complex queries definition the users must 
follow these steps [10’ 55]: 
Step 1: Understand the logic behind the problem, 
Step 2: Divide the logic into small sub-queries; and then 
Step 3 : Combine the sub-queries into a single SQL statement. 
To explain this, let's go back to the example in Figure 5. Following the 
programming steps listed above, step 1 gives rise to 4 query operations: 
(A). Find those departments with more than 5 employees. 
(B). Find those employees earning more than their managers and more 
than $40000. 
(C). Find from this group of employees who also worked on all the 
projects under department 5. 
(D). Find the department names and count the number of this kind of 
employees in those departments with such employees. 
Each operational step (A) - (D) forms a single sub-query. In step 2, they are 
linked together and combined with additional intermediate sub-queries to form the 
flow diagram of the request ( see Figure 8 ). Finally, step 3 maps the flow 
diagram into a single SQL statement. 
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• (Q j r ~ i ! 
:Find all the projects under ： 
： department 5. ： 
_ (A) (B) j r ^ 
• ； 去 ； 
Find those employees \ j 
Find those departments earning more than their i Find employees who work ： 
with more than 5 managers and more tahn \ on all projects under ： 
employees. $40000. j department 5. i 
dept_no (D) employee_no, dept一no employee一no 
w 
Find employees and their 
^ departments which appear ^ 
in the combined table (B) 
and (C). 
(E) employee一no, dept一no 
去 
Join table(D) with the 
Department relation to get 
the final results 
count(^) dept一name 
+ 
Figure 8 - The Flow Diagram of the formation of the complicated query. 
Step 3 is unnatural and is difficult, if not impossible, for non-technical or 
novice users. For this reason, many novice database users are confined to the 
specification of simple queries. In other words, unless one knows SQL in details, 
he/she can only develop small "toy" applications. One remedy would be to employ 
expert database programmers to tailor make the complicated specifications. This 
can be very expensive, is unaffordable for many small companies and destroys a 
major principle behind the relational database concept, i.e. allowing ad hoc users 
to post any query to the database. We believe that one can skip Step 3 and leave 
the query specified in a procedural way. 
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We therefore combine both declarative and procedural styles in the new 
language. To specify a query request, one can use more than one sentence. Within 
each sentence, it is in declarative style like SQL, or say it is declarative in the 
horizontal direction (Figure 9): Each sentence is a standalone and complete query 
definition. Different sentences combined together to form the different steps of the 
query, or say it is procedural in the vertical direction (Figure 9 ). 
Declarative • 
^^―I i ‘ 
叙纖•凝麵錄徽滋総欲擺凝総滋総滚欲磁翁^^ 
Procedural ‘ . .•:�:•..;:;..:/�:; 
於 ^ Hgmilliyi丨钱 One Request 
• 
，， • 
Figure 9 - Procedural Plus Declarative style within one request. 
• Window technology : There are some database query interfaces specially 
designed for the SQL language such as GQL [46]. But the design of SQL was 
not catered for a graphical interface. People have difficulty to find a good 
interface design due to the nesting style of SQL. To compete the deficiencies we 
create our user-friendly interface making use of the window technology. 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
In the beginning of this chapter, we have studied the problems in SQL 
which render it unsuitable for Chinese users. The unnaturalness and declarative style 
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of SQL makes it difficult to these users. The lack of Chinese characters supports of 
the language forces the users to use English table and/or attribute names. 
From a practical point of view, the new language must be better than SQL, 
the de facto standard query language; as we want current users to migrate from SQL 
to the new language. The language must be relational complete. It must supports both 
DML and DDL, and must at least have the same expressive power as SQL. To satisfy 
the Chinese naive or casual users, the language must be easy-to-use and natural to 
them. For this purpose, we combine procedural plus declarative query style. Last but 
not least, the language should be able to work with modern window technology. The 
above laid down the design principles of the new database query language - Chiql, 
whose definition is given in the next chapter. 
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I Chapter 4 
Language Definition 
Based on the design principles outlined in the last chapter, we have 
designed a new database query language, Chiql, which we will discuss in this chapter. 
Basically, Chiql, like other database query languages, consists of two 
languages components; Data Definition Language (DDL) and Data Manipulate 
Language (DML). Comparing both sublanguages, DML is more complicated and 
more widely used. Thus, our study mainly concentrates on the DML part. 
4.1 Language Overview 
Chiql is a database query language specially designed to be easily usable by 
the naive and casual as well as expert users with Chinese background. Because it is in 
restricted Chinese natural language form, the users must understand Chinese. 
To describe tables or table related components, Chiql uses the following 
terminology : 
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Chiql English Equivalence 




Table 1 - Terminology used in Chiql. 
As Chiql supports both procedural and declarative style query, to make a 
request, the users can use one or more sentence to specify the query. Within each 
Chiql sentence, it is declarative like SQL. Each complete Chiql sentence within a 
query ends with a semicolon and except the last one with a Chinese full stop mark 
( “ � ” ) • The sentences in a query is procedural, showing the steps leading to the 
results. Unlike SQL, temporary tables are used frequently in Chiql to hold the output 
from one Chiql sentence to be passed to subsequent Chiql sentences as input. 
Therefore, all intermediate sentences ( i.e. those ended in “；”）produce temporary 
tables and only the last sentence may produce a terminate (base) table. Three kinds of 
table are supported in Chiql : Base table, Temporary table and Transitional table. 
They will be discussed in Section 4.2.4. 
The Chiql query language is composed of a relatively small language set, 
representable by 11 different sentence structures (see Figure 14 on page 36). Each of 
which performs an unique database function. These sentences share common 
syntactical features which can be learned and remembered easily. To verify this, we 
have conducted a preliminary evaluation of the language where users' feedbacks were 
collected. The details of the evaluation will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
4.2 The Data Manipulation Language 
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Compared to DDL, DML is more widely used. This is because end users 
more often write queries to access existing databases rather than create new tables 
and define new attributes. Therefore, the acceptance of the new language is heavily 
dependent on the DML part. To ensure comprehensive functionality, a DML must 
support enough language constructs for specifications of all types of database queries. 
Relational completeness assures us of this property. 
4.2.1 Relational Operators 
Traditionally, there are eight basics relational operators defined by [62], 
namely RESTRICT, PROJECT, PRODUCT, UNION, INTERSECT, DIFFERENCE, 
JOIN and DIVIDE. [2] states that every relational query language must supports the 
first five operators; otherwise, the query language is not functionally complete. Since 
our language is based on the relational model, supporting these relational operators 
becomes one of the fundamental requirements. 
By studying the relationship among each operator, we have found that it is 
not necessary to support all eight operators in Chiql because the DIVIDE and 
INTERSECT operations can be expressed by other operations. Assume that "n" and 
"u" stand for INTERSECT and UNION, “+，，stands for DIVIDE, “-’，stands for 
DIFFERENCE and “IT，stands for the PROJECT. Then, there relationships can be 
expressed as in Figure 10: 
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_ INTERSECTION: R n S = ( R u S ) - ( ( R - S ) u ( S - R ) ) 
I DIVISION: R + S 三 T l — n ( R ) 
T 2 « - I I ( ( S x T l ) - R ) 
T T1 - T2 
Figure 10 - The equivalent expressions of INTERSECTION and DIVISION using 
other relational operations. 
Also, the PRODUCT ( or Cartesian Product ) operation is found to be 
rarely used in real life. Therefore, we only support four relational operations explicitly 
in Chiql while the PRODUCT is supported implicitly4 in Chiql. The four relational 
operations are RESTRICT, PROJECT, DIFFERENCE and UNION operations. The 
corresponding Chiql statements are listed in Figure 11. 
4 The PRODUCT operation can be expressed using the JOIN operation in Chiql. 
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Restrict: 
在<某表>中，如果<某(些)條件>，寫出<勒些)列>，將答案送入<某表> ； 
In <which table>, if <condition(s)>, output�which attribute(s)>， 
save in�which table�； 
Project: 
“ 在<某表>中，寫出<某(些)列>，將答案送入<某表> ； 




In�which table> and�which table>, i f�which table>，s < which attribute(s)> 
operator < which table>'s < which attribute(s)>, output < which attribute(s), 




In�which table>, i f�which attribute(s)> is not in�which table>, 




In�which table>, group by�which attribute(s)>, having <what condition(s)> 
at the same time, if <condition(s)>, output < which attribute(s)>, 
save in�which table〉； 
Figure 11 - The relational operators in Chiql. 
4.2.2 Rail-Track Diagram of Chiql 
Once these relational operations are defined, we can compose any query in 
a way similar to the use of the relational algebraic operations to form a query. In order 
to reduce the language complexity, the language syntax should be as simple and 
consistent5 as possible. We decomposed the five relational operation statements into 
5 Using the same language constructs to express the same semantics in all cases. 
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more primitive language constructs that required to form the above relational 




(4)如果 <某(些)條件> [ <或/與> <某(些)條件> ] 
(5)在 <某表> 與 <某表> 中 





Figure 12 - The primitive constructs of Chiql. 
In order to ensure consistence in the language syntax, we have combined 
all the primitive constructs to form the Rail-Track Diagram in Figure 13. The whole 
language can be reflected by this figure as it shows all the possibilities and variations. 
I For example, this Chiql query “在某表中，如果〈某（些）件〉，寫出〈某（些）列〉， 
將答案送入〈某表〉” is formed by the path � — ( f ) —(h) —(c) —(d) —02，，. 
The complete language specification in the form of BNF is shown in Appendix A. 
4.2.3 The 11-template 
One interesting finding after studying the Rail-Track Diagram of Chiql is 
that all the possibilities can be summarized into 11 cases each of which stands for 
different functionality. All other cases can be derived from them. These 11 cases 
therefore form the entire Chiql language. Once the users have learned these 11 cases, 
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they have mastered the whole language. The 11 cases will be referred to as the 11-
template at the rest of this thesis. In Figure 14，the 11 -template of Chiql is presented 
together with the track showing how they are composed. 
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4.2.4 Chiql Examples 
Let us now show the use of the Chiql language via some examples. 
Example 1 : Simple Query (簡單查詢) 
1 問：請列出員工表中的所有員工及其薪金。 
答:在員工表中，寫出員工姓名，員工薪金，將答案送入結果。 
Example 1 shows the usage of the simplest template, the first template. It 
involves a single PROJECT operation. Note that the last construct “將答案送入結 
果” is optional . If the user omits this part, the result of the query will be displayed 
directly on the screen. However, if the user intends to re-use the results in subsequent 
queries, he/she must redirect the results to a table (i.e.表）or view (i.e.視圖).In this 
example, the results are stored in a base table named “、结果”.Since this is a single 
statement, it is necessary to put the Chinese full stop mark “ � " a t end of it. 
Unlike SQL, the user can create three kinds of table in Chiql by specifying 
the appropriate “將答案送入，，phrase, The three options are : (1) create a base table 
by using “將答案送入固定結果表”，(2) create a temporary table with “將答案送入 
臨時結果表，，，and (3) redirect the result to a view (i.e. virtual table) with the phrase 
“將答案送入視圖結果”• Different from a base table, a temporary table is discarded 
after the completion of the transaction it belongs to. Different from a base table, a 
view is not materialized as it is not a real table. Unlike a temporary table, a view is not 
discarded by the system until the user drops it explicitly by using a DDL statement. 
Table 2 summarizes the life scope of each table type. 
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1： Table Type Life Scope 
固定表 Permanent 
臨時表 Within transaction 
視圖 Permanent 
Table 2 - Life scope of three kinds of table in Chiql. 
A Chiql query may have many statements. Each intermediate statement 
must create a temporary table. A temporary table may serve as the input table of other 
statements. The last statement can end up with an output table or a view. Note that 
one query can only have one output table or view. Therefore, all intermediate 
temporary tables are discarded after the completion of the query. The final output 
table can either be a base table, or a transitional table. The latter is a temporary table. 
But different from the intermediate temporary table, its life spans until the end of the 
session in which it was created. 
Example 2: Query with condition (選擇性查詢) 
l 問:請列出員工‘林立三，之所有資料。 
答：在員工表中，如果員工姓名等於‘林立三，，寫出全部列。 
Example 2 performs a single RESTRICT operation, corresponding to the 
second template. The restriction condition is the employee's name. Note that the 
keyword “全部列” allows the user to list out all the attributes in the table. The details 
of the condition part will be discussed later (see Section 4.3.3). 
Example 3 : Group-by Query (分組查詢) 
問：請從員工表中列出各部門之員工人數。 
答：在員工表的部門中，寫出部門，員工姓名的個數。 
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The GROUP-BY operation is the target in example 3，corresponding to 
template 3. The group-by attribute is specified within the first clause of the sentence 
I (i.e.在員工表的部門中). 
4.2.5 Common Language Constructs 
On can see from the above examples that once one gets familiar with a few 
language constructs (i.e.在<某表>中，如果〈某些4条件〉，寫出〈某些列>，…；see 
Figure 12)，one can understand the 11 templates in their entirety. Since the language 
is in Chinese natural language format, Chinese users can learn the language 
constructs quickly and easily. The 11 Chiql templates can be divided into two classes : 
single table access and multiple tables access. Their relationships among each other 
can be described in the tree structure shown in Figure 15. 
Chiql 
I ： 
簡單查詢 連# ：^目交 合併 
Basic Query Syntax Join Intersection Union 
份 士 ( ¾ ( ¾ (To) 
加 入 選 擇 條 件 O 分 組 查 詢 • V 7 V ^ 
Adding selection / \ r . n 加入選擇條件加入選擇條件加入選擇條件 
conditon J \Orouping Query Adding selection A d d i n g selection Adding selection 
conditon \ conditon . .conditon 
(?2l) (T3J) � V V V 
_ 气 © © © 
义 conditon 
丨 ^ i y 加 入 選 擇 條 件 
\ Adding selection 
NfiOnditOn rrxr> 
TYPE A CL TYPEB 
(單表查詢） (多表查詢） 
Figure 15 - Relationship among 11 templates. 
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In Figure 15，the 11 templates are divided into two types : Type A is for 
single table access while Type B7 is for multiple tables access. Each node in Figure 15 
represents a query type (i.e. a template) and the arrow between two nodes shows the 
modification required to transform a template to another (in the direction of the 
arrow). For instance, refer to Type A. The simplest Chiql query is type A.1，i.e. 
template (1). If a RESTRICT operation is added to it, it is changed to template (2). 
Similarly, if a GROUP-BY operation is added to (2)，it is transformed to template (3) 
and so on. 
I Due to this inter-template relationship, Chiql is very flexible. Both naive or 
casual users can begin with the simplest basic language construct in query 
composition. Once the users get familiar with them, they can advance to use the more 
complicated ones. By using the more complicated language constructs, the users are 
able to use fewer Chiql statements to compose the same query and may result in 
reducing the query time. 
The last thing that we want to point out here is that basically there are 11 
templates in Chiql. One of them supports the JOIN operator but none supports the 
Cartesian Product operator explicitly. This is because the Cartesian Production is 
seldom used independently. Since the Cartesian product is infrequent and our design 
goal is to minimize the necessary knowledge that the users are required to learn Chiql, 
we have discarded it from the template set. Of course, if someone is familiar with 
6 Templates 1-5 belong to TYPE A. 
7 Templates 6-11 belong to TYPE B. 
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Chiql, he/she can represent the Cartesian product operation easily as shown in the 
Figure 16，using template (6)，i.e. JOIN, with a null condition specifier (i.e.:無i条件). 
I Template (6):在<某表>與<某表>中，如果無條件，寫出<某(些)列>， 
I 將答案送入 < 某表>; 
Figure 16 - Chiql representation of Cartesian Product • 
I 4.2.6 One issue about GROUP BY and RESTRICTION 
In SQL, the GROUP-BY operation often comes with a condition clause 
(i.e. restriction) in real situations. The condition can be either placed before or after 
the GROUP-BY clause. These two types of specification have different semantics and 
may lead to different results. Therefore, they are not equivalent. Consider the 
following example, 
SELECT count(*) SELECT count(*) 
FROM Employee FROM Employee 
WHERE Surname = ‘Lam’ GROUP BY Department 
GROUP BY Department; HAVING Surname = ‘Lam，； 
The query on the left hand side is valid while the one on the right hand side is not 
because the result after the group-by operation no longer contains the "Surname" 
attribute. Therefore, the HAVING clause is not valid. This example shows that they 
are not equivalent but both structures are necessary in practice. 
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In Chiql, as shown in the Rail-Track Diagram in Figure 13, the second 
case is explicitly supported, i.e., perform the GROUP-BY clause before the 
RESTRICT. The corresponding Chiql sentence is template 3 : 
B ' 在<某表>的<某(些)列>中，如果某(些)條件>，寫出 <某(些)列> 
_ ，將答案送入 < 某表>。 
However, the first case, i.e., restriction before the GROUP-BY is not supported. If 
we were to support this style, using the basic language construction primitives (see 
Figure 12) the new Chiql statement would look like: 
• 在<某表>的<某(些)列>中，如果<某(些)條件>，寫出<某(些)列> 
，將答案送入<某表> ° 
The only difference between the two Chiql statements is the absent of the word “每” 
in the latter. Had we adopted both, it would be too confusing to the users. To achieve 
the same semantics of the restriction after GROUP-BY, one can use templates 2 and 1 
together in a multiple statements query. For instance, the first case in the example can 
be expressed in Chiql as follows: 
在員工表中，如果姓別等於‘Lam，，寫出姓別，名，將答案送入表#1; 
在表#1的姓別中，寫出全部列的個數。 
4.3 Other Language Features 
To be practical, Chiql needs to support more DML functions so that all 
database request can be specified. In this section, we list out those functions that are 
essential in practice and yet they have not mentioned in the above. 
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4.3.1 Aggregate Functions 
The query language should support some general constructs for the users 
to manipulate their data. Mathematical calculation is one of the most frequently 
involved operation in any query language. It is very often for the users to ask 
questions like "How many ...”，"What is the average ..." or “What is the number 
of.,.". For the specification of such requests, a set of basic mathematical functions are 
commonly provided. In database terminology, these functions are referred to as 
aggregate functions. The aggregate functions supported by Chiql are shown in Table 
3. 
Function In Chiql 
''d. /*!-. /.. v ‘ -.'、, 乂…‘ ‘ …. 
MAX 的最大彳直 
MIN 一 的最小値 
SUM — 的總和 
— COUNT 的個數 — 
AVG 的平均値 
Table 3 - Aggregate Functions supported by Chiql. 
The following examples show how the aggregate functions can be used in 
practice. 
Example 4: Aggregate Functions (最大俊） 
； 問：列出員工表中最高的薪金。 
答:在員工表中，寫出薪金的最大值。 
Example 4 is intended to find out the maximum salary of the whole 
employee table. 
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Example 5 : Aggregate Function ( 個 數 ) 
_ 問：請從員工表中列出員工人數多於十人的部門。 
_ 答:在員工表的部門中，如果每員工姓名的個數大於10,寫出部門。 
Example 5 is a more complicated query which includes a GROUP-BY 
operation and an aggregate function at the same time. Note that the aggregate 
function here can be placed either within the condition clause (‘如果•••，，）or the 
output clause (“寫出..’，). 
4.3.2 Attribute Alias 
We have mentioned that temporary tables are used extensively in Chiql 
(Section 4.2.4). To facilitate that attribute aliases are required. Without such a 
feature, attributes of the newly created table would be impossible to be referenced in 
subsequent queries. Consider the following example : 
Example 6 : Without Alias 
I 在員工表中，寫出薪金的最大值，將答案送入結果表。 
If the user wants to materialize the results, the “將答案送入” clause will be used. 
However, if an output attribute does not belong to any one of the input tables, we 
must assign a name to it. Otherwise, the user would not be able to access it. In general 
if no alias is specified, a default name will be given by the system for a newly created 
attribute. In this case, the user may not know the attribute name. Hence, attribute 
aliasing is important. 
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Users can use the keyword “為” (i.e. AS) to specify an attribute alias, The 
above example using an attribute clause (i.e. “…為薪金最大值 ”)，is as follows: 
Example 7 : With Attribute Alias 
I 在員工表中，寫出薪金的最大值為薪金處义處將答案送入結果表。 
4.3.3 Conditions in Chinese 
In Chiql, there are two condition constructs, namely “如果...，，and “如果 
每...，，.The “嗖口 果…” clause stands for the general filtering condition of the data, i.e. it 
is equivalent to the WHERE clause in SQL. The data filtering is performed without 
the GROUP-BY operation in “如果”.On the other hand, the “如果每“.，，stands for 
the filtering condition to be performed after the GROUP-BY operation. And of 
course, both of these conditions can be combined to form more complicated 
conditions. 
A condition clause consists of a set of language tokens; namely, attribute 
names, values, comparison operators, logical operators and unquantified predicates. 
Chiql supports Chinese comparison symbols such as “等於”’ “大於”，“小於”，“大於 
等於” and “小於等於”.Other logical operators like “與” and “或” are also supported 
to increase the naturalness of Chiql. English version of mathematical symbols and 
logical operations in English are also allowed in Chiql. 
4.3.4 Unquantified Predicates 
There are some standard predicates that can be used in a condition clause 
in Chiql. Without these predicates, the language functionality will be decreased. 
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SQL Equivalent Chiql 
BETWEEN 在 . . .與…中 
I LIKE “ 像 _ 
膠 、 IN 在 … 中 — 
— ALL 全部 一 
DISTINCT 不同的 — 
Table 4 - Unquantified predicates in Chiql and its SQL equivalence. 
Following are some examples showing the application of these 
unquantified predicates. 
Example 8 : Between Predicate (在 . . .與 . . .中) 
問：請列出薪金在8000與10000間之員工姓名及其薪金。 
答:在員工表中，如果薪金在8000與10000中，寫出員工姓名，薪金。 
This query locates all the employees whose salary is more than 8000 but 
less than 10000. Currently, the user can only use roman numbers as value. This is 
because roman number is simple and is widely accepted in Chinese. From a technical 
point of view, if Chinese numbers such as “十”，“佰，’，“什”意，，were supported, it 
would be difficult for the Chiql parser to differentiate them from an ordinary table 
name which used the same words (e.g. a table name, “百份比，，，i.e. percentage). If 
Chiql were to support Chinese numbers, these words should be reserved as keywords 
and could not be included in any table/attribute name definition. 
Example 9 : Like Predicate (像) 
問：請列出所有姓林的員工及其薪金。 
答:在員工表中，如果姓名像‘林％’，寫出員工姓名，薪金。 
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Example 9 shows the usage of the “像” construct in Chiql. This predicate, 
similar to the LIKE predicate in SQL, performs a string matching operation on the 
attributes [63]. It also uses the same wildcard characters as in SQL. Table 5 shows a 
list of wildcards supported in Chiql and their meanings. 
Wildcard Character Meaning 
Underscore character “ 一，， Any single character 
Percent character “％” Any sequence of n characters 
Table 5 - Wildcard Characters supported in the “像” predicate" 
4.3.5 Sorting 
One useful language feature in Chiql is the sorting of Chinese data and 
English data. This is useful when the user wants to format the results in a certain 
order. Sorting English data is already a standard facility in other query languages. 
However, sorting of Chinese data is not supported by any existing database systems in 
both the query language and the execution level. 
In Chiql, we support four general sorting methods for Chinese data. From 
the Rail-Track Diagram in Figure 13 (track (e) or (f) )，the sentence 
1 以 < 某 列 > 按 < 自然丨拼訇筆劃丨部首><上升丨下降〉排序 
is the corresponding sorting clause. This sentence can be explained in English as : 
Sort the <Attribute_name> in <AscendinglDescendinng> order by 
< Natural I Pin Yin 丨 Stroke 丨 Radical > 
1
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The first sorting method “ 自,然” stands for the natural coding system of 
the Chinese words. For example, if the database engine is using the GB coding 
scheme [64] for Chinese, then the data will be sorted in GB code order. 
The second method named “拼音” stands for the Pin Yin coding scheme. 
Like the Pin Yin input method, Chinese words are viewed as a sequence of phonetic 
symbols. In “拼音” sorting, the Chinese words are sorted based on the order of these 
phonetic symbols. 
The third method “筆劃” stands for stroke. All Chinese data are sorted by 
the number of necessary strokes that form the word. 
The last method “部首” stands for radical. Each Chinese word can be 
decomposed into a set of radicals. This sorting method are based on the order of this 
set of radicals. More information of these sorting can be found in [65]. 
For English data, they are sorted by alphabetic order as in conventional 
systems. In all the above cases, sorting can be performed in either ascending (i.e.上 
升）or descending (i.e.下降）order. 
4,4 Treatment of Quantified Predicates 
While Chiql supports unquantified predicates, quantified predicates are not 
handled. Quantified predicates, like the “ALL，，and "ANY" in SQL, are used to solve 
these ALL-like problems such as “ ... who supply all parts".’，，"... at least one part…” 
and ‘‘ …only •••，，，etc. 
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Consider query No. 28 in the 66-Benchmark in [Chapter 7.1, 89], “Find 
the items sold by all the departments on the second floor.” To specify the query, the 
SQL statement must use the existence predicate and is nested into more than one 
level. However, this kind of language construct is error-prone due to the declarative 
style and worst of all it is unnatural to the end users. Moreover, the existence 
predicates can only be used in the nested style. This is unsuitable for Chiql as it does 
not support nesting. Without any loss of semantics, query 28 can be transformed to 
‘‘Find the items that none of the departments on second floor do not sell this item”. 
The corresponding SQL specification looks like : 
SELECT name 
FROM item i 
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( SELECT * 
FROM dept d 
WHERE floor = 2 
AND NOT EXISTS ( SELECT * 
FROM sales s 
WHERE s.item=i.name 
AND s.dept = d.name)); 
One can see that this query is very complex to understand, not only for 
naive and casual users but also for experts. Since they cannot understand it in the first 
place, it is practically impossible for them to specify it. Double negation8 in SQL is not 
a natural daily language construct and most people have difficulties dealing with it in 
SQL. 
For the above mentioned reason, quantified predicates are not encouraged 
[2’ 63, 66] and therefore ignored in Chiql. But one can use multiple Chiql statements 
to achieve the same semantics. 
8 The underlined "NOT EXISTS" at different levels in the above example. 
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What is natural to the users, in the case of solving the ALL-like problems, 
is the quantitative equivalence between two sets. Based on this concept and assuming 
no duplicate rows in the tables, users can solve the problem by using procedural steps 
to count the number of elements that satisfy the conditions and also the same that 
appear in the other set. One possible procedural solution to the above request can be 
expressed as : 
(1). Find out the number of departments on the second floor. 
(2). Find out the items, department-count pairs which stands for the 
number of department on the second floor that supply the same items. 
(3). If the department-count is equal to the answer in (1), then the item is 
supply to all departments at the second floor. 
Base on this strategy, the user can specify the request in Chiql as follows: 
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4.5 The Data Definition Language 
DDL is the part of the query language that enables users to define the 
structure of an underlying database, e.g. tables and data attributes in the relational 
data model. To define a table structure, users have to specify the table name, the 
attribute names and the attributes' data type. 
For table level operations, there are three different language components 
namely "Create table", "Drop table" and "Alter table". For the row level operations, 
there are three language constructs, “Insert row", “ Delete row，，and “Update row，，. 
In the following, we describe these constructs one by one. 
4.5.1 Create Table 
[ ( 從 <某表>)]建立 <某表> 
( <屬性({數字/字符/...}:長度)> [{，<屬性((數字/字符/•••}:長度)> }…])； 
Figure 18 - Definition of Create Table Statement. 
Before one can utilize a database, its tables must first be created. In Figure 
18，the Chiql create-table construct is shown. The corresponding English translation is 
as follows : 
From�Table一name>，Create < Table一name > 
(�Attribute一name Data_type: Length�) 
[{，�Attribute一name Data_type: Length>}...]； 
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The first component “從〈某表〉” is optional. If the new table is derived 
from an existing table (i.e. the parent table), one can create it by specifying the parent 
table explicitly. Building a table in this way will be simpler than to use the DML to 
select all the attributes from the tables and then direct the result to another base table. 
Next, the construct “建立 <某表〉” specifies the name of the new table. 
The construct “<屬性({數字/字符}：長度)> ” allows the users to specify the attribute 
components within the table. The word “屬性” stands for the attribute names and 
“{數字/字符}，，stands for the data type of that attribute. At present, we support 
standard data type like integers (數字)，string (字符)，date (曰期）and label (標號). 




The Chiql statement in Example 10 creates a new table named “員工表甲” 
with attributes “員工姓名”，“員工薪金” and “ 部門” and their data types are string, 
integer and string, respectively. 
Example 11: Create Table 
從員工表甲建立員工表乙； 
Example 11 shows how the user can simply create a table by copying an 
existing table, e.g. “員工表甲，，，to a new table, e.g. “員工表乙”• 
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4.5.2 Drop Table 
刪除< 某表>; 
Figure 19 - Definition of Drop Table Statement. 
Table deletion operation is effectively the reverse of the table creation 
operation. The keyword “冊j 除” means deletion. Example 12 simply deletes the table 
created in the previous example, i.e. the “員工表乙”. 
Example 12 : Drop Table 
刪除員工表乙； 




Figure 20 - Definitions of Alter Table Statement. 
There are two scenarios in the alter table operation. The user can alter the 
table structure by appending new attribute(s) to the table. This is shown in sentence 
(1) in Figure 20. On the other hand, the user can remove existing attribute(s) from 
the table as shown in sentence (2) in the figure. The corresponding English translation 
is as follows : 
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(1) Update�Table一name�，Append一Attribute ( <Attribute_name 
(Data_type):Length >[ ,<Attribute_name(Data_type):Length >]...)； 
(2) Update�Table一name>, Delete一Attribute�Attribute一name> 
[，�Attribute一name>]； 
In Figure 20，the component “更改” stands for alternation. The keyword “添加歹1J，， 
and “冊J 除歹�’ stand for appending and removing attribute ( or column ) from the 
table, respectively. Other constructs are similar to the above. To show how they 
work，let's look at the following Chiql examples. 
Example 13 : Alter Table (Insert Column) 
更改員工表甲，添加列性別(字符：一）； 
Example 13 alters the table structure of “員工表甲，，by appending a string 
attribute, “'I•生別，，，to the table and the string length of each attribute has length equal 
to 1. 
Example 14 : Alter Table (Delete Column) 
更改員工表甲，刪除列性別； 
Example 14 simply removes the additional attribute added in the previous 
example. 
The above three language constructs are relevant to table level operations. 
In the following, we introduce the row level operations in Chiql. Effectively, the row-
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level operators were designed for the users to update the content of the database 
tables. 
4.5.4 Insert Row 
I 插入〈某表>〔一行〕，〈屬性値〉〔（，〈屬性值〉）...〕； 
Figure 21 - Definition of Insert Row Statement. 
Figure 21 shows the Chiql language construct for inserting a new row 
(tuple) to an existing table. In English it can be interpreted as : 
Insert�Table一name> [one一row],�Attribute—Value� 
[，（〈Attribute—Value�)]； 
The keyword “插入” stands for Insertion. Notice that the keyword “一行” 
is optional as it is an extra construct to improve the naturalness of the sentence and 
allows the user to remind himself/herself that it is a row insertion rather than a single 
value insertion. Example 15 is an example of row insertion. 
Example 15 : Insert Row 
插入員工表甲，林立三，10000，系統工程部； 
4.5.5 Delete Row 
j 在〈某表〉中，如果〈某(些)條件〉，刪除這些行； 
Figure 22 - Definition of Delete Row Statement. 
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Not only adding new records9 to the database table is important, removal 
of out-dated entries from the table is also essential. It helps keep the database current 
and its size down. Chiql allows the user to specify a condition for record deletion ( see 
Figure 22 ). Only records satisfying this condition will be removed. If the user wants 
to remove some particular records, then he/she can set the condition exactly equal to 
all the tuple values. The Chiql statements in Figure 22 can be expressed as : 
From <Table_name>, If <Condition(s)>, Delete_Row(s). 
Here, the language construct "〈某（些）條件〉，，contains the deletion 
condition which can be one single condition or a complex condition composed of 
smaller sub-conditions. 
Example 16 : Delete Row 
在員工表甲中，如果薪金小於500，刪除這些行； 
In example 16, the Chiql sentence deletes all the old records with salary 
less than 500. 
4.5.6 Update Row 
I 修改〈某表〉〔，如果〈某(些)條件〉〕，重新定値，〈屬性：屬性值〉 
I： 〔（，〈屬性：屬性値〉）•••〕； 
Figure 23 _ Definition of Update Row Statement. 
9 Note that in the relational data model, records and rows are synonyms. 
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The language construct listed above refer to the updating of existing 
records with another new records. The English interpretation of the update row 
statement as follow : 
Update�Table一name> [，If < Condition〉]，Reset一value, 
�Attribute一name:Value>[{，�Attribute一name:Value�}]； 
The language construct “修改〈某表>” allows the user to specify which 
table he/she wants to update. The keyword “重新定值” is used to improve the 
naturalness of the language and to remind the user which one is the new value and 
which is the old. Notice that the condition part is optional. Users can update the 
whole database by specifying no condition. 
Example 17 : Update Row 
修改員工表甲，如果姓名等於‘林立三，，重新定值，薪金:12000 ； 
For example, if an employee named “林立三” has a salary promotion, to 
update his record, the user specifies this name as the condition. The query then update 
the salary attribute value to its new value (see example 17). 
4.5.7 Remarks on DDL 
To be a functional complete query language, Chiql should also support 
I other DDL constructs like the keywords “UNIQUE，，（“單一”)and “PRIMARY”（“主 
鍵”）to specify the key attribute(s) of a table. Also, Chiql should, in addition to 
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supporting users to create base tables, support create views ( “視圖，，）and indexes 
(“索引”）.These features should be introduced to the language. 
4.6 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, we have presented the target query language proposed in 
my research. The design of this language is based on the requirements and principles 
presented in Chapter 3. The new query language Chiql was designed specially for the 
naive and casual users with Chinese background. 
Like SQL, Chiql has two sublanguages namely DML and DDL. Our study 
mainly focus on the DML part as it is essential for database information access which 
is the target application behind this research. Chiql is composed of a relatively small 
set of language and can be summarized into 11 templates, the syntax of which is quite 
simple. Once the user gets familiar with them, he can use the language readily. Also, 
these 11 templates support the five basics relational operators explicitly, making Chiql 
relationally complete. Chiql, unlike SQL, is procedural plus declarative. This 
mechanism allows users to have more flexibility in specifying different types of query 
and contributes to the high expressiveness in Chiql. Chiql is in form of restricted 
Chinese natural language; any user who understands Chinese can understand and use 
Chiql easily. This makes Chiql natural. Although our main focus is on DML, a 
complete database query language must include a DDL. Therefore, we have also 
designed a basic set of Chiql - DDL. Nevertheless, it is not yet complete and 
additional effort is required in this area. 
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Our next step after designing our target query language is to create a 
friendly user interface to assist the users to use the language. In the next chapter, we 
will discuss the design principles and the main roles of the end-user interface. 
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I Chapter 5 
I End-User Interface 
An End-User Interface (EUI) is essential for increasing the usability and 
query productivity of the language. In this chapter, the design of the Chiql EUI is 
presented. A complete example showing the necessary steps to formulate a query in 
Chiql is given to show the usage of the interface. 
5.1 EUI Overview 
As discussed in the last chapter, Chiql is created for ease to use，ease to 
remember and ease to understand. The ability to support both procedural and 
declarative style in Chiql gives it flexibility and enables users to solve queries in a 
natural way. 
A Chiql query is in restricted Chinese natural language form. Each query is 
a grammatical correct Chinese sentence. But Chinese input is a time-consuming task. 
In Chinese processing, naive users are often frustrated by the Chinese input process. 
This would be a serious drawback and affect Chiql，s acceptability. 
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Use Chiql to specify a query one only needs to know the 11 basic 
templates. To minimize the necessary knowledge required to use Chiql, an end-user 
interface tailored for Chiql is most desirable. 
5.2 Design Principles 
The above lays down the requirements on the Chiql EUI : the interface 
must reflect the naturalness of Chiql and free the users from memorizing the 11 
templates. As naive and casual users do not have much knowledge in database 
systems and Chiql, one of the objectives of the EUI is to give as much guidance as 
possible to them for specifying a Chiql query. The following issues have been 
considered in the Chiql EUI design: 
5.2.1 Language Independent Aspects 
Many researches in Human Computer Interaction (HCL) and Ergonomics 
concerning the design of user interfaces [67, 68，69，70，71,72] look into user 
behavior for identifying the requirements of a good user interface. Some general 
guidelines have been established as a result of these research. The EUI of Chiql mainly 
follows the guidelines proposed in [73，74]. 
• Step-by-step Guideline: When designing an interface, there are two methods for 
the interface layout. The first method is to put every construct such as buttons, 
menus，dr text input into the same screen. The users can operate with high 
efficiency and therefore this kind of interface can lead to high productivity. 
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However, it is only suitable for the expert and frequent users but not the naive 
and infrequent ones. The second method is to divide those interface constructs 
into logical components and then to show one logical component one at a time. 
Step by step guidelines are given to help users to select the next action in order to 
complete a task. This kind of design is more suitable for naive and casual users 
but it may be too tedious for the expert and frequent users since there may be too 
many screen switching. Special attention has been paid to the group of naive and 
casual users who do not have much experience and knowledge in using the 
interface. The EUI should be capable to guide them to navigate around the 
systems. Hence, the Chiql EUI adopts the step-by-step guideline mechanism. 
• Menu-based presentation : Generally, there are many types of EUI: command-
line, dialogue, question and answer, form-filling, menu-based and direct 
manipulation10. Command-line is not good for any Chinese processing system 
due to the input problem. The dialogue and the question and answer style are 
often too tedious for the users. One common approach is to use direct 
manipulation. However, this style needs to have good hardware peripheral 
support. In mainland China, most of the computer users are still using Chinese 
Terminal VT100. Not too many users can afford a computer with a high 
resolution graphical display. That means direct manipulation is not feasible. On 
the other hand, textual menu-based user interfaces are widely common. Since our 
target users are mainly from mainland China, the menu-based style was chosen 
for the Chiql EUI. For example, users are requested to select the available table 
% -. i , - v . 
10 A communication style in which objects are represented on the computer screen as realistically as possible, 
and can be manipulated by the user in ways analogous to how the user would manipulate the real object [61]. 
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names rather than inputting them directly. The advantage of using menu based 
interface is that the same design can be ported to both graphical and text mode 
output devices. In other words, the design of the Chiql EUI is flexible; it could 
support different implementations. At present, however, the Chiql EUI is 
developed for text mode display and can be easily and immediately adopted by 
mainland Chinese users. 
5.2.2 Language Dependent Aspects 
Besides taking into account of some general design issues, the design of 
the EUI reflects many properties of the Chiql language. The design of the interface is 
detailed in the design specification shown in Appendix B, In the following, the 
language dependent features of the Chiql EUI are presented. 
• Templates: Inputting a string of Chinese characters in a Chiql statement is 
cumbersome and time-consuming. To solve this problem, the Chiql EUI takes 
advantage of the syntax of the language. Since Chiql consists of only 11 basic 
templates and divides into two classes11 as mentioned in Section 4.2.5, it is 
affordable to display them all at the same time. The initiation of a new Chiql 
query simply boils down to the selection of the query class followed by the 
selection of the desired query pattern from a menu which shows all available 
templates in the selected class (see Figure 24)12. This method speeds up the input 
process and increases the users' query productivity. In addition, the users are no 
1 1 單表查詢 (TYPE A) and多表查詢(TYPE B). 
12 Only five templates are shown in Figure 24. They are the queries for single-table operations. 
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longer required to remember the entire syntax of the language and hence the 
knowledge required to use the language is greatly reduced. 
' i 
单 表 杳 谕 躺 t 
ffiittiw s < * (些〉h >m 
—蒋答索送入 < 某表>o 
I ： « < 呆 ( 些 ) h >，m 
" w s"«<" * * >m< * 涵 丨 I > ； ， ( 些 〉 w m 
I 条件〉，写出〈某（些〉贞〉，将答案送叉 < 某 i > 0 
条性 并在其审如菓< I (些> 蠢件 >，写出〈某（些> @ 一 一一 ，S咎案送入〈某表〉。 
广 — — 1 「 一 一 — — 一 一 一 
* 完成D * *取消ESC f f ？ f 
L J I � 
英文输入(ASCII input) “ 
Figure 24 - Template Selection in EUI (Single table queries only). 
• Constructs with well defined Parametric Structure : After the desired 
template is selected, the users are required to input the necessary query 
parameters, such as the tables and attributes involved in the query. As shown in 
Figure 12, Chiql 11-templates are made up of 10 simple constructs; and within 
them the parametric positions are well defined. Based on this property, using the 
Chiql EUI, parameters from the left to the right of a query are specified in the 
manner offill-in-the-blank. 
After the user has selected the required template, the template is shown in 
a new pop-up window with all unknown parameters highlighted (Figure 25) and 
the user can choose any of them. Once a parameter is selected, he/she uses the 
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menu to select the necessary table names or attribute names. When the user wants 
to specify a condition with a given string, he/she has to type in the string directly. 
The flll-in-the-blank approach is very useful as casual users can quickly and easily 




r 1 r 1 
* 完成 D * * mn ESC * t ? t 
I J I — J u：傘傘串」 
英文输入(ASCII input) “ 
Figure 25 - Fill-in-the-blank concept in EUI. 
參 Multi-statement Support : Another language property that influences the 
design of the EUI is the procedural style of Chiql. Under this property, a query 
can be composed of many Chiql statements. Our interface must be able to 
support this. After a Chiql statement is created, an icon13 is produced (see Figure 
26). If the user finds that there are some errors in the query, then he/she can 
select the icon and proceed to edit or delete the corresponding Chiql statement. 
13 Ea ch Chiql statement is represented as a square box icon with the name of the output table as the icon label. 
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To facilitate multi-statement, the EUI supports grouping of icons. After a 
sequence of Chiql statements has been written, the user can group all or part of 
these statements into one single-group to form a single icon，i.e. a new query (see 
Figure 27). This grouping ability facilitates reuse and leads to increased 
productivity and usability of the language. 
I � 查询组 
-d -i 
I 产 — I i 
I [ [ [ 
表#1 表#2 國 
I \mmn] \mme] [mmd] 1 ¾ ¾ ¾ ] � • : + 
英文输入(ASCII input) ^ ^ 
Figure 26 - Multi-statement handling in the EUI. 
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•> 1 < 1 1 _ 




I -| j 1 r — * — * 1 I 1 r 1 
傘 f f i ^ i i 傘 傘 e 傘 傘 D 中 傘 f f mmc * * ? f 
I _J L � L , — J I I I J 中傘 J 
英文输入(ASCII input) = = = = 
Figure 27 - The above example query after grouping operation. 
• Chinese Restricted Natural Language: Since the 11 Chiql templates are 
grammatically correct sentences, they are self-explanatory (i.e. a sentence itself 
explains the database operations). That effectively is an in-place help facility. 
Refer to Figure 24，the function of the template is labeled on the left-hand-side 
of the template; on the right-hand-side, the full sentence explains the function of 
that label. This no doubt is helpful to the end-users. 
5.3 Complex Condition Handling 
This is a difficult problem that even the naturalness of the Chiql language 
cannot help. Consider the case that the restriction condition which consists of three or 
four small sub-conditions and in turn they are combined with logical operators "AND" 
or "OR". This kind of condition is very hard to express in a natural way irrespective 
to the nature of the language. One has to use parenthesis ( "(，，’ ‘‘)’，) and logical 
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operators “與” and “或” to help users separate the conditions. For example, “ ... i口果 
((姓別等於‘林，）與（薪金大於9000) )，... ” There is no simple way to express the 
combined condition in a linear format (i.e. Chinese input text). This is too complicated 
for the naive or causal users. To tackle this problem, the EUI of Chiql presents the 
structure of a combined condition by using a graphical structure ( see Figure 28). 
With this structure, the users construct a complex condition in a top-down manner. 
• 簡單條件 
I 複雜條件 • 條件式型式： 
[ ― 修 件 申 _ 
條件甲或條件乙 一 1 — 
• 條 件 乙 了 
1 條件曱與條件乙一條件甲一條件乙一 
「 條 件 甲 ] 
I 條 件 甲 或 非 條 件 乙 4 非 條 件 
I 條 件 甲 與 非 條 件 乙 • 件 甲 一 ^ f ^ M 
Figure 28 - The complex condition menu. 
There is a menu for each condition clause. The user first selects the 
condition type from the choice of simple or complex conditions. If “簡單个条件” 
(simple Condition ) has been selected, a pop-up window is displayed and the user 
c a n then input the details of the condition. If the user select “複雜么条件” 
(Complex Condition )，then a drop down menu appears, showing four possible 
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patterns,： namely AAB, AVB, AA IB and Av IB. Note that we have used two 
graphical structures with two nodes lying in parallel to represent the “OR，， 
operator. Similarly, two nodes in series are used to show the "AND" operator. 
—條件甲 
—— —— 1 件 甲 — — 條 件 乙 一 
L 條 件 乙 」 
OR Operator AND Operator 
Figure 29 - The visual structure of the logical operators. 
After one has selected the pattern of how two predicates are combined together, 
another window pops up to allow the user to specify the detail of the condition. 
This condition can be further split into two sub-conditions, represented as two 
nodes either in parallel or in series (i.e. the structures represented in Figure 28). 
With the same procedures, a complex condition with many levels of sub-
conditions can be constructed (see Figure 30). 
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I �^½¾¾ s iiAito i^ftl" “—“ • 
_ ——[~m£~]-— … 
输入 J 1 J 输出 
丨： — 
I mimzm'x — 二 
I “ 二二] J 
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 _ | — — ~ — 一 一 一 一 傘 
电 继 续 C 傘 * 取 消 E S C * * H 傘 
I J I J L^ s中傘！ 
英文输入(ASCII onput) “ 
Figure 30 - The final tree structure of a condition. 
5.4 Input Sequences of the EUI 
Before we really come to the query formulation part, now is the best time 
to show the input sequence of the EUI. Basically, the whole input procedure is in top-
down fashion. Suppose that a user approaches our system. He/she has just learned 
how to use the language and therefore has little experiences in using it. In that case, 
he/she would not have a clear idea what he/she should do. As we have to minimize the 
difference between the user's thinking mental model and the designer model, it is best 
to design the input sequence as the former. The thinking model in fact functions in a 
top-down manner. The Chiql input sequence based on that operates as follows (Figure 
31): 
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(i)Template class 
n ”小 ^ C ^ TYPE A or TYPEB Press Escape 丨 \ A 
(2)Template Number 
Press E s c a p c X N ^ TYPE A: 1-5 ; TYPEB: 6-11 
r ^ (3)Table(s) involved 
S Press Escape Tablc(s) Name or Grouping attribute(s) name 
E , . . 
T ^ (4)Condition(s) 
Q Press Escape Any Restriction Conditon ？ 
U ~ ~ 
E ^ (5)Output Attribute(s) 
Y Press E s c a p e ^ X > ^ A t t r i b u t e ( s ) N a m e ? 
^ (6)Result Output 
B Edit Q u e i ^ X X O ^ p u t Table Name ？ 
� (7)Finished j 
Figure 31 - Input Sequences and actions to be taken in EUI (see also Figure 15). 
To specify a query, the user first thinks about how many tables are 
involved (i.e. step (1)). If the query involves only one table, then he/she selects the 
TYPE A (單表查詢）templates. Otherwise, TYPE B (多表查詢）templates are 
chosen. Once the user has decided on the template classes, the corresponding 
templates are displayed (see Figure 24 as an example). The user selects one of these 
templates based on the requirements of the query request (i.e. step (2)). The Chiql 
template which is in natural language form clearly shows the query objective. Once 
the template is selected, the next step is to apply the fill-in-the-blank mechanism to 
specify all the blank components, i.e. the parameters of the query, in the template. The 
first component is the table name(s) that is(are) involved or the grouping attribute 
names, if there is any (i.e. step (3)). This is followed by the condition details (i.e. 
step(4)). The input of a complicated condition is also in top-down manner (see page 
68). The next step is to specify the information the user wants to output (i.e. step 
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(5)). If the user wants to store the results, the next step is to input the target output 
table name (i.e. step(6)). Finally, once the user confirms the formulation, the query is 
complete (i.e. step(7)). To specify another query, the same procedure is repeated. 
Note that if the user changes his/her mind in anyone of the intermediate steps of the 
input process, the EUI allows the user to go back to the previous step or simply to 
discard the whole query. 
5.5 Query Formulation: An Example 
The concept of the EUI will be much clearer by using a step-by-step 
example. Let us take our example from the first query in the 66-benchmark ( see 
Appendix C ). That is, “列出所有玩具部員工的的員工娃名•” The corresponding 
I answer in Chiql should be “在員工表中，如果員工表的部門等於‘玩具部’，寫出員 
工表的員工姓名 ° ” The beginning screen of the EUI is a blank screen like the 
following figure (Screen 1); the user should select the “建立查詢，，button to begin. 
:.,:v., ‘:.. , v ' - ‘ :..,, 
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_ 「 查询组 
‘ — — 
L • J 
I j o ^ s i c ] \mmn] \mmE] \§mmD] \mG] \mko\ 
英义输入(ASCII華t) “ 
Screen 1 - EUI Initial screen. 
To specify the query request, the user will first think about how many as 
well as which table(s) is(are) needed. In this case, only one table named “ 員 工 表 ” is 
needed, and therefore, “單表查詢” should be selected (Screen 2). 
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_ 「 査询组 
I _ 
_ r 建立査询 i 
K � E i ^ a a ] 「多表查询m 1 
— 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 1 
* 取消 ESC 
I J U|!傘傘傘J 
英文输入(ASCII input) “ “ 
Screen 2 - Select single table template class. 
The five templates under the “單表查詢” class are enlisted, allowing the 
user to decide which one to use. In our example, the query has a simple condition 部 
門等於‘玩具部，；therefore, the second template labeled with selection query “選擇 
性查詢，，is selected (Screen 3). 
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• 「 单表 ^ 6 1 ¾ t 
_ . j ^ < >o_ _ I 
I ！ i i l l ^ i i ? ④ - 涵 ; 「 ； ; 云 ^ ^ 运 — 
条件 >，写出〈某 <些〉>，将答案送叉 < 某 i >。 
条性 >，并在其审如菓 < 棄（些〉桑件〉，写出〈某（些〉_ ，楠答案送入 < 某表>o 
L J 
~ — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 1 一 — 一 一 — 一 一 一 
^ ^ L i s a ^ f 取消 ESC f f ？ f 
I J L J Lsjs 中傘! 
英文输入(ASCII input) = = — 
Screen 3 - Select the second template. 
After that, the screen is refreshed and the selected template is displayed in 
a new window. The first unknown parameter, i.e., a parameter to be filled, is 
highlighted (Screen 4). 
请填入未知as^ 
中，如果〈某（些〉条件 >，写出〈某 <些> 列 >,将答案送入< ^ 
>o 
_ -. 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ p - j 申傘傘“！ 
隱 ： 完成d ? m , u j 
英文输入(ASCII input) “ ~ 
Screen 4 - The display of a template. 
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To initiate the fill-in-the-blank mechanism, the user has to click the mouse 
or to press the Enter key while the cursor is on the highlighted component. A pull-
down menu will list all the available tables (Screen 5). 
I 请填入未知部份： 一一 _ 
I 1 ¾ 诜 1 些 〉 条 件 >,写出〈某（些> 列 >，将答案送入< S f l 
I | § r 
I • 
wmW 
r 1 r 1 
^ ^ ^ m n ESC * ? ? ? 
I J I J Uf!傘傘傘」 
英文输入(ASCII input) 一二 
Screen 5 - Pull-down menu in the table-component. 
In our example, the user selects the “員工表”.The selected table name 
then replaces the original keyword “<某表>，，in the template and the EUI moves to 
highlight the next unknown component, which here is the condition part in our case. 
The movement of the highlighting cursor is a guidance informing the user what he/she 
has to input next (Screen 6). 
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— 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 ， 
I 请填入未知部份： 
r ^ — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 
I 在员工表 ,，如果raasa^sB•写出〈某C些> 列 >,将咎案送入 < 某表E 
O I 
L - — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 j 
r 1 r 1 
* 完成D * 〒取消ESC f 〒？〒 
I J L J 英文输入(ASCII input) ~ 
Screen 6 - Ready to input the condition part. 
Next, another small pop-up menu is shown by pressing the Enter or 
clicking the mouse on the condition part. This pop-up menu allows one to specify the 
structure of the condition in the manner described in Section 5.3. In this case, we are 
required to find the employee who is working in the Toy department. Since only one 
condition is needed, the “簡單條件” class is selected (Screen 7). 
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- 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 1 
J 请填入未鳟部份！ 一 一 一 
tl®I •，写出〈某（些> 列 >,将答案送入 < 某 _ 
L J 
I 1 r T 
* 完成D * *取消ESC〒 f ？ f 
L � I J 傘中傘J 
英文输入(ASCII iiput) ~ 
Screen 7 - Select the simple condition item. 
The screen is again refreshed. A new window showing a condition panel 
for the input of all detail components (Screen 8) is displayed. Basically, the screen is 
divided into three parts. The left operand of the condition can be input on the left-
hand side of the window including: “屬性” and “函數”.The comparison operators 
and the logical operators are located at the middle screen (i.e. “不” and “運算符”). 
The right operand of the condition can be input on the right-hand side of the window. 
The right-hand side of a condition can be one of the following classes: “屬'I•生”，“函 
數” and “數値或字串，，.The user can switch between any of the screen construct and 
all selected items are marked. In the example, the user selects the following as : “員工 
表的部門” as the left operand, the “等於，’ as operator and a string ”玩具部” as the 
right-hand-side. The EUI will then construct the final condition and display it at the 
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bottom part of the screen. To end the condition part, the user presses the ”繼續” 
button to continue: 
_ [ ~mmm : 
属性： *不： *属性： 
— J傘 * 函 数 J 
®E_： * 运算符： * 1 
l^mWfW 口 网 _ 傘 1 : 
m M ^ 傘 
的平场值 傘小於 *数值或字串s 
L ^ L J 傘 p 
^ ^ ， 瑰 具 
傘 傘 L J 
I [ ( " f t x i w i n w ^ * ^ ] 
I ^ — — " 一 i I 1 
I ， 瞧 職 t m ? u j 
I 英文输入(ASCII input) = = = = 
Screen 8 - Input the condition details in the Condition Panel 
The final condition at the end replaces the original component “某（些）條 
件” in the template. Therefore, the next unknown component, the attribute output 
clause, is highlighted (Screen 9). 
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r 1 I 1 
* 完成D * *取消ESC f f ？卞 
I J I � Uj；傘傘傘J 
英文输入(ASCII聊t) “ 
Screen 9 - The condition attach to the Chiql template. 
The next step is for the user to decide the output information. By clicking 
the mouse or pressing the Enter key, the Attribute Panel is displayed as shown in 
Screen 10. The user can then specify the desired output attributes. 
请填入须写出的属性名t 
— - — — -1 r ^ f f i T i 
< 某列_> _：：：：：：：： 
i — 7 ¾ ¾ ” — 一” r ^ f f l v l 
I — — rma~r\ 
〈某列〉 „„：：：：：：：： 
[ — J 
m ] r ^ T ' i l G I � ^ s s 名 $ L 
I . — J J u - j l 
^ r 1 
f 完成 D ？ t H ? U J 
英文输入(ASCII input) 
Screen 10 - The initial screen of the Attribute Panel 
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The attribute panel screen is divided into three main parts: The left-top 
portion allows the user to click on one or more lines, each line corresponds to one 
output attribute. The right-top portion is a list of buttons showing those aggregate 
functions supported in Chiql. The bottom portion shows other Chiql constructs such 
as predicates and attribute alias. In the example, the user clicks at anyone line in the 
top-left portion and selects the “員工姓名 ”• Selected attributes are clearly marked 
with an asterisk (Screen 11). 
I 请填入须写出的属性名称： [SamiJ 
瞧 - t a M z ^ M j f f l a i . 「最小值 11 ： 1 i i P ^ ^ : = = : : _ : = [ ^ ] 
111 —网 
|"1 耀 的 个 数 — J L t i c J 
r ^ i T I r ^ S T l r i S ^ T " ! r ^ m m G 1 L 1 
I J -I L ——J L J J 
r 1 r 1 
: f 完 成 D ？ m — 」 t j j 
英文输入(ASCII input) 
Screen 11 - Select output attribute(s) from a pull-down menu. 
The selected attribute is placed in one of the cells on the left-top portion (Screen 12). 
To specify more than one output attribute, the user can input all at the same line or 
separate them into different lines. This depends on what the user is accustomed to. 
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I . i 
R 请填入蟬写出的属性，称： _ [ i^ f iT] 
I r i i i n n g i ^ - 一 1 r ""——^ 一 一 ― — 最小值工 〈某列 1 1 
I — ""“ ^y^ff i v ] 
〈某列> : — — 
总和 s 
—一 _< 某列〉 — — 一一 _：：：："：_ 
_ — < W m > [ m c ] 
L— — ——— — � 
I r ^ S T I [ ^ m m G I � S i i i S ^ L_J 
— 一 一 ~ 一 一 • 一 一 一 一 "J ^ ^ 一 — — 一 一 一 一 一 ~ ~ - J 
* ^T i3BM ^ f 取消 ESC F F ？卞 
L J L � U s 傘!！！傘」 
英文输入(ASCII input) “ " " 
Screen 12 - Complete the input of output attribute(s) clause. 
After that, the user clicks or presses the Complete (i.e.完成）button to 
continue the process (Screen 13). 
请填入未知部t 
员工表的部门等於坑具龈），写出员工表的员工姓名，雕 
r 1 r 1 
丨 f 完 成 d ， m ? u j 
英文输入(ASCII input) “ 
Screen 13 _ The output attribute clause has been update in the Chiql template. 
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The Output clause is now complete. The original Chiql template is updated 
on the screen and the cursor moves to the next component. The component “〈某表〉” 
is then highlighted. The table output clause is optional. If the user simply wants to 
read the result on the screen, no more action is required. The user just ignores the 
next highlighted unknown component and clicks the Complete (i.e•完成）button to 
finish the input procedure. After that, the EUI will return to the initial screen and a 
new icon representing the input query is shown (Screen 14). 
B 「 査询组 
I K M 
I [ i ™ ^ [ i i j Q j 
英文输入(ASCII input) ~ 
Screen 14 - Go back to the initial screen with a query created. 
If no table output clause is specified, the icon will be labeled with the 
keyword “〈某表〉”，otherwise, the icon will use the new table name as the label. To 
see the result, the user can select the execute (i.e.執行查詢）button. This initiates the 
execution of the Chiql query. 
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5.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have presented the end-user interface tailored for the 
Chiql language. It was designed to increase the usability and productivity of the 
language. This design of the interface not only follows some general guidelines in 
interface design, but also takes advantage of the language's properties. As a result, 
the EUI satisfies easy-to-use, easy-to-remember and easy-to-understand requirements. 
The design principles of Chiql，s EUI are platfrom independent. In order to 
tackle different limitations in real life, two versions of the EUI have been developed. 
The first one is menu-based and compatible to the Chinese VT100 terminals used in 
mainland China. It is in text mode and was developed under the SUN OS 4.3.1 by 
using the standard C curses library [75]. On the SUN platform, the text mode 
interface runs on cxterm - a Chinese X-window terminal emulator [76]. Note that 
cxterm is 100% compatible to Chinese VT100 terminals. The second implementation 
was developed in Visual Basic 3.0 under the Chinese MS Window 3.1 environment. 
This version takes advantage of the graphical environment provided by MS Window 
and hence more fancy utilities are added to it. 
In the next chapter, we will discuss about the implementation issues. Since 
Chiql is a new language, no existing database engine supports it. To overcome this, 
we have developed algorithms to translate Chiql queries to SQL statements. The 
translation process together with the technical problems that we have faced will be 
outlined in Chapter 6. 
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I Chapter 6 
I Chiql to SQL Translations 
Chiql is a brand new database query language; no existing database engine 
supports it. Under this situation, we would not be able to execute Chiql queries 
directly and hence would not be able to use the language in real applications. 
Development of a Chiql database engine is not trivial. 
One possible solution to the above problem is to make use of an existing 
database engine by translating Chiql queries into SQL equivalence. We can then 
execute the resulting SQL queries in any existing database engine. The translator thus 
serves as a bridge to connect the Chiql and the EUI to any existing SQL DBMS. 
Their relationship is depicted in Figure 32. 
End Users , , 
j • I 
/ : Chiql statement(s) ‘ 
Chiql , \ ‘ 
End User Interface ‘ � 
： I 啊 - — j ： 
SQL DBMS � • : 
l: � \ • 4 '； 
� � ： Single SQL statement : 
� I � 
Figure 32 - The position of the Chiql-to-SQL translator. 
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6.1 Related Work 
Translation of one database query language to another one is common. 
Codd [77] developed a reduction algorithm to translate relational algebra to relational 
calculus. Geri [78] developed another algorithm to translate relational calculus 
language (SQL) to relational algebra with some algebraic extension. Ullman [4] and 
Paredaens [79] summarized various translation methods between these two language 
classes. 
There are some works related to the translation of nested SQL query to its 
unnested counterpart. In [80]，Kim first raised some problems in nested to unnested 
query translation encountered in the process of query optimization. Kiessling [81] 
pointed out the “count bug" problem14 of Kim's work. Various solutions have been 
proposed [82, 83, 84] in solving similar problems. The count bug problem also 
appears in Chiql/SQL translation and will be discussed later. The aforesaid studies 
focused on translation from nested to unnested queries. The Chiql/SQL translation, 
however, works in the opposite direction (i.e. unnested to nested). A new translation 
method has been designed [12]. � 
6.2 Translation Overview 
The translator converts a procedural Chiql query expressed in multiple 
statements into its declarative SQL counterpart. We also use existing optimization 
14 The details of this problem will be covered in Section 6.2.3. 
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algorithm to optimize it. In most cases, the translation will lead to a single statement 
SQL15. This form is suitable to most advanced query optimization method in existing 
database systems [85]. 
Basically, the translation is a two-pass process (Figure 33). The first pass 
of the translation changes the language domain from Chiql to SQL, i.e. it translates 
each Chiql statement into a corresponding SQL statement. The output is a sequence 
of SQL statements. In the second pass, the translator converts these statements in 
unnested SQL into one single query in nested form. The first pass is relatively simple 
but the second pass gives rise to some technical difficulties. 
Chiql Language Domain SQL Language Domain SQL Language Domain 
m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Pass One ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Pass Two 
Mapping ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Nesting 
Multipule statements in Chial Multiple statements in Unested SOL Single statement in Nested SQL 
Figure 33 - Two passes in the Chiql-to-SQL translation. 
To show how the process really works, let us consider the second query in 
the 66 benchmarks: "Q2. Find the items sold by no department on the second floor.，， 
In Chiql, the request can be formulated as follows: 
_ 在部門表中，如果地點等於2，寫出部門名稱，將答案送入表#1; 
_ . 在銷量表中，如果門部門不在表#1中，寫出產品。 
15 In some cases, the translator can not group all SQL statements into single SQL statement due to the problems 
that will mention in Section 6.2.3，and hence returns multiple SQL statements. 
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Both of these Chiql statements are derived from the second Chiql query template16. 
To translate this Chiql query to SQL, the following operations will be performed. 
6.2.1 Pass One : Mapping( Input = Chiql, Output = multi-statement SQL) 
^ ^ • • 1 7 
The input Chiql may consist of one or more Chiql statement(s), each of 
which will be directly mapped to its SQL equivalence. This is an one-to-one mapping; 
each Chiql query template ( see Figure 14 on page 36 ) has a corresponding SQL 
representation. The tables in Figures 34(a) and 34(b) show the Chiql to SQL 
Mapping. 
16 Notice that in this Chiql query, the first statement uses an output clause but the second query does not. 
17 The input Chiql query is assumed to be syntactically correct. In practice, this condition is checked prior to a 
query entering Mapping (). 
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(1).簡單查詢 ！ “ ! ~ ’ 
在〈某表〉中，寫出〈某(些）列〉，將答案送入〈某表〉o 
=> create view <output> as ( 
select <attribute(s)> 
from <table>); 
⑵.選擇性査詢 ； ““ 
在〈某表〉中，如果〈某(些)條件>,寫出〈某(些）列>，將答案送入〈某表〉o 






=> create view�output�as ( 
select <attribute(s)> 
from <table> 
group by <attribute(s)>); 
(4).選擇性分組查詢 ！ ― ― “ ― 
在〈某表〉的〈某(些)指定列〉中，如果每〈某(些)指定列條件>， 
寫出〈某(些）列〉，將答案送入〈某表〉o 
=> create view < output�as ( 
select <attribute(s)> 
from <table> 
group by <attribute(s)> 
having�grouping condition(s)>); 
(5).複合式查詢 S """""— 
在〈某表〉的〈某(些)指定列〉中，如果每〈某(些)指定列條件>， 
並在其中如果〈某(些)條件〉，寫出〈某(些）列〉，將答案送入〈某表〉o 




group by <attribute(s)> 
having�grouping condition(s)>); 
Figure 34(a) - Translation Mapping from the (1) to (5) Chiql templates to SQL. 
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(6)連接 ； ‘ 
在〈某表>與<某表〉中，如果〈某(些)連接條件〉，寫出〈某(些）列>，將答案送入<某表> 0 
=> create view <output> as ( 
select <attribute(s)> 
from <tables> 
where <join condition(s)>); 
(7)選擇性連接 ： 
在〈某表>與< 某表〉中，如果〈某(些)連接條件〉，並在其中如果 i 
〈某(些)條件〉，寫出〈某(些）列〉，將答案送入〈某表〉o 
=> create view <output> as ( 
select <attribute(s)> 
from <tables> 
where <join condition(s)> 
and�selection condition(s)> ); 
(8)相交 — — — — _ ^ 一 ― — — — 
在〈某表>與<某表〉中，如果某行同時出現，寫出〈菓(些）列〉，將答案送入〈某表>o 
=> create view <output> as ( 
select <attribute(s)> 
from ctable一A > 
union 
select <attribute(s)> 
from <table_B> )； 
(9)選擇性相交 — — ^ ^ “ 
在〈某表>與< 某表〉中，如果某行同時出現，並在其中如果〈某(些)條件>, 
寫出〈某(些）列>，將答案送入〈某表〉o 















from <table_B> )； 
(11)選擇性合併 — 
在< 某表>與< 某表〉中，如果某行至少出現一次，並在其中如果 
〈某(些)條件>,寫出〈某(些）列>，將答案送入〈某表〉o 







where�selection condition(s)> ); 
Figure 34(b) _ Translation Mapping from the (6) to (11) Chiql templates to SQL. 
t 
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By using the tables in Figures 34(a) and 34(b), the resultant multi-
statement SQL query for the example above is as follows : 






WHERE dept NOT IN 
SELECT * 
FROM tempi); 
6.2.2 Pass Two : Nesting(Input = multi画statement SQL，Output = single 
statement SQL) 
A multi-statement Chiql query gives rise to the corresponding multi-
statement SQL after the Mapping ( ) stage. However, most existing SQL database 
engines support only the SQL118 standard and do not cater for multiple statements19. 
In the Nesting stage, multiple SQL statements are combined to form a single SQL 
statement. It is noteworthy that although some researches have attempted to 
transform a nested (single statement) SQL to its unnested counterpart (multiple 
statements) for optimization purposes, no one has ever attempted the transformation 
in the opposite direction which is the case in the Chiql to SQL translation process. 
Before the Nesting algorithm really takes place, some pre-processing on 
the input SQL statements are needed. The output from Pass one (i.e. Mapping ) is 
syntactically correct, but there is no guarantee that the order of the multiple 
18 Based on the ISO/ANSI SQL1 standard (ISO/DIS9075). 
r; 19 gome commerical product like Oracle suppots multi-statement within a transaction by using the command 
"COMMIT". However, it is not a standard langage constructs in SQL1. 
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statements are correct. There are some cases that the resultant SQL is cyclic. For 
example : 
CREATE TABLE AS tempi ( SELECT * FROM Table—A …)； 
CREATE TABLE AS temp2 ( SELECT * FROM tempi ...)； 
參•參參 
CREATE TABLE AS Table—A ( SELECT * FROM temp9 ...)； 
Note that “Table一A，’ has appeared twice, with the first appearance serving as a base 
table and the second as an output table. Since the translator uses source tables to 
connect all queries into a sequence, a cycle may be formed internally during the 
translation process. This kind of query is invalid and the SQL processor will show an 
error. However, the translator would not know that and would continue to translate 
the query based on the given data flow. The result would be erroneous. Therefore, we 
must avoid this kind of potential error at the beginning of the translation process. 
Furthermore, there are some cases in which the users specify the query statements in 
the wrong order. We will rearrange them in the right order based on the data flow of 
the query. After this process, we can safely assume that all temporary tables are 
created before they are referenced. It is analogous to the C programming language in 
which a variable can only be used after its declaration. 
There are some by-products as a result of Pass One. In order to collect 
information about the temporary tables and attributes, we have built two symbol 
tables in Pass One. One is the Temporary-table symbol table which contains the new 
temporary table names and records information about where the data of these tables 
come from. The second table is the attribute symbol table in which all alias attribute 
names and their source attributes are maintained. These symbol tables provide the 
p . 
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necessary information for Pass Two. The Nesting algorithm expressed in pseudo code 













FOR each attribute in the SELECT-clause 
BEGIN 
IF attribute in the system catalogue THEN 
output the attribute name; 
ELSE 
inspect the previous statement to find the source of the 
attribute; 






FOR each table in the FROM-clause 
BEGIN 
IF the table exists in the system catalogue THEN 
output the table's name; 
ELSE 
inspect the previous statement by calling Nesting() to find 






FOR each condition in the WHERE-clause 
BEGIN 
IF the components of the condition exists in system catalogue THEN 
output the condition; 
ELSE 
inspect the previous statement to find the source of the 
components; 
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PROCEDURE Process-the-GROUP-BY-clause() 
BEGIN 
FOR each attribute in the GROUP-B Y-clause 
BEGIN 
IF the table name exists in system catalogue THEN 
output the attribute name; 
ELSE 
inspect the previous statement to find the source of the 
attribute; 






FOR each condition in the WHERE-clause 
BEGIN 
IF the components of the condition exists in system catalogue THEN 
IF GROUP-BY has been used before in this level THEN 
output as HAVING-clause; 
ELSE 
output as WHERE-clause; 
END IF; 
ELSE 
inspect the previous statement to find the source of the 
component; 




Figure 35 - The Nesting Algorithm. 
6.2.2.1 Mapping a Join statement to a nested statement 
There are some concepts behind the algorithm. We know that the input of 
this algorithm is a sequence of SQL statements and the output is a single statement 
SQL. To group multiple statements into a single statement, all the individual 
statements in the input side will become a subquery in the output side. The grouping 
action must not change the original semantics of the input SQL statements. Therefore, 
w e should try to link up all the statements at the input side into subquery form and at 
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the same time keep their original individual semantics. We apply the equivalence 
between JOIN and the nested style in SQL [85]. Consider the following queries : 
_ SELECT A.a， SELECT A.a' 
FROM A , B FROM A 
WHERE A.a = B.b; = WHERE A.a IN ( 
SELECT B.b 
FROM B); 
Figure 36 - The equivalence between Join style and Nested style queries. 
The query on the left hand side is equal to the right hand side. By applying 
this property, we can translate the join operation inside multiple statements into 
subqueries while keeping the semantics of the original query. 
6.2.2.2 Dummy Name Handling 
One problem is that some input statements may refer to a temporary table 
which serves as an immediate result and will be discarded after the execution of the 
query where it belongs. These tenporary tables and temporary attributes are 
equivalent to dummy variables in general programming languages. To change each 
complete statement into a valid subquery, we need to replace all dummy names by the 
original sources which uses base tables and their attributes. 
To find the sources of the dummy names (tables or attributes), we have to 
refer to the symbol tables generated in Pass One to help us reach the parent query20. 
This trace back action begins from the table creation statements (i.e. the create-table-
clause in the SQL statements). Table creation clause effectively forms a node in a data 
20 The query that creates the temporary table. 
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flow chart. This helps us navigate between different query statements and find out all 
the sources of the temporary tables. 
6.2.2.3 Orphan Statement Treatment 
As mentioned in Section 4.2.4, each query can only have one output table 
or view specified by the last query statement. If the user creates a statement without 
referring to it, this statement is practically useless to the query. This is an orphan 
statement and will be discarded during the translation. 
6.2.2.4 Tracing Direction 
Note that the trace back process works in the opposite direction as the 
query formulation. That is, Nesting algorithm begins at the last statement and 
progresses backward. This is because the last statement which specifies the final result 
should be placed at the outermost of the nested query. 
6.2.2.5 Example: Pass Two in Action 
Consider the above example, the output from Pass One is a multi-
statement SQL listed below : 
1 CREATE VIEW tempi AS ( 
2 SELECT name 
3 FROM Department 
4 WHERE floor = 2); 
5 
6 SELECT item 
7 FROM Sales 
8 WHERE dept NOT IN 
9 SELECT * 
10 FROM tempi ); 
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The temporary-table symbol；table contains only one entry, namely "tempi" with its 
associated source table name "Department". If this name is also a temporary table, the 
algorithm will be called recursively until the corresponding base table is found. The 
nesting algorithm starts at the last statement (i.e. line 6). The SELECT-clause at line 6 
is processed first. Since there is no alias attribute involved, the whole SELECT-clause 
is output directly. Next, the FROM-clause at line 7 is processed and since it contains 
no temporary table, the whole statement is also output directly. When the algorithm 
reaches the WHERE-clause, there is a one-level subquery. The algorithm is called 
recursively in order to process the subquery. With similar procedures, the algorithm 
reaches the SELECT-clause at line 9 and finds that it is a SELECT-ALL ( “*，，)• The 
algorithm cannot decide the attributes involved in this query. It then sets a flag to 
indicate that it is a SELECT-ALL command and continues to process the FROM-
clause at line 10. Since the FROM-clause contains a temporary table which can be 
found in the temporary-table symbol table, the Nesting algorithm calls itself 
recursively until it reaches the source statement of the temporary table "tempi", i.e. 
the first statement in our example. Again, the algorithm passes all the clauses one by 
one in the first statement. When it reaches the SELECT-clause at line 1，where the 
flag has been set, the algorithm is aware that a SELECT-ALL statement is being 
processed and then outputs the attribute name at that moment. Since there are no 
more temporary tables and alias attributes in the rest of this query statement, 
everything is output directly, resulting in the following nested query: 
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SELECT item 
FROM Sales 
WHERE dept NOT IN ( 
SELECT name 
FROM Department 
WHERE floor = 2 ); 
Note that this Nesting algorithm only works for SQL templates listed in 
Figure 34(a) and 34(b) and is not general for all multiple SQL statements. For 
instance, the algorithm cannot be applied to a SQL statement with nested subqueries 
which contain existence predicates. 
6.2.3 Technical Difficulties in Chiql/SQL Translation 
SQL has many shortcomings [86]. Three issues related to the semantics 
ambiguity in SQL, in particular, have been encountered in the Chiql/SQL translation 
process. They are the "count bug" [84], "duplicate Rows" and "expressiveness 
differences". These problems are described in this section. 
6.2.3.1 The ‘‘count bug” Problem 
Consider the following example which operates on tables, R1 and R2: 
I Schema of Relation R1 Schema of Relation R2 
A B C C 
characters integer characters characters 
Query Request : For each row in Rl, if the value of its B entry is 
greater than or equal to the number of times that its (the row ) 
corresponding C value appears in R2, then output the value of A. 
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The request can be specified using standard SQL. This will result in the 
following nested query: 
SELECT Rl.A 
FROM R1 
WHERE Rl.B >=( SELECT COUNT(*) 
FROM R2 
WHERE R1.C=R2.C); 
On the other hand, using multiple statements Kim [85] pointed out that the 
above nested SQL query could be represented in the following unnested format: 
CREATE VIEW tempi AS ( 
SELECT R2.C, COUNT() 
FROM R2 
GROUP BY R2.C); 
SELECT Rl.A 
FROM Rl, tempi 
WHERE R1.C= templ.C 
AND Rl.B >= tempi.COUNT ； 
In general, both the nested and unnested SQL representations are 
equivalent and produce the same result. However, there is an exceptional case. 
Consider the following row entries in Rl and R2 : 
Relation Rl Relation R2 
, A … I B C C 
rl al 1 cl cl 
r2 a2 | 1 | c2 
Application of the nested query to the above tables will result in the 
solution set (al, a2); but the solution set of the unnested query is different, namely 
(al). This happens because of the following: In the nested query, even though row r2 
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in table R1 does not satisfy the predicate in the inner query (i.e. Rl.C = R2.C)，the 
aggregate function COUNT (*) returns zero to the upper query block and hence Rl.b 
(i.e. 1) is greater than this COUNT (i.e. zero); as a result, row r2 is selected. This 
selection mechanism is based on the TIS ( Tuple Iterative Semantics ) [84] of nested 
SQL. Under TIS, the satisfaction of both the inner and outer query predicates ( refer 
to the above nested query) does not take place at the same time. On the other hand, it 
is explicitly specified in the unnested query that both predicates must be satisfied for a 
row to be selected. For that reason, only row rl in the table R1 satisfies the query and 
not both rl and r2. 
According to the original query request, the correct answer should be (al). 
This implies that one should adopt the unnested representation. However, the existing 
SQL standard (i.e. SQL1) does not support multi-statement. In view of this, [87] used 
outer join ([1]，pp 164-165) rather than the normal natural join in the join predicates 
(i.e. Rl.C = R2.C). For example, using the explicit outer join specification in 
ORACLE [88, Section 6.14] the nested query is represented as follow : 
SELECT Rl.A 
FROM RL 
WHERE R1.B >= ( SELECT COUNT(*) 
FROM R2 
WHERE Rl.C = R2.C (+)); 
Since explicit outer join specification is not part of the existing SQL 
standard, it is not used in the Chiql/SQL translation process. The translator produces 
the unnested representation. For this reason, the resultant SQL query cannot be 
executed in SQL database engines which do not support multi-statement. 
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6.2.3.2 The “duplicate rows" Problem 
At present, unless the users explicitly specify not to do so, many DBMSs 
support duplicate rows [86]. Due to duplicate rows, the results from a nested query 
are different from its unnested counterpart. This would inevitably create semantic 
ambiguity in Chiql/S QL translation for the original Chiql is unnested and the resultant 
SQL is nested. Consider the following example: 
Employee and Location are two relational tables. The Employee table 
describes the employee's number (e—no)，his/her working place (office) and the source 
of his/her salary (fonded一by). The Location table, which may be created by another 
query and has duplicate rows, contains those necessary departments (dept) and its 
corresponding (floor), viz 
Employee Location 
e_no office funded一by floor dept 
el dl dl fl dl 
e2 “ 61 62 一 fl dl 
e3 d3 d2 f2 d2 
e4 丨 d4 I d3 ~ | fl d3 一 
Notice that the first and the second rows in the Location table are the 
same, i.e. (fl, dl) _ i.e. they are "duplicate rows". Over these tables, one would like to 
“find the employee's number whose working department is listed in the location 
table，，. In unnested formulation, this query request can be specified as follows: 
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CREATE VIEW tempi as ( 
SELECT e一no, office 
FROM Employee 
GROUP BY e一no, office); 
SELECT e_no 
FROM temp 1，Location 
WHERE office=dept); 
DROP VIEW tempi; 
Specification of the same request in nested form will result in the following 
SQL query : 
SELECT e一no 
FROM employee 
GROUP BY e一no，office 
HAVING office IN ( SELECT dept 
FROM Location); 
Although, both the nested and unnested queries expressed the same query 
request, their results are different. The unnested query results in duplicate rows but 
the nested query does not ( see below ). 




e3 - 1' 
To avoid this "duplicate row" problem, the Chiql/SQL translator introduce 
the “DISTINCT，’ keyword to every SELECT clause, e.g. 
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CREATE VIEW tempi as ( 
SELECT DISTINCT e_no, office 
FROM Employee 
GROUP BY e_no, office ); 
SELECT DISTINCT e—no 
FROM temp 1, Location 
WHERE office=dept; 
DROP VIEW tempi; 
6.2.3.3 Difference in expressiveness 
The argument “Declarative language is more powerful than procedural 
language." has been questioned by many relational people. In Welty's study [38], he 
argued that this statement was not always true. Take SQL as an example, one major 
feature of SQL is the declarative style which gives the high level of abstraction to the 
query but at the same time the expressive power of the query language is restricted by 
the declarative style. Even when one can express the complicated queries in 
declarative style, the query is in general too hard to be understood. 
After tested the standard SQL (declarative) and the Chiql (procedural ) 
with the 66 benchmarks (refer to Chapter 7), we found that the expressive power of 
Chiql is higher than standard SQL. The experiments showed that SQL failed to 
express seven of the sixty-six queries while Chiql only failed to express one. We claim 
that in general the expressive power of procedural languages (such as Chiql) is higher 
than declarative languages such as SQL. Or in other words, the solution set provided 
by procedural languages is larger than by declarative languages (Figure 37). 
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/ Query cannot be solved by declarative language 
m I I • 
Solution Set of declarative language^\^ ^ ^ ^ J ^Solution Set of procedural language 
Figure 37 - Solution Set of procedural language and declarative language. 
By studying the six benchmark queries which SQL failed to express, we 
see the limitations of the declarative query style2 . These queries cannot be expressed 
in nested style. Naturally, the translator failed to generate the nested query from the 
unnested input as well. These queries have one feature in common; they contain two 
consecutive statements with the GROUP-BY clauses that refer to the same attributes. 
The following query is a typical example of it. 
1 CREATE VIEW tempi AS ( 
2 SELECT dept, item 
3 FROM supply 
4 GROUP BY dept, item ); 
5 
6 SELECT dept, count(item) 
7 FROM tempi 
8 GROUP BY dept ; 
Notice the GROUP-BY clauses at line 4 and line 8 cannot be combined into one 
GROUP-BY clause. This happens because "GROUP BY dept" and "GROUP BY 
dept, item，，result in different results22. Secondly, restricted by the SQL syntax, only 
21 For the details of these six queries, please refer to the next chapter. 
22 please refer to the details of GROUP-BY operation in [1, 2, 3 ]. 
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one GROUP-BY clause can be specified at each nesting level of a query. This kind of 
queries is mostly used to express the ALL-like problems mentioned in Section 4.4. 
I Since we cannot perform more than one GROUP-BY operation within the 
same level of subqueries, no nested queries can be constructed. In the translation 
process, as soon as two consecutive GROUP-BY clauses are detected, the translation 
terminates. In this case, the translator simply returns the original unnested statements. 
The following example shows another case where no corresponding nested 
query is produced by the translator. Notice that the first statement contains an AVG 
()aggregate function on the attribute “salary” and the second statement also has an 
AVG ( ) function on avg一sal, which is the alias name of “salary”. As the AVG ( ) 
function has a similar functionality as GROUP-BY, these two consecutive statements 
cannot be grouped into one single statement. 
CREATE VIEW tempi as ( 
SELECT Department, AVG(salary) avg一sal 
FROM Employee 
GROUP BY Department); 
SELECT AVG(avg 一 sal) 
FROM tempi; 
DROP VIEW tempi ； 
6.3 Chapter Summary 
In order to execute our language without building a new DBMS for Chiql, 
we translate Chiql queries to standard SQL. As a result, we can execute any Chiql 
query on any existing SQL DBMS. In this chapter, the translation algorithm and the 
technical difficulties behind it have been outlined. The translated output of the 66-
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benchmark and source code of the translator can be found in Appendices C.4 and E 
respectively. 
The translator enables us to use an existing DBMS to evaluate Chiql. The 
next chapter will introduce two experiments that we have conducted in our study. 
From these experiments, we can figure out the problems faced by the users. With the 
lesson learnt, we will be able to improve the Chiql language. 
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I Chapter 7 
Evaluation 
Chiql was designed to be easy-to-use, easy-to-remember and easy-to-
understand. It must also have expressiveness comparable to SQL, the standard query 
language. In order to verify the extent to which these objectives are satisfied by Chiql, 
we have conducted a series of evaluations to examine the language's expressiveness 
and the ease-of-use. 
7.1 Expressiveness Test 
For a database query language, the most important thing is that the 
language must have sufficient expressiveness, i.e. enough constructs to express 
different types of requests. 
To show that our language has expressive power, we need to demonstrate 
that it is as expressive as the de facto standard SQL. To do this, we apply Chiql on 
the 66-query benchmark proposed by Lacroix [89]. Referring to this benchmark, 
Lacroix stated the following: 
# if a person can program all these queries, then his/her query programming 
knowledge is at least adequate. 
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• If we can program all 66 queries in a programming language, that language's 
expressive power is as least adequate. 
7.1.1 Results 
The 66 testing queries, the solutions in nested SQL, the solutions in Chiql 
and translation results are outlined in the four sections of Appendix C respectively. In 
this experiment, we have found that SQL is able to express 60 out of the 66 requests 
in single statement (i.e. with 6 failures) while Chiql can handle 65 (i.e. 1 failure). The 
test queries which SQL fails to express are as follows: 
Q58: List each employee and the difference of his salary from the average 
salary of his(her) department. 
NOTE: "the average salary” needs be stored in a temporary table before difference 
can be calculated. Two SQL statements are required to express this test query. 
Q59: What is, for each supplier, the average number of items per department 
that the supplier supplies ？ 
NOTE: Two GROUP-BY operations are required to work out the following part 
"for each supplier,..., per department". This implies two SQL statements. 
Q61： Give the overall average of the salaries in all departments. 
NOTE: Two GROUP-BY operations are required to work out the following part 
"overall average of all departments". This implies two SQL statements. 
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Q62: List for each employee, his(her) salary, the average salary of the 
department where he(she) works, and the difference of his(here) salary 
from the average salary of his(her) department. 
NOTE: “the average salary" needs be stored in a temporary table before the salary 
difference can be calculated. Two SQL statements are required to express this test 
query. 
Q64: What is the average volume of items of type A supplied per supplier and 
per department (such that the supplier supplies the items of the type A to 
the department) ？ 
NOTE: Two GROUP-BY operations are required to work out the following part: 
"per supplier and per department". This implies two SQL statements. 
Q66: Is it true that all the departments that sell items of type A are located on 
the third floor ？ 
NOTE: A Boolean return value, i.e. True or False, is required here. But neither 
SQL nor Chiql supports this. 
Due to the declarative query style demanded by SQL, one must express a 
query request , simple or complicated, in a single statement. This is the reason why 
SQL cannot handle Q58, Q59, Q61，Q62 and Q64. If multi-statement support is 
available as in SQL323, one possible solution to the problem would be as follows24: 
23 Multi-statement support is proposed in the SQL2 and SQL3 standards. 
24 p o r simplicity, but without loss of generality, the GROUP-BY，i.e. Q59,Q61,Q64, problem is used here as 
an example. 
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1. Create a View to store the temporary result from the first GROUP-BY operation. 
2. Perform the second GROUP-BY operation to compute the final result. 
3. Finally, drop the temporary View at the end of transaction. 
For example, based on the above solution the SQL specification of Q59 becomes: 
CREATE VIEW tempi AS ( 
SELECT supplier, dept, count(item) count—item 
FROM Supply 
GROUP BY supplier，dept); 
SELECT avg(count 一item) 
FROM tempi 
GROUP BY supplier; 
DROP VIEW tempi; 
Since Chiql supports multi-statement, there is no problem for it to specify 
Q58, Q59, Q61，Q62 and Q62. 
7.1.2 Implications 
From the above result, it is concluded that Chiql has higher expressiveness 
than the de facto standard SQL in single statement form. With the high expressiveness 
property of Chiql, expert users can migrate from SQL to Chiql easily. Hence, we 
strongly believe that Chiql has ability to compete with SQL in the database market. 
7.2 Usability Evaluation 
The Chiql language is a restricted natural language and can be used to 
express queries in the procedural style. It is designed to achieve the requirement of 
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easy-to-use, easy-to-understand and easy-to-remember. However, what is easy-to-
use, understand and remember can be very subjective. It varies from person to person. 
This preliminary experiment has been designed for two purposes: (1) to prove that 
Chiql does fit the above requirements, and (2) to collect users' comments on the issue 
of user friendliness. This experiment was conducted manually on paper because no 
real system was available before the implementation of the EUI and the Chiql-to-SQL 
translator. 
7.2.1 Evaluation Methodology 
There were 38 subjects under study in this experiment with very diversive 
backgrounds. In fact, the educational backgrounds of these subjects varied drastically 
including master program students, undergraduates as well as persons with only 
secondary school level education. Their ages varied between 14 and 27. 
For each subjects, a 30-minute tutorial was given initially to introduce on 
the Chiql language and the relational model. After that, they were told to answer an 
questionnaire within a limited time. Additional help were available but both help and 
questions would be recorded. The questionnaire consisted of five sections. The first 
three sections used the active mode to test the ease-of-use and ease-of-remember 
features and the fourth section used passive mode to test the ease-of-understand 
feature. In the first three sections, examples were given first and then followed by 2-3 
questions. The subjects had to express the queries in Chiql. The complexity of the 
queries increased from sections one to three. In section four, queries specified in Chiql 
were given and the subjects were asked to find out their semantics. Finally, the 
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subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire in section five, containing six questions 
concerning ease-of-use, ease-of-understand and ease-of-remember. Each question had 
five options for them to choose, varying from very good to very bad. Also, additional 
comments on the Chiql language from all subjects were collected. The whole set of 
questionnaires are shown in the Appendix D. 
7.2.2 Result: Completion Time 
In this experiment, all subjects were required to finish each section within a 
time limit. The time limit of section one, section two and section three were 20 
minutes. Section four, the passive testing, required a shorter time limit, 10 minutes. 
After they finished the experiment, the completion times of each part were recorded 
and are listed in the Table 6. These completion times serve as indices to reflect how 
much the subjects understood the Chiql language and how easy was it for them to use. 
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Table 6 - Completion Times in different sections ( Unit: Minutes ). 
In section one, most of the questions were simple queries involving single 
table and one RESTRICT condition. From the above table, we notice that in general 
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the subjects could complete the test with a mean value equals to half of the 
completion time limit (i.e. 20 minutes). Also, 95% of the subjects completed the 
section within the time limit of 20 minutes. Only two subjects required more time. 
These two subjects, however, also finished this section after 5 additional minutes. 
In section two, the subjects were told to use more complicated templates 
with single table access coupled with additional language constructs such as aggregate 
functions. The mean completion time of this section was also equal to half of the time 
limit and 93% of the subjects finished it before the deadline. In section three, other 
operators such as UNION or INTERSECT, compound RESTRICT conditions and 
multi-statement queries were included. The mean completion time of this section was 
a little bit longer (about 15 minutes) than sections one and two. Also, about 67% of 
the subjects completed the test within the time limit. 
For section four, the subjects were required to choose the appropriate 
requests from the given queries. This part had the mean completion time of 6.3 
minutes which was also shorter than the allowable 10 minutes, and 90% of the 
subjects made the deadline. The following table summarizes all these points. 
Section~ Section Section Section 
^ ^ H ' 膽 ^ One Two Three Four 
Mean Completion 11.2 10.5 15.7 6.3 
Time 
Subjects finished 95% 93% 67% 90% 
within time limit 
Involved Single Table, Single Table, Multiple Table, Single Table, 
Language Single Single Multiple Multiple 
Constructs Statement, Statement, statement, statement, 
Single Compound Join condition Aggregates 
condition conditions, 
Aggregates 
Table 7 - Sections Summary. 
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7.2.3 Result: Additional Help 
During the experiment, the subjects could request for additional help when 
the allocated time limit was over. All the additional help was recorded. Only a few 
subjects asked for additional help and all these subjects belonged to the young age 
group. The questions mainly centered on the semantics of the relational operators 
such as GROUPING and UNION. This is expected since GROUPING and UNION 
are rarely used in our daily life except for those users who have learnt these concepts 
at school. Therefore, the difficulty is due to the unnaturalness of the query request 
and the relational data model. In fact, any other database query language such as SQL 
would also suffer from the same problem [66]. To mediate this problem, more 
instructions on relational model should be given before the experiment begin. Adding 
more flexibility to the Chiql templates by allowing wording alias is also helpful for the 
user to understand the natural of the operators. 
7.2.4 Result: Query Error 
In the previous sections, all errors in the experiment were ignored in the 
analysis in order to isolate the subjects' behavioral factor. In this part, we analyze the 
accuracy of the query in the experiments. To show all the correct percentage of each 
requests, an overall summary to all possible errors is given. Basically there were two 
levels of errors: 
(a) Word level: There were some syntactical errors in the wordings of the templates. 
The subjects accidentally used the wrong keywords in a Chiql sentence. After 
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consulting the subjects at the end of the tests, it was found that this type of error was 
made because : 
(1) They did it intentionally. They may think that the original wordings were not good 
enough and therefore used their own wordings to specify the query. For example, they 
prefer 
I “在員工表的差部門中，如果違部門的薪金 . . .” 
rather than the original constructs 
I “在員工表的部門中，如果圣部門的薪金 . . .”. 
(2) They did it unintentionally. They were confused by the given wordings and hence 
used the wrong keywords in the query. For example, they wrote 
I " . . . 員 工 姓 別 產 4 女 ， ， . . . " 
rather than using the original language component 
“...員工姓別等於‘女，，.••” 
Both of these errors are syntactical. They can be eliminated by the EUI. 
With the EUI, all the users have to do initially is to select a template. The user is not 
required to input the sentence word by word and hence this type of error is 
eliminated. 
Also, it would be nice if the users could change the template to look like 
the way they are accustomed to. To solve this problem, we will create wording alias 
for the Chinese keywords. Followed are some examples of word aliases for Chiql 
logical predicates . 
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“與” alias to “及” or “和，， 
“等於” alias to “是” 
“大於” alias to “多於” 
“小於” alias to “少於” 
(b) Template level: The second resource for query error related to the function of 
Chiql sentences. Some users found it difficult to differentiate between template 4 and 
template 5 (see Figure 14 on page 36), i.e. the template with grouping-clause and 
having-clause and the template with where-clause, grouping-clause and having-clause. 
They mistakenly thought that they were equivalent. Another case was that they did 
not understand template 8 and template 10，i.e. the union operator and the 
intersection operator. 
The problem here is directly related to the concept of the relational data 
model. Most people do not have the grouping and union/intersection concepts since 
they are not common constructs in our daily life. To solve this problem, the query 
interface can detect the grouping concept during user input. That is, the users can 
specify a query with grouping without knowing the existence of the grouping-clause. 
An example is given in Figure 38 (ppl27). Alternatively, more time can be given to 
the naive users on the introduction of the relation model. 
7.2.5 Result: Overall Score 
After the subjects completed all the questions, they were told to fill in a 
questionnaire immediately. There were six questions in the questionnaire. The first 
question was “ Ql: Whether or not you think that Chiql is easy to use?，，； the second 
"Q2： Do you think that these templates is easy to understand ？”； the third “ Q3: When 
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you read query written in Chiql，do you think that it is natural ？”； the fourth “ Q4: Do 
you think that you can remember these 11 templates ？” ； the fifth "Q5: Do you think 
that each Chiql template can express its own function or meaning ？，，； and the final 
question "Q6: Please give an overall rank to this language.，，. If we use A, B, C, D and 
E to represent the five options in the questionnaire from left-hand side to right-hand 
side respectively, the results of all 38 subjects can be interpreted as Table 8. 
Number of Occurrence 
— A I 1 I 0 I 1 1 2 1 4 2 I 10 
— B 14 14 12 11 17 11 一 79 
一 ,C 18 13 18 14 9 20 ~ 92 
— D 5 11 7 10 8 5 46 — 
— E | O | O | O | I | O | O | I — 
Table 8 - Summary of the questionnaire. 
By giving a weight to each option in the multiple choices, we can 
determine the overall score of Chiql. The weight of each option decreases from A, B, 
C, D to E with weights varies from 2, 1，0,-1, to -2 respectively. In such weighting 
scheme, the overall sum should lie between 456 and -456. Positive scores mean Chiql 
is favorable while negative value means subjects dislike Chiql. Table 9 represents the 
scores after applied the above weighting scheme. 
丨 CM 丨 0 2 丨 Q3 丨 Q4 丨 QS j Q6 j T o t j C 
f Score I 11 I 3 1 7 1 5 1 17 1 10 1 51 
Table 9 - Weighted scores of each questions in the questionnaire. 
From the above table, the sum of all overall scores is equal to 51 with the 
mean of 8.5 per question. These results imply that the subjects are in favor of Chiql; 
all six questions have positive feedbacks. But the degree of favorable opinion is not 
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large. It can be explained from the users comments in the next section. The main 
reason is due to the difficulty for the user to grasp the concept of the relational model. 
7.2.6 User Comments 
After the subjects finished the whole questionnaire, user comments or 
suggestions on the Chiql language were collected immediately. These comments can 
be taken into account in the next design phase of Chiql. After studying the behavior of 
the subjects, a few conclusions were drawn: 
(1) On the positive side, we have found that all subjects agreed that Chiql is 
natural. It did help them answer the questions in a natural way. This would not be 
possible when other symbolic languages were used. Also, most of the subjects 
explicitly agreed that the language was easy-to-use, easy-to-understand and easy-to-
remember. This result is encouraging and shows that the Chiql language fulfills the 
requirements of the Chinese users. 
(2) On the negative side, some of the subjects remarked that Chiql was 
difficult to use because of those special relational operators. This problem does not 
originate from the language. The unnaturalness of the relational operators leads to the 
difficulty. This is strictly a problem directly related to the relational data model. Note 
that specifying similar requests in other query language such as SQL would not have 
been any easier. 
7.3 Chapter Summary 
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The Chiql language has been introduced in the former part of this thesis. 
The design principles, the language definition and the language features have been 
given. To prove that our language is powerful, the Chiql language has been tested 
using the 66-query benchmark, and likewise the test done with SQL. It has been 
found that Chiql is highly expressive, better than SQL in single statement form. 
The expressiveness testing is for functional basis. To learn about user 
acceptance, a usability test has been conducted. The testing subjects were taught the 
Chiql language for 30 minutes and then answered a series of questions. A 
questionnaire was used to collect user feedbacks. The result of this experiment is 
positive and clearly shows that the Chiql language fits the criteria of easy-to-use, 
easy-to-remember and easy-to-understand. Furthermore, the naturalness of this 
language has also been evaluated. The features which some of the subjects found 
unnatural are actually caused by the unnaturalness of the relational data model rather 
than the language itself. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
8.1 Thesis Conclusions 
A brand new database query language, referred to as Chiql, has been 
designed and developed for naive users with Chinese background. The Chiql language 
has the following features : 
參 It is in restricted Chinese natural language form. Each query statement is a 
grammatically correct Chinese sentence. Since native Chinese language is used as 
the communication media with the underlying database systems, query 
specification in Chiql is inherently natural. 
參 Chiql works under the relational data model and is relationally complete. 
• A Chiql query can be specified with a combination of procedural and declarative 
statements. This allows users to use a divide-and-conquer style to solve 
complicated problems by dividing the problem into smaller sub-problems and then 
solve each sub-problem individually. 
參 Chiql is highly expressive. It is better than SQL in single statement form. 
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An end-user evaluation of the language has been conducted. The feedback 
from the end-users is positive. 
To increase usability, an end-user interface dedicated for Chiql has been 
designed and implemented. This interface utilizes the menu concept25 extensively; 
users do not have to input the language linearly in text mode. The interface frees the 
users from the syntax of the language by supplying Chiql templates. Effectively this 
ensures minimum number of input. Also, comprehensive help facilities are available 
(i.e. the in-line help mechanism). 
Without any support from existing database engines, the Chiql language 
cannot be executed. To overcome this practical problem, we translate a Chiql query to 
its SQL counterpart. This translation is strategically important since it allows us to 
write and execute Chiql queries and test them using any SQL compatible database 
systems. 
The prototypical Chiql/SQL translator and the Chiql end-user interface 
have been developed on SUN OS 4.3.1 using the gcc compiler. Since Chinese 
terminal is not commonly used in Hong Kong, the cxterm Chinese environment with 
GB coding display has been used. At present, the users can input Chiql queries from 
the end-user interface and they are translated to SQL for access to the underlying 
database. To execute the queries, we need a database engine which supports SQL. 
Currently, the COBASE DBMS [90, 91, 92] has been used as our testbed which has 
Chinese data processing capability such as sorting and using Chinese table names. It 
was developed by the Peking University and People's University of China. After the 
25 ^ m e n u c o n c e p t has been implemented using both cursors based and window technologies. 
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first evaluation of Chiql, the results are promising. As a result, we strongly believe 
that the new language, Chiql, will compete favorably with the standard query 
language SQL in the Chinese speaking worlds. 
8.2 Future Work 
Within the limited time frame, we have only finished the basic set of the 
Chiql language. The current version of Chiql is the first prototype and will serve as 
the basis for future expansion. There are a number of ideas which can be exploited in 
the future. 
A. Advanced Language Constructs 
More constructs can be added to Chiql to increase its functionality. One 
current weakness of Chiql is the lack of support in solving the ALL-like problem 
mentioned in Section 4.4 . Currently, the users have to compare two sets of data by 
comparing a number of elements in the set under the assumption that no element is 
duplicated. This kind of operations will be easier if Chiql supports set-level 
comparison operation. One example is the CONTAIN26 command as in System R 
[93]. The usage of this command can be found in the Figure 6 (page 20). But 
CONTAIN is supported neither by most of the current commercial systems nor by the 
current SQL standard. This is because the CONTAIN command is difficult to 
implement and is hard to achieve high efficiency at the implementation level. 
However, if Chiql supports this command (the corresponding clause in Chiql would 
be “對應的…全部在”)，it would be more natural for the users to solve the ALL-like 
2 6
 It is an univeral quantifier. 
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problems. Consider the example that we used at Section 4.4 (i.e. query No. 28 in the 





The complexity of this query has been reduced from four Chiql sentences 
to two. Note that sentence (1) finds out all the departments on second floor while 
sentence (2) uses the language construct “ 對 應 的 … 全 部 在 ” to compare the 
corresponding sets with the result from sentence (1). The function of the construct 
“對應 6勺” is to specify the attribute which acts as the basis for record grouping and 
the construct “全部在” compares all grouped sets with the given table. 
Furthermore, Chiql now mainly focuses on the DML part. However, more 
work can be spent on the improvement of the DDL part. As a result, not only the 
naive users take the advantage of Chiql, but expert users and system administrators 
who are frequent users of DDL can also be benefited. 
B. The End- User Interface Component 
• As we have mentioned in the last chapter, some users remarked that the 11 
templates of Chiql could be written in other wordings and styles. We found that 
there is no way to define a universal set of Chinese sentences that is natural to 
everyone. For example, what is natural to a Chinese in mainland China can be 
unnatural to a Chinese in Taiwan. It is due to the fact that different places have 
different dialects and different language customs. For example, the beginning of 
each template contains the clause “在..•中”• Some people may think that using 
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“從• • •裡” is more meaningful. By the same token, someone may think “把結果 
放入..•，，rather than “將答案送入...，，is more natural. 
This problem can be eliminated by using some configurable wording alias 
at the interface level. That means the users can have different looks of the 11 
templates in the EUI. These new templates will be reconstructed internally to the 
desired forms by the EUI according to some pre-defined configuration 
instructions. The mapping of the templates will be transparent to the end users. 
In this way, the configurable templates can fit different people. This will certainly 
increase the friendliness of the language and the EUI. 
參 In practice, in half way through the query input process, the user may want to 
change his/her mind to use a Chiql template different from the one already 
chosen. It would be a loss to throw away the information collected so far in the 
input process and re-input the entire query from scratch. If the EUI had the ability 
to detect the error before completion of the query, it would save a lot of user's 
effort and hence increase the usability of the interface. To tackle this problem, the 
EUI could be enhanced with some artificial intelligence capabilities. If the input 
query was syntactically incorrect, the EUI could find out the nearest Chiql 
template to perhaps recover from the error. Consider the case (see Figure 38) in 
which a user mistakenly selected template 2 (i.e. in Figure 38, Q1 is of type 
template 2, “選擇性查詢”)，to solve a grouping query. Notice that Q1 is 
semantically an incorrect Chiql statement (i.e. no GROUP-BY clause was 
specified). The correct choice should be template 4 (i.e. in Figure 38，Q2 is of 
type template 4，“選擇性分組查詢”)• 
V2T 




Figure 38 - An example to indicate improper query choice. 
When he/she finds out the situation, he/she was already in the middle of the fill-in-
the-blank process. When the EUI detects the existence of an average function 
(“的平均値”）in the condition clause (i.e. “如果薪金的平均値大於100”)，it 
would then transform Q2 from the template 2 to template 4 and fill in the 
necessary information automatically. In this example, the grouping attribute (i.e. 
“的部門”）would be generated by the EUI. 
• The EUI is the front-end of the whole system. A bad interface will degrade the 
whole system while a good interface will attract new users as well as keep those 
regular ones happy. Therefore, it is important to verify the friendliness of the 
EUI. So far, we have only conducted the evaluation of the Chiql language. 
Evaluation of the EUI has not yet been done due to time limitation. Nevertheless, 
this must be performed in the near future. There are many researches in studying 
different methodologies for evaluating the usability of user interfaces [94]. One 
common method, think-aloud27, can be used for our purpose. In this method, the 
user speaks loudly at every step to describe what he/she is thinking and what 
action is going to take. All these messages must be logged and analyzed. This 
method will help us to find out the user behavior so that we can add helpful 
guidance or modifications to the original design of the EUI. The evaluation 
2 7
 A data collection technique commonly used in observational evaluation [61]. 
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should use large sample size and include different levels of users (i.e. naive users, 
casual users and expert users). The testing environment should also be consistent 
for different testing subjects. 
• Currently, the Chiql language is based on the relational data model. As we have 
mentioned in Chapter 3, there are five different data models. If we can expand 
Chiql for other data model, it will help increase the acceptance of the Chiql 
language. 
• It is also necessary to study how we can embed multimedia technology into our 
end-user interface in order to help Chinese users to input queries or to build 
friendly help facilities. This kind of facilities can greatly increase the usability of 
the whole system. Extensive ergonomics studies will be required for their design. 
=======END ======= 
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_ Appendix E 
I Source Code Listing of Chiql-to-SQL 
B ； ； ‘ . Translator 
瞧，,? File Summary 
_ Include Files: 
SQL.H 
TRAN.H 






File Name : SQL.H 
I Module: Chiql To SQL Translator 
Author: Gary Lam Chin Keung 
Date: June, 1995. 
.} -^ p^ A*1*******************************************************************j 
； , * _ e f i n i n g Single Character Token */ 
^ !|»|ne KEYWORD_NO 42 
:!#J|Lne TOK一SELECT 1 
|__ne TOK_FROM 2 
TOK_WHERE 3 
ii#Hne TOK_GROUP 4 
l||Kne fOBY 5 
I | |Hhe TOK_HAVING 6 
i|#ffine TOK_ORDER_BY 7 
I •臉e TOK_DES 8 
||Kne TOK_ASC 9 
lliHlie' TOK_CREATE 10 
I 纖翰e TOK—VIEW 11 
|l #||iie T0K_TABLE 12 
I j^ Hne TOK_AS 13 
!| Mile TOK—SUM 14 
I Rliie TOK_AVG 15 
I jBine T0K_MIN 16 
IKfine TOK一MAX 17 
j_f ine TOK_COUNT 18 
I _ f ine TOK_DISTINCT 19 
I ffipne T0K.ALL 20 
I 籠fine T0K_AND 21 
I K f l n e TOK—OR 22 
|_fine TOKLJ^OT 23 
I ffillne TOK_IN 24 
I 藝fine TOK_UNION 25 
I邏fine TOK_INTERSECT 26 
I Sfine TOK—EQUAL 27 " - */ 
|_f ine TOK_LARGER 28 /* > */ 
I-Sflne TOK_LESS 29 /* < */ 
J 漏fine TOK_SEMICOLON 30 /* ； */ 
I Sflne TOK^COMMA 31 /* , */ 
[ • f ine TOK—LEFT一BRACKET 32 " ( */ 
ftflne TOK_RIGHT_BRACKET 33 /* ) */ 
ftfpae TOK_STAR 34 /* * */ 懸fine SPACE 35 
fcfine TOK_DOT 36 
®f|ne TOKUyilNUS 37 /* - */ 灘fSine TOK—LIKE 38 藝 f ine TOK_BETWEEN 39 霧fine TOK一TEMP—TABLE 40 懸fine TOK_PLUS 41 /* + */ 
[；® |)efining Complex of Token */ 
Sefine TOK_LARGER_EQUAL 90 /* >= =>*/ 暑fine TOK_LESS_EQUAL 91 /* <= =<*/ 驅fine TOK_NOT_EQUAL 92 /* <> */ 霸 efine TOK—OPEN_BRACKET 93 /* ' */ 霧efine TOK_CLOSE_BRACKET 94 /* ‘ */ 
^fdef SQL_H 



























 > “ # 
I i 
/ # 
" ( " , 
" ) " , 
|'s|,n * ii 






II 一 II 
11 'I #e|se 
::�.extern char keyword [ ] [15]; 
I i®if 
I char token[503； /* storing the read-in token */ 
IMprn char *current; /* pointer to the current position */ 






* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
File Name: TRAN.H 
Module: Chiql To SQL Translator 
Author: Gary Lam Chin Keung 
Date: June, 1995. 
,* 斜****************************************************************************** j 
j |S ine MAX_CHAR_BUF 1000 
fdejne MAX_CHIQL_LEN 3000 
\ | H n e MAX一SQL—LEN 3000 
4 Bdef s t ruc t node* NODEP; 
S d e f s t ruct node { 
char *output—to; /* Temp table name */ 
char *select; /* the SELECT statement */ 
char *from; /* the FROM statement */ 
char *where； /* the WHERE statement */ 
char *group一by; /* the GROUP BY statement */ 
char *having; /* the HAVING statement */ 
char *order_by; /* the ORDER By statement */ 
int set ; /* union or intersect */ 
char *setop; /* the set operation * / 
char *set—select; /* the second SELETCT statement */ 
： c h a r *set一from; /* the second FROM statement */ 
char *.set—where; /* the second WHERE statement */ 
NODEP child; /* NODE pointer point to child query */ 
int * node； /* point to the node structure */ 
I W)DE; 
‘ 
pile name: sqlpar.c 
" 驅 d u l e : Chiql to SQL Translator 
;j .ftthor'： Original: Gary, Lam Chin Keung 
| a t e : J u n e , 1 9 9 5 . 
j«+|i : */ 
‘丨 iM-j H ~ - — .巧 “ i-
”丨藝stem includes 




I 丨暑ine SQL一H 
I H — „ + 
| | » )p l i ca t ion includes 
… _ _ * / 
'II®5'" 
j 藤 l u d e " . . /inc lude / sql. h" 
•|^R-：； — + 
I 藝 f i n e s 
1 ‘ _.* / 
j iBt；" :. — - ‘ 
loMr token[50]； 
1 漏r *.current; 
疆 e r n char keyword[] [15]； 
I 邏 : l o o k u p (char *); 
I 邏 get一token (void); 
/i譽 . H 1 v \ ® r ' 蕃 『 l o o k u p ( c h a r *token) m 
int i ; 
for(i=0;i<KEYWORD_NO；i++) 
i f (strcmp(keyword[i], token)==0) 
return(i+1); 
re turn(-1) ; 
1 




s t a t i c char *temp; 
s t a t i c in t OPEN_CLOSE=0; 
int i=0, id, string=0； 
char buffer[50]; 
bu f f e r [0 ]= ' \ 0 ' ; 
temp=current; 
while (*current! = ' \ x0 ' ) 
switch (*current) 
{ 
case ' \ n ' : 、 
case ' ' : . 
current++; 
i f (strlen(buffer)==0) 
s t rcpy(buffer ," \ 0 " ) ； 
goto OUT; 
case ' ; ' : 




return(TOK 一 S E M I C O L O N ) ; 






case ' ) ' : 










strcpy (token, "*\0") -r
r 
return (TOK_STAR); 
case '+ ' : 





case ' - ' : 
i f (strlen(buffer)！=0) 
goto OUT; 
current++； 
strcpy (token, __-\0"); 
return(TOK 一 MINUS); 
case ' , ' : 
i f (strlen(buffer)！=0) 
goto OUT; 
current++; 
s trcpy(token," , \0"); 
return(TOK_COMMA); 

















strcpy (token, "‘ \0 ); 
return(TOK 一 C L O S E _ B R A C K E T ) ; 
} 
case ' : 


























s trcpy(token,« = \0"); 
return(TOK—EQUAL); 
} 








































buffer[ i]= * current; 

















return (lookup (token))； 
I 
I B： 
I 觀 + 
ft y 編―…— */ 
«disaggregate(char *in) 
I 
I char fname[6] [10]={"SUM\0","COUNTXO","AVG\0","MAX\0","MIN\0", "ABS\0"}; 
K int i ; 
_:int f lag=0 ; 
for (i=0;i<6;i++) 
{ 











丨譽t isnumeric (char *in) 
I 
int i ; 
for (i=0; i<strlen(in)； i++) { 
/* Note: i sd ig i t doesn't work here ！? */ 
if ( ( ( in[ i ] > 47) && (in[i] < 58)) | | (in[i] == ' . ' ) ) { 









nt lisoperator (char *in) 
if ( (strcmp(in, " + \ o | ; ) == 0) (strcmpdn, "-\0'0 == 0) { | 




::/Sp-' , . -+ 
一 一 * / 
I ！®!，_. 
j 纖 蜃 s q u o t e (char *in) 





j B - + • _ v 
i S I — ' 
II j ® lis comma (char *in) 
\\m 




l i - - - + 
I B M--:- - v 
i；恶’ islparen (char * in) 
IB 







j # — ‘7 — — * / 
I mt isrparen(char *in) 
§ 






f 霧- */ 
l i t i s w h i t e ( c h a r *in) 
疆： 、 








：聽t CombineAggregateColSpec(char *in) 
.I 
/* current, token is global */ 
int state; 
int l_paren_count, agg_l_paren 一 c o u n t ; 
int aggregate, col_spec; /* boolean flag */ 
current = in; 
while (get_token()！=NULL) { 
if (strcmp(token, "SELECT\0'') == 0) { 
/* Here I'm in the SELECT clause */ 
state = 0; 
l_paren_count = 0; 
get_token()；/* skip the SELECT */ 
/* while the SELECT clause not end. */ 
while (strcmp(token, "FROM\0") ！= 0) { 
switch (state) { 
case 0: /* I n i t i a l s ta te */ 
col一spec = 0; 
aggregate = 0; 
if (islparen(token)) { 
l_paren_count++； 
} 
else i f (isnumeric(token)) { 
/* do nothing */ 
s t a te = 1; 
> 
else i f (isquote(token)) { 
get_token()； /* skip the open quote */ 
while (！(isquote(token))) { 
get—token ()； 
> 
s ta te = 1; 
} 
else if (isaggregate(token)) { 
get一token(); /* skip the aggr. func. */ 
while (！(islparen(token))) { 
get_token()； 
} 
agg_l_paren—count = 1; 
get_token()； /* skip the l e f t paren */ 
while (agg_l_paren_count ！镇 0) { 
i f (isrparen(token)) { 
agg_l_paren_c ount—; 
} 





aggregate = 1； 
s ta te = 1; 
} 
else { 
col_spec = 1; 




i f (isrparen(token)) { 
l_paren—count ——； 
} 
else if (isoperator(token)) { 
s ta te = 2; 
} � 
else if (iscoirana(token)) { /* terminate one item */ 
i f (col—spec && aggregate) { 
return (1)； 
} 
s ta te = 0; 
} 
else { /* a l ias */ 




if (islparen(token)) { 
l_paren_count++； 
} 
else if (isnumeric (token)、）{ 
/* do nothing */ 
s ta te = 1; 
} 
else if (isquote(token)) { 
get一token ()； /* skip the open quote */ 
while (！(isquote(token))) { 
get_token(); 
} 
s ta te = 1; 
I^p } • 
^ j i else if (isaggregate(token) ) { 
get_token()； /* skip the aggr. func. */ 
agg_l_paren—count = 1； 
get_token()； /* skip the l e f t paren */ 
while•(agg一l_paren 一 c o u n t ！= 0) { 
if (isrparen(token)) { 
agg—l_paren 一 c o u n t - - ； 
J 
else i f (islparen(token)) { 
agg_l_paren_c ount++； 
get一token ()； 
aggregate = 1； 
s ta te = 1; 
} 
else { 
col_spec = 1; 
s t a te = 1; 
break; 
/* Get next SQL token */ 
get一token (); 
















f Mdule: Chiql to SQL Translator 
； j ^Ithor: Original: Bun Jong 
；|i|I|e：' Original: Aug 3, 1995 
‘铺 t */ 
I 遷---： -.TT ‘ ： + 
»‘ s-fbstem includes 
\ — */ 
i|:暴lude <stdio.h> 
fffclude <stdlib.h> 
1 靈 e l u d e <io.h> 
：癒citide <string.h> 
^ «:lude <ctype. h> 
I B f - + 
j 丨I幽fines 
1 • / 
1 [1¾¾- r, f 
I Wine TRIM_DEBUG 
rfdfe^ ine MAX_LINE_LEN 3000 
(•fine L_STACK_SIZE 100 





1 fit；- _ __ ： — 1-
iUllobal variable 
I 繼 — */ 
I 籠— 
I iKxternal variable 
mr~ */ 
議 — — 
醒 u n c t i o n prototypes 
/ 
I flg：.— — — ' 
ljS: trim (char *); 
I 露J__Ji_- + 
* / 
I ' 




/* Open f i l e for reading. */ 
if ((fd = open(fname, 0)) < 0) { 
#ifdef TRIM—DEBUG 




/* Copy input f i l e byte by byte. */ 
j = read(fd, line + i , sizeof(char))； 
while ((j > 0) && (i < (MAX_LINE_LEN-1))) { /* Leave one extra byte for the NULL char. */ 
i++； 
j = read(fd, line + i , sizeof(char))； 
} 
/* Check error. */ 
if (!( i < MAX_LINE_LEN-1)) { 
#ifdef TRIM_DEBUG 





else if (j < 0) { 
#ifdef TRIM 一 D E B U G 





/* Terminates the input l ine. */ ‘ 
l ine[ i ] = ' \ 0 ' ； 
close(fd)； 
return ( 0 ) ； 
:
:1鬆 • + 
' 1 8 弘 “ 
I ；®, initLeftParent(l_stack_type *stack) 
stack->count = 0; 
J . • * + 
I m —— */ 
j SpushRightParent (l_stack_type *stack, int pos, int yes_or一no) 




stack->l__pos[(stack->count)] = pos; 





l _ | + 
p l L - - — */ 
H I P o p R i g h t P a r e n t (l_stack^type *stack, int *pos, int *yes一or—no) 
B 
if (stack->count == 0) { 
return (-1); 
i^ B^' ) 
else { 
*pos = stack->l_pos[(stack->count)-1]； 





j 靂4 + 
4 - — — — - - - - - - - - - V 
I霧d PrintStack (l_stack_type stack) 
覆 
int i ; 
printf (" — ： \n")；... 
printf("LEFT PARENT AT\t\tDOUBLE?\n")； 
printf (" \n"); 
for (i=0; i<stack.count; i++) { 
printf("%d\t\t\t%d\n", stack.l_pos[i], stack.is_dbl[i])； 
• } j I 
i ：靈 + 
X 驗 */ 
Mt IsLeftParent(char *c) 
§ 





5 - — — + 
疆 疆 */ 
Sit IsRightParent(char *c) 
I 





W ！ */ 
jtflsDoubleLeftParent(char *c, int bound) 
int i , yes; 
char *tmp_c; 
i = 0; 
yes = 1； 
tmp_c = c; 
tmp一C++; 
i++; 
while ((i < bound) && (*tmp_c ！= ' ( ' ) ) { 
if ((*tmp_c 1= ' ') && (*tmp_c ！= 13) && (*tmp_c ！= 10) && (*tmp_c ！= 9)) { 
yes = 0; 
break; 
tmp一C++; 
| | , . f 1 .. 
if (i == bound) { 






• ！！®'* • ”"•一 ‘ 
|B|lsDoubleRightParent(char *c, int bound) 
II 
int i , yes; 
char *tmp c； 
_ 一 
i = 0; 
yes = 1; 
tmp—c = c； 
tmp_c--; 
i++; 
while ((i < bound) && (*tmp_c != ' ) ' ) ) { 
if ((*tmp_c != • ') && (*tmp_c ！= 13) && (*tmp_c ！= 10) && (*tmp_c ！= 9)) { 






if (i == bound) { 







S t IsNotOp(char *line) 
.雪 
char *sub_str; 
sub_str = s t r s t r ( l i ne , "NOT\0"); 








ftife trim (char *line) 
{ 
int i , j , k; 
in t l_pos, l_is_dbl, not_flag; 
int to_del = 0; 
in t del_num; 
i n t where一to一de 1 [ 10 0 0 ]; 
l—stack—type s; 
char tmp_line[MAX_LINE_LEN]; 
not_flag = 0; 
del一 num = 0; 
InitLeftParent(&s); 
for (i=0; i<str len(l ine)； i++) { 
i f (IsNotOp(line+i)) { 
not^flag = 1； 
} 
i f (IsLeftParent(l ine+i)) { 
i f ((IsDoubleLeftParent(line+i, s t r l en ( l i ne ) - i ) ) && ！ n o t — f l a g ) { 
i f (PushRightParent(&s, i , 1) < 0) { 
#ifdef TRIM—DEBUG 
printf("ERROR in trim: Unbalance L & R parenthesis.\n")； 
#endif 
re turn(-1) ; 
} 
ii 




i f (PushRightParent(&s, i , 0) < 0) { 
#ifdef TRIM 一 D E B U G 




i f (not—flag) { 




else i f (IsRightParent(line+i)) { 
i f (IsDoubleRightParent((line+i), i )) { 
/1* 
printf("The R at %d is double.\n", i ) ; 
I: 
if (PopRightParent(&s, &l_pos, &l_is_dbl) < 0) { 
#ifdef TRIM_DEBUG 




if (1—is—dbl) { 
where—to—del、[del_num] = l_pos ； 
del_num++; 
where_to_de1[de1—num] = i ; 
del_num++; 
i* 





if (PopRightParent(&s, &l_pos, &l_is一dbl) < 0) { 
#ifdef TRIM 一 D E B U G 








# ‘ , 
> 
i f (s.count ！= 0) { 
#ifdef TRIM 一 D E B U G 
printf("ERROR in trim: Unbalance L & R parenthesis.\n")； 
#endif 
re turn(-1) ; 
} 
for (1=0, k=0； i<s t r l en( l ine) ; i++) { 
to一del = 0; 
for (j=0; j<del_num; j++) { 
if (where—to_del [j ]. == i) { 




i f (to一del) { 
/* Just don't copy the character */ 
} 
else { 




tmp_line[k] = ' \ 0 ' ; 
s t rcpy(l ine, tmp_line); 
return (0)； 
ff 
j Kdef TRIM_TEST 
I B — — ： + 
I KROGRAM MAINLINE (Testing driver) 
I • */ 
I 黎 d main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
V 
char line[MAX一LINE—LEN]; 
f (argc ！ = 2) { 
printf("ERROR： missing f i l e name！\n"); 
exit(0)； 
} 
i f (GetLine(argv[l], line) < 0) { 
exi t (0) ; 
} 
printf("ORIGINAL:\n\n%s\n\n", line)； 
/* Do something here！ */ 
if (trim(line) < 0) { 






File Name: trari.c 
Module: Chiql to SQL t rans la tor ( Mapping ) 
Authors: Gary Lam Chin Keung, Bon John 
Date: June, 1995. 
j I導一" + 
；：System includes 
I :8¾：一 -k / 
I nclude <stdio.h> 
I 聽 e l u d e <stdl ib • h> 
[I羅elude <string.h> 
-/S . + 
!| 隱 々 p l i c a t i o n includes 
—— */ 
I Bslu.de ". . / inc lude /1ran. h" 
I 國 e l u d e " . . / inc lude/errorno.h" 
.:1 ^ mclude ". . / inc lude / lex. h" 
I 霧 c l u d e " . . / inc lude/synt ree .h" 
I Kclude " •,.. / include/synapi .h" 
IB—: + 
j Re f ine s 
“ “ * / 
j ——. • < 
I 纖 f i n e TRAN一DEBUG 
嚷 + 
I 灘 u n c t i o n prototypes 
|®-----------r-- */ 
、|l驅r *GetCreateClause (int *); 
' ; |Sr *GetSelectClause (int *); 
袖霪ar *GetFromClause (int *, i n t ) ; 
jB i r *GetWhereClause (int * • int *); 
*GetGroupbyClause(int *); 
*GetHavingClause (int *); 
I暴r *GetOrderbyClause(int *)； 
| & r *GetInTableName (int *, i n t ) ; 
I:驗r *GetOutTableName (int *); 
I霧t GetOutTableType(int *); 
i;;8id InitialNode (NODEP, int *); 
l®|d TRAN_freenode(NODEP)； 
fj ®id PrintNode (NODEP); 
養 觀 d Replace (char **, char *, char *); 
I I | | - r — + 
p 邏 E x t e r n a l function protoypes 
III— */ 
I 霾t SYN_Getcount(int *)； /* synapi.c */ 
iB t *SYN_Getnodep(int *, int)； /* synapi.c */ 
j霾t SYN_Getname(int *)； /* synapi.c */ 
St SYN_Getitemid(int *, int)； /* synapi.c */ 
j S t *SYN_Getitem(int *, int)； /* synapi.c */ 
l « | SYN_Ifsetop(int *)； /* synapi.c */ 
[Mar *SYN 一 G e t v e x p ( i n t *); /* synapi.c */ 
®ar *SYN_Getcond(int *)； /* synapi.c */ 
Mar *SYN_Bool(int *)； /* synapi.c */ 
®ar *SYN_Sexp(int *)； /* synapi.c */ � 
Mar *SYN 一 S e t f u n c ( i n t *)； /* synapi.c */ 
藝 i d SYN一FreeTree (irxt *) ； /* synapi. c */ 
«iar * int tos t r ( in t )； /* synapi.c */ 
Siar * f l t to s t r ( f loa t )； /* synapi.c */ 
ftt CheckForCycle(NODEP, int)； /* tran2.c */ 
| i a r *Group_SQL(NODEP, int)； /* tran2.c */ 
J i t trim(char *)； /* trim.c */ 
鲁 t multi—aggregate(char *); /* tran2.c */ 
«)id AppendDropTable(int, char*)； /* tran2.c*/ 
B i t CombineAggregateColSpec(char *)； /* sqlpar.c */ 
1* 4 + 
^•External variable(s) i - */ 




ftoid InitialNode(NODEP p, int *pp) 
HI p->output_to = NULL; . 
p->select = NULL; 
p->from = NULL; 
p->where = NULL; 
p->group_by = NULL; 
p->having = NULL; 
p->order_by .= NULL; 
p->setop = NULL; 
p->set一select = NULL; 
p->set一from = NULL; 
p-> s et_where = NULL; 
p->child = (NODEP)NULL; 
p->node = (int *)pp; 
j : + 
丨 : ： * / 
I TRAN_freenode (NODEP p) 
: i f (p->select ！= NULL) 
. f r ee (p ->se l ec t ) ; 
i f (p->from ！=NULL) 
free(p->from); 
i f (p->where ！=NULL) 
free(p->where); 
i f (p->group_by ！=NULL) 
free(p->group_by); 
i f (p->having ！=NULL) 
free(p->having); 
i f (p->order_by ！=NULL) 
free(p->order_by); 
i f (p->output_to ！=NULL) 
free(p->output_to)； 
i f (p->setop ！= NULL) 
free(p->setop); 
i f (p->set一select ！=NULL) 
free(p->set—select); 
i f (p->set_from ！ =NULL) 
free(p->set_from); 





J - V 
•藝d PrintNode (NODEP p) 
pr土ntf (ii **************************************\n")； 
i f (p->output_to ！= NULL) 
printf("%s", p->output_to); 
i f (p->select ！= NULL) 
printf("%s", p->select)； 
i f (p->from ！= NULL) 
printf("%s", p->from); 




i f (p->group_by ！= NULL) 、 
printf("%s", p->group_by); 
i f (p->having ！= NULL) 
printf("%s", p->having); 
if (p->order_by ！= NULL) 
printf("%s", p->order一 by); 
if (p->setop ！= NULL) { 
printf("%s",p->setop); 
i f (p->set一select ！= NULL) 
printf("%s", p->set_select); 
if (p->set_from ！= NULL) 
printf("%s", p->set_from); 












char *tmp = *original,*i,*tmp2； 
char *head = *original; 
temp2[1]='\0'; 
strcpy (temp, 0-); 
while ((tmp2 = s t rs t r ( tmp,substr ingl)) ！= NULL) 
{ 
for(i=head; i ！= tmp2； i++) 
{ 




head = tmp2 + s t r len(subst r ingl ) ; 




i f ((*original = (char *)malloc(strlen(temp)+1)) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN—DEBUG 










d ftr *GetInTableName(int *in_tbp, int table一num) f 
char buf[MAX_CHAR_BUF]f *table_name； 
int *item_ptr; 
/* Just get the table name specified. */ 
item_ptr = SYN_Getitem(in_tbp, table_num); 
if ((table_name = (char *)malloc(strlen((char *)item_ptr) + 1)) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 








j I — */ 
[Sit GetOutTableType(int *out_tbp) 




/* The table name is always the second item in the OUT一TB node. */ 
item_ptr = SYN_Get i tem(out_tbp, 0); 




L . _ — 
Stiar *GetOutTableName (int *out_tbp) 
I 
char buf[MAX_CHAR_BUF], *table_name; 
int *item_ptr; 
/* The table name is always the second item in the OUT一TB node. */ 
item_ptr = SYN_Getitem(out_tbp, 1); 
if ((table一name = (char *)malloc(strlen((char *)item_ptr) + 1)) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 




strcpy(table—name, (char *)item_ptr); 
return (table一name); 
* B^l. — + 
1 H-l * / 
i R r *GetCreateClause(int *out_tbp)-
‘ char buf[MAX_CHAR_BUF], *tmp_clause; 
int tb—type, *item_ptr; 
strcpy(buf, "\0"); 
/* Get the table type */ 
item_ptr = SYN_Getitem(out_tbp, 0); 
memcpy(&tb_type, item_ptr, INTSIZE); 
switch (tb—type) { 
case BASETB: 





s t rcat (buf , "CREATE VIEW \0"); 
break; 
} 
/* Get the table name */ 
item_ptr == SYN_Getitem (out_tbp, 1); 
s t rcat(buf , (char *)item_ptr); 
/* Append the AS s t r */ 
s t rcat(buf , « AS\n\0"); 
/* Create the output clause */ 
if ((tmp一clause = (char *)malloc(strlen(buf) + 1)) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 









8- 一 */ 
J暴ar *GetSelectClause(int *writetop) 
8 B r 
char buf[MAX—CHAR—BUF], *tmp_clause, *tmp_str; 
int i , count, op, tmp_int, item—id, *item_ptr, *tmp_j)tr; 
f loat tmp一float; 、 
strcpy(buf, "SELECT \0"); 
/* Get the optional set quantif ier (ALL, DISTINCT) */ 
i = 0; 
item—id = SYN_Getitemid(writetop, i); 
item_ptr = SYN—Getitem(writetop, i); 
if (item—id == OP—TYPE) { 
menicpy (&op, item_ptr, INTSIZE); 
i f (op == ALL) { 
strcat(buf, "ALL \0"); 
i++； 
} 
else if (op ；= DISTINCT) { 




/* check to see if ALLCOL is specified */ 
item_id = SYN一Getitemid(writetop, i); 
item_ptr = SYN_Getitem(writetop, ,i); 
i f (item_id == OP_TYPE) { 
memcpy(&op, item_ptr, INTSIZE); 
i f (op == ALLCOL) { 




/* Not ALLCOL, so get item and a l i as */ 
else { 
count = SYN 一 Getcount(writetop); 
for (； i<count; i+=2) { 
/* Process the a t t r i bu t e */ 
item—id = SYN 一 Getitemid(writetop, i ) ; 
item_jptr = SYN 一 G e t i t e m ( w r i t e t o p , i ) ; 
switch (item_id) { 
case STRING_TYPE: 
case COLUMN—NAME: 
s t rea t (buf , (char *)item_ptr); 
break; 
case INT一 TYPE: 
memcpy(&tmp—int, item_ptr, INTSIZE); 
tmp_str - inttostr(tmp一int); 
s t rea t (buf , tmp一str); 
.free (tmp—str)； 
break; 
case FLOAT一 TYPE: 
memcpy(&tmp一float, item_ptr, FLOATSIZE)i 
tmp—str = flttostr(tmp—float); 




memcpy(&tmp_ptr, item_ptr, PTRSIZE); 
switch (SYN_Getname(tmp_ptr)) { 
case VEXP: 
•tmp一str = SYN_Getvexp(tmp_ptr); 




tmp—str = SYN_Setfunc(tmp_ptr); 






/* Prcess the column a l i as */ 
item_ptr = SYN—Getitem(writetop, i + 1); 
if (strcmp((char *)item_ptr, "\0") ! - NULL) { 
/* There's a column alias！ */ 
s t r ca t (buf, " \0'»); 
s t rca t (buf , (char *)item_ptr); 
/* Last a t t r ibu te doesn't need a comma */ 
if (( i + 1) ！= (count-1)) 
s t rcat (buf , \0"); 
> . 
else { 
" N o column a l i as , and las t a t t r ibu te doesn't need a comma */ 
i f ( ( i + 1) |= (count-1)) 




s t rca t (buf , "\n\0"); 
if ((tmp_clause = (char *)malloc(strlen(buf) +1 ) ) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 








- - - - - -
；Char *GetFromClause(int * in_tbp, int table一num) 
char buf[MAX_CHAR_BUF], *tmp—clause; 
int i , count, *item_ptr; 
s trcpy (buf,研 FROM \ 0 __); 
i f (table一 num ==-1) { /* Get a l l the table names */ 
count = SYN_Getcount(in_tbp); 
for (i=0; i<count; i++) { 
item_ptr = SYN_Getitem(in_tbp, i); 
s t reat (buf , (char *)item_ptr); 
/* Last table name doesn't need a comma */ 
if (i ！= (count - 1)) { 





/* Just get the table name specified. */ 
item__ptr = SYN_Getitem(in_tbp, table一num); 
s t rca t (buf , (char *)item_ptr); 
} 
s t rcat (buf , "\n\0"); 
i f ((tmp—clause = (char *)malloc(strlen(buf) +1) ) == NULL) { 
ttifdef TRAN_DEBUG 








L - - - - - - - -
mar *GetWhereClause(int *joinp, int *ifcondp) 
f 
char buf[MAX—CHAR—BUF], *tmp_clause, *tmp—s t r ; 
_ int i , count, op, tmp_int, item_id, *item_ptr, *tmp_ptr; 
f loa t tmp—float; 
strcpy(buf, "WHERE \0"); 
/* Process the JOIN node f i r s t */ 
if (joinp ！= NULL) { 
tmp_str = SYN_Getcond(j oinp); 
s t rcat(buf , tmp—str); 
free(tmp一str); 
} 、 
/* Process the IFCOND node */ 
if (ifcondp ！= NULL) { 
if (joinp ！= NULL) { 
strcat(buf , “AND \0"); 
tmp—str = SYN_Getcond(i fcondp); 




tmp—str = SYN_Getcond(ifcondp); 
s t rcat(buf , tmp—str); 
free(tmp一str)； 
# 
i , s t rca t (buf, "\n\0"); 
if ((tmp一clause = (char *)malloc(strlen(buf) + 1)) == NULL) { 
J #ifdef TRAN—DEBUG 
print f ("ERROR malloc in G.etWhereClause. \n")； 
#endif 
return(NULL)； 
s trcpy(tmp_clause, buf)； 
return (tmp一clause).； II 
•IS — — 
隱 
T is； -— * / 
j ^ i a r *GetGroupbyClause (int *groupp) 
jiff 
char buf[MAX一CHAR—BUF], *tmp—clause; 
:.-;;dnt i , count, *item_ptr； 
strcpy(buf, "GROUP BY \0")； 
count = SYN_Getcount(groupp)； 
for (i=0； i<count; i++) { 
item_ptr = SYN—Getitem(groupp, i ) ; 
strcat(buf, (char *)item_ptr)； 
/* Last column name doesn't need a comma */ 






if ( (tmp—clause = (char *)malloc (strlen(buf) + 1)) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN—DEBUG 









hhar *GetHavingClause(int *havingp) 
char buf[MAX—CHAR—BUF], *tmp—clause, *tmp_str； 
int *item_ptr, *tmp_ptr; 
strcpy(buf, "HAVING \0"); 
/* Get the IFCOND node under the HAVING node. */ 
item_ptr = SYN—Getitem(havingp' 0); 
memcpy(&tmp_^)tr, item_ptr, PTRSIZE); 
/* Get the condition string. */ 
tmp一str = SYN_Getcond(tmp_ptr); 
strcat(buf, tmp_str)； , 
free(tmp_str); 
strcat(buf, "\n\0"); 
I if ((tmp—clause = (char *)malloc(strlen(buf) + 1)) == NULL) { 
i i fdef TRAN_DEBUG 









I j */ 
1 char *GetOrderbyClause(int *orderp) 
§喝:{ 
char buf[MAX一CHAR一BUF], *tmp一clause; 
K int i , count, op, item_id, *item_ptr; 
strcpy(buf, "ORDER BY \0_M ; 
� � 
count = SYN_Getcount(orderp)； 
:
<?；靡錄：， 
f o r ( i=0; i<count； i++) { 
item一id = SYN_Getitemid(orderp, i ) ; 
s i tem_ptr = SYN_Getitem(orderp, i ) ; 
s w i t c h ( i tem_id) { 
case COLUMN_NAME: 
strcat(buf, (char *)item_ptr); 
break； 
case OP一TYPE: 
memcpy(&op, item_ptr, INTSIZE); 
swi tch (op) { 
case ASC： 
strcat(buf, "ASC\0"); 
/* Last item doesn't need a comma */ 
if (i ！= (count - 1)) { 







/* Last item doesn't need a comma */ 





strcat(buf, " PY \0"); 
break; 
case BS: 
strcat(buf, " BS \0"); 
break； 
case BH: 
s t r c a t ( b u f , " BH \0")； 
break； 
case ENG: 
s t r c a t ( b u f , " ENG \0")； 
break; 
case CODE: 







if ( (tmp_clause = (char *) malloc (strlen (buf) +1)) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN—DEBUG 




s trcpy( tmp_clause , b u f ) ; 
I return (tmp一clause); 
-
| > 广 … + 
|| 
Ichar *GetSetopClause(int setop_£lag) 
char buf[MAX_CHAR_BUF], *tmp_clause; 
if (setop_£lag == 1 ) ( 




if ( (tmp_clause = (char *) malloc (strlen (buf) +1)) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 
printf("ERROR malloc in GetSetopClause.\n")； 
#endif 
return(NULL); I ^m strcpy(tmp一clause, buf); return (tmp_ )； 
. 
+ 
f ir * / 
隱 a r *TransOneChiql(int *queryp, NODEP nodep) 
(I 






char *having 一 c l a u s e = N U L L ; 
char *orderby 一 c l a u s e = N U L L ； 
char *setop一clause=NULL； 
char * set_se1ect_clause=NULL; 
char * set一from一clause=NULL； 
char *set一 where一clause=NULL; 
in t *out_tbp=NULL; 
in t *writetop=NULL; 
in t *in_tbp=NULL; 
in t *joinp=NULL; 
in t * i f c ondp=NULL; 
in t * groupp=NULL； 
in t *havingp=NULL; 
in t * orderp=NULL; 
in t setop_flag; 
char *sqlp; 
1 
/* F i r s t check to see i f UNION or INTERSECT is specified. */ 
setop_flag ？= SYN_Ifsetop(queryp); 
if (setop_flag ！= 0) { 
setop_clause 其 GetSetopClause(setop_flag); 
} 
/* Get the FROM clause in SQL */ 
i f ((in—tbp = SYN_Getrxodep (queryp, IN一TB) ) ！ = NULL) { 
i f (setop_flag ！= 0) { 
/* Yes, UNION or INTERSECT, so just get the f i r s t table name */ 
from_clause = GetFromClause (in一tbp,. 0)； -
/* Then get the second table name */ 
set_from“clause = GetFromClause(in_tbp, 1)； 
> “ “ 
else { 
/* No UNION or INTERSECT, get a l l the table names. */ 




/* Get the CREATE clause in SQL */ 
i f ( (out_tbp = SYN_Getnodep (queryp, OUT一TB) ) ！二 NULL) { 
create_clause = GetCreateClause(out一tbp); 
/* Get the SELECT clause in SQL */ 
if ( (writetop = SYN_Getnodep (queryp, WRITETO) ) ！ = NULL) { 
select_clause = GetSelectClause(writetop)； 
if (setop_flag ！= 0) { 
set select_clause = GetSelectClause(writetop)； I 
/* Get the WHERE clause in SQL */ 
joinp = SYN_Getnodep(queryp, JOIN); 
ifcondp = SYN_Getnodep(queryp, IFCOND); 
if ((joinp ！= NULL) | | (ifcondp ！= NULL)) { 
where_clause = GetWhereClause(joinp, ifcondp); 
i f (setop_flag ！= 0) { , . 
set_where_clause = GetWhereClause (]omp' ifcondp)； 
/* Get the GROUP BY clause in SQL */ 
if ((groupp = SYN_Getnodep(queryp, GROUP)) != NULL) { 
groupby一clause = GetGroupbyClause(groupp)； 
/* Get the HAVING clause in SQL */ 
if ( (havingp = SYN_Getnodep (queryp, HAVING)) ！ = NULL) { 
having一clause = GetHavingClause (havingp)； 
} 
/* Get the ORDER BY clause in SQL */ 
if ((orderp = SYN 一 Getnodep(queryp, ORDER)) ！= NULL) { 
orderby—clause = GetOrderbyClause(orderp)； 
} 
/* Get the UNION or INTERSECT statement */ 
if (setop一flag != 0) { 
/* F i r s t get the UNION or INTERSECT keyword */ 
setop一clause = GetSetopClause(setop_flag); 
/* Then get the second select statement (same as the f i r s t one) */ 
if ( (writetop = SYN_Getnodep (queryp, WRITETO) ) ！ = NULL) { 
set一select—clause = GetSelectClause(writetop); 
} 
/* Also get the FROM clause for the second table */ 
if ((in_tbp = SYN_Getnodep(queryp, IN_TB)) ！= NULL) { 
set_from—clause = GetFromClause(in_tbp, 1); 
} 
/* Lastly, get the condition statement (same as the f i r s t one) . */ 
joinp = SYN_Getnodep (queryp, JOIN)； 
ifcondp = SYN_Getnodep(queryp, IFCOND); 
i f ((joinp 1= NULL) jI (ifcondp l实 NULL)) { 
set— where—clause = GetWhereClause(joinp, ifcondp); 
} 
} 
/* Change table name (s) if UNION or INTERSECT */ 
if (setop_flag ！= 0) { 
Replace (&select—clause, GetlnTableName (in—tbp, 1), GetlnTableName (in一tbp, 0)); 
Replace(&set_select—clause, GetlnTableName(in_tbp, 0), GetlnTableName(in—tbp, 1)); 
i f (where—clause ！= NULL) 
Replace (&where_clause, GetlnTableName(in—tbp, 1), GetlnTableName(in_tbp• 0)); 
if (set—where_clause ！ = NULL.) . 
Replace (&set—where—clause, GetlnTableName(in一tbp, 0), GetlnTableName(xn_tbp, 1)); 
} 
/* Now produce the output SQL */ 
if ((sqlp = (char *)malloc(MAX_SQL一LEN)) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 





if (create_clause ！= NULL) { 
s t rca t (sqlp , create_clause); 
nodep->output_to = crea te_clause ;" 
} 
if (select—clause ！= NULL) { 
strcat(sqlp, select—clause); 
nodep->select = select一clause; 
} 
if (from_clause ！= NULL) { 
strcat(sqlp, from_clause); 
nodep->from = from—clause;, 
if (where—clause ！= NULL) { 
strcat(sqlp, where_clause); 
nodep->where = where一clause; } � f 
i f (groupby一clause ！= NULL) { 
s t rcat (sqlp , groupby_clause); 
nodep->group_by = groupby_clause; 
if (having一clause ！= NULL) { 
s t rcat (sqlp , having一clause); 
nodep->having = having—clause; 
} 、 r , 
if (orderby_clause ！= NULL) { 
strcat(sqlp, orderby_clause)； 
nodep->order—by = orderby一clause ; } 一 
i f (setop_clause ！= NULL) { 
s t rca t ( sq lp , setop一clause); 
nodep->setop = setop_clause； 
} 
i f (set_select_clause ！= NULL) { 
s t rca t ( sq lp , set_select—clause)； 
nodep->set_select = set_select一clause; 
> 
i f (set_from_clause I = NULL) { 
s t rca t ( sq lp , set一from 一 c l a u s e ) ; 
nodep->set一from = set_from 一 c l a u s e ; 
} 
i f (set— where一clause ！= NULL) { 
s t rca t ( sq lp , set_where—clause)； 




J I f f i * 一 一 ; 一 + 
I隱 
-K j . ， • * / 
j ffint TRAN_ChiqlToSQL(char *chiqlp, char *sqlp) 
I 
in t i , statemnt count； 
'M IHBY r' 一 
in t *synrootp, *queryp; 




/* Perform syntax checks and build the syntax t ree . */ 
i ‘ «=  SYN_SynTree (chiqlp, &synrootp); 




/* get the no. of chiql statements */ 
statemnt_count = * (synrootp + 1); 
/* prepare memory for the node structures */ 
tmpnode= ( N O D E P ) m a l l o c ( s t a t e m n t _ c o u n t * s i z e o f ( N O D E ) ) ； 
i f (tmpnode == (NODEP)NULL) 
return (-1)； /* Did not free the syntree structures */ 
/* Built SQL statements */ 
for (i=0; i<statemnt—count; i++) { 
/* Get one statement. */ 
offse tp = (char *)(synrootp + 2 ) + i*PTRSIZE; 
memcpy(&queryp, offsetp, PTRSIZE); 
/* Translate one query */ 
nodep[i] = (NODEP)(tmpnode+i)； 
InitialNode(nodep[i], queryp)； 
tmpp = TransOneChiql(queryp, nodep[i]); 
if (trim(tmpp) < 0) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 




s t rca t (sq lp , tmpp); 
free(tmpp); 
s t rca t (sq lp , " ; \n\0") ; 
/* Link the nodes together */ 
if (head == (NODEP)NULL) 
head = nodep[i]; 
else 
圓 n o d e p [ i - 1 ] - > c h i I d = nodep[i]; 
" c h e c k cyclic reference in the SQL statement(s). */ 
if (CheckForCycle(head, statemnt一count) < 0) { 
ttifdef TRAN 一 D E B U G 
printf("ERROR in TRAN_ChiqlToSQL: Cycle in query.\n")； 
#endif 
/* Free a l l s tructures created at syntax analysis and translator */ 
for (i=0; i<statemnt—count; i++) 





if ((nested 一 s q l p = Group一SQL(head, statemnt_count)) == NULL) { 
AppendDropTable(statemnt_count, sqlp)； } 一 
else { 
istrcpy(sqlp, nested一sqlp)； free(nested_sqlp)； 
• I > _ 
/* Free a l l s t ructures created at syntax analysis and translator */ 




return (0)； 隱 
lifdef TESTING2 
1* … + 
匿 Testing driver 
_:nt main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
I'( 
int i , count； 




if (argc ！= 2) { 
pr in t f ("Error : missing filename！\n"); 
exit (0); 
} 
if (LEX_LoadQuery(argv11], chiqlp) < 0) { 
exi t (0) ; 
^^By^  ************************************/ 
穩 f o r (i=l; i<=65; i++) { 
strcpy(fname, "c：\\3\\test\\q\0")； 
itoa(i, tmp_buf, 10); 漏/ / strcpy (tmp—buf, " 15\0 ••); 
strcat(fname, tmp_buf); 
strcat(fname, ".gb\0"); 
if (LEX_LoadQuery(fname, chiqlp) < 0) { 




printf("The input chiql：\n\n%s\n\n», chiqlp); 
if (TRAN_ChiqlToSQL(chiqlp, sqlp) < 0) { 
printf("ERROR number : %d\n", errmsg.errno); 
printf("ERROR block : %d\n", errmsg.blockno); 
printf("ERROR position: %d\n", errmsg.position); 
} 
— else { 、 … 
printf("The output sql:\n\n%s\n\n", sqlp); } I / / getch(); }  > /* end for */ return (0); I } main */ #endif ifd TESTING 
• • + 
6 議 T e s t i n g driver 
“Hf"^  I 
pi t main (int argc, char *argv[]) I 
int i , count; 
char chiqlp[MAX一CHIQL一LEN] , sqlp [MAX一SQL一LEN] 
if (argc ！= 2) { 
pr in t f ("Error : missing filename!\n"); 
exit(O); 
_ > • KB ". I醒: 
i f (LEX—LoadQuery(argv[l], chiqlp) < 0) { 
exi t (0) ; 
il哩 } 
I else { 
printf("The input chiql：\n\n%s\n\nM, chiqlp)； 
i f (TRAN_ChiqlToSQL (chiqlp, sqlp) < 0) { 
printf("ERROR number : %d\n", errmsg.errno); 
printf("ERROR block ： %d\n", errmsg.blockno); 
printf("ERROR position: %d\n", errmsg.position); 
} 
else { 




I B /* end main */ 




怜 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * … • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 女 
File name: tran2:.c 
Module: Chiql to SQL translator (Nesting Algorithm) 
Author: Gary Lam 
Date: June, 1995. 
I
I : 翳 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
feefine TRAN_DEBUG /* Define symbol of debug purpose */ 
M 
•|pystem includes 
— — */ 
騰 i n c l u d e <stdio.h> 
IKinclude <string.h> 
國 i n c l u d e <malloc,h> 
隱 i n c l u d e <stdlib.h> 
H* — - — + 
•^Application includes 
— — — */ 
•include ". . \include\sql. h" 
•include ". .\include\tran.h" 
陽 include "..\include\synapi.h" 
陽 include 5'» , \ inc lude \syntree. h" 
陽 i n c l u d e "..\include\errorno.h" 
B * — — — — ——+ 
醒 I Application Defines 
m — ~ */ 
•define MAX_NUM_STATEMENTS 20 
瞧 d e f i n e MAX_ALIAS_COUNT 50 
I p d e f i n e YES_SELECT 4 
睡 d e f i n e NO一SELECT 5 
瞧 d e f i n e JOIN 6 
I p d e f i n e SUBQUERY 7 
斷 d e f i n e WHERE一 USED 2 
ipdefine GROUP_USED 4 
IJ # d e f i n e HAVING一 USED 8 
i fdefine MAXLENGTH 3000 
I/* ：/ 
•/* External Functions Prototypes / 一 * / J^xtern char * flttostr(float)； 
國 extern char * in t tos t r ( in t ) ; 
•extern struct errmsg—type errmsg; 
隱 e x t e r n int get_token(void); 
•extern int isaggregate(char *in); 
• extern int lookup (char *token); 
•extern char * GetlnTableName(int * ' int)； 
•extern char * GetOutTableName(int *); 
_ extern int GetOutTableType(int *); 
i /* Program local variables “ 
i “ ：一一…„ ^ —*/ 
I int nesting_error=0; /* flag to indicate error during nesting */ 
l i n t group_flag=0； /* flag to indicate 2 group by statements */ 
F */ 
I /* ： J 
I /* Local functions prototypes *' _ / * -： ： — “ 
• int get_index(char *, char **, mt )； 
匪 c h a r * Group—SQL(NODE *head,int count); 
I int Nesting(NODE *p, int flag); 
I void Getj oincondition(int *p)； 
• void clear—table3(void); 
I void find_attri—source(char *name); 
I c h a r * find—domain(NODE *p, i n t t a b l e _ c o u n t , i n t * n u ) ; 
I char * SYN_Getselectitem(int *node, int index); 
I int check_table2(char *token); 
I int check_tablel(char *token); 
I i n t F i l l T a b l e l ( N O D E P p , i n t c o u n t ) ; 
j i n t F i l l T a b l e 2 ( N O D E P p , i n t c o u n t ) ; 
I void PrintTablel(void); l 2 A p p e n d D r o p T a b l e ( i n t , c h a r *)； I int SelectClause(NODEP p); ^ *Subquery flag,int *table_count, char *domain)； 丨 ^ 二 = 二 ^ in t = 二 二 二 J 二 工 二 “ 一 * 磁 e — c _ 一 * 一 int n P ) ; Ifco dClause(int *state, int *where_flag,xnt *ip)； GroupByCl eNODEP p int *state); Hav gCl use(  , f O der l s ); ubFom a , ,int flag); WhereClause(int *state, int *ip, int *where_flag)；  trim(c r *); 
：t int multi一aggregate(char *)； 
"、|roid AppendDropTable (int , char*); 
fefct CombineAggregateColSpec(char *)； 
K i t GetOrderIndex(Int *writetop, char *order一col); 
Kfoid PrintTableList(char **, in t ) ; 
蕃nt CheckForCycle(NODEP, in t ) ; 
wm f - - " 一 - - */ 
隱. “ 
Iff — */ 
J|®it get一index(char *p,char **table,int count) 
if 








•爨 *_;一 + 
_ m */ 




curtemp = current； 
current = in; 
while ( (get_token())！= NULL) 
{ 
if (isaggregate(token) ==1) 
{ 
get_token(); 




while ((leftb!=0) && (get一token() !=NULL) ) { 
if (isaggregate(token)==1) { 
current = curtemp; 
return (-1)； 
IB > 
else if (strcmp(token,")\0")==0) { 
l e f tb -- ; 
} 
else if (strcmp(token,"(\0")==0) { 
leftb++; 
} 
} /* end of while */ 
} 
} 
current = curtemp; 
return (0); 
I } • 
I * / 
1 • + , ' 
i i void PrintTableList(char **l is t , int count) 
IB { 
int l ; 
i n t f ( I , ****************** TABLE LIST ******************\n"); 
for (i=0; i<count; i++) { 
if (s t rcmp(l is t [ i ] , "\0") == 0) { 
printf("[%d] NULL\n", i ) ; 
} 
else { 
printf("[%d] %s\n", i , l i s t [ i ] ) ; 
} 
!m > 
^ ^ ^ P H : | : n * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * “ * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * \ n " ) ； _ 
"I* 
I 纖 餘 
-r'S- ; ! — ^  : * j 
l int CheckForCycle(NODEP p, in t count) 
If 
NODEP head; 
char **out_table一list, *in_table一name, *out_tab 1 e_name; 
int *queryp, *out一tbp, *in 一 t b p ; 
in t j , k; 
/* Keep track of the l i s t head */ 
head =^ p; 
/* Malloc s t ructure for storing table names. */ 
i f ((out一table一list = (char **)malloc(sizeof(char *)*count)) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 





/* I n i t i a l i z e */ 
for (i=0； i<count； i++) { 
out_table一list[i] = NULL; 
} 
/* Get a l l the output table name(s). */ 
for (i=0; i<count； i++) { 
queryp = p->node; 
if ( (out—tbp 其 SYN—Getnodep (queryp, OUT_TB) ) ！ = NULL) { 
II 
/* Output table name specified!！ */ 
out_table_name = GetOutTableName(out_tbp); 
/* Make sure no table name is duplicated. */ 
for (j=0; j<i ; j++) { 




i f (j ！= i ) ( 
/* ERROR!! Duplicate output table name! */ 
#ifdef TRAN—DEBUG 
printf("ERROR in CheckForCycle： Duplicate table name in output table spec] 
#endif 
/* Free structure before leaving */ 
for (j=0; j<count; j++) { 









/* store the table name */ 




i/* No output table name specified */ if ((out一table_name = (char *)malloc(l)) == NULL) { #ifdef TRAN_DEBUG printf("E ROR in CheckForCycle: MALLOC.\n")； e difor j = 0; j<count; j++) { if (out一table一list[j] ！= NUL ) { free(out— ab —list[j])； i : > } ee(out_table_list)； L — 赢 丄 丄 ― — — — 5 血 【 : . . 丄 . : 一 ： . … . . 『 . . ， 」 … 




out一table一list[i] = out一table_name; 
} - -
p = p->child; 
fe簞 
/* DEBUG PURPOSE */ 
/* PrintTableList(out一table一list, count)； */ 
/ * * / 
/* Now check for cyclic reference in query */ 
/* */ 
p = head; 
/* For each statement, do the following: */ 
for (i=0； i<count; i++) { 
queryp - p->node; 
in_tbp = SYN_Getnodep (queryp, IN—TB); 
/* For each input table, do the following: */ 
for (j=0; j<SYN—Getcount(in 一 t b p ) ; j++) { 
in_tablejiame = Get工nTableName(in—tbp, j ) ; 
/* */ 
/* Make sure the input table is not being created as an output */ 
/* table on or a f t e r the current query. */ 
/* 6 » - - * / 
for (k=0； k<count； k++) { 
if ((strcmp(in_table_name, out一table一list[k]) == 0) && (k >= i)) { 
#ifdef TRAN—DEBUG 
printf("ERROR in CheckForCycle: Cycle in query.\n"); 
printf("Statement %d, %s is cycl ical ly referenced by statement %d, ? 
i+1, in_table—name, k+1, out_table_list[k])； 
#endif 
for (j=0; j<count; j++) { 
if (out_table_l is t[ j ] ！= NULL) { 










p = p->child; 
} 
/* Free a l l the s tructures before leaving. */ 
... 
for (j=0; j<count; j++) { 
i f (out—table_list[j] ！= NULL) { 




I > V 
〈： ：； 
I 
char *get_tablej)ar t(char *token) 
int i;: 
char *table一name; 
table一name = (char *)malloc(20); 
if (Strchr (token, ' . ') .== NULL) { 
strcpy(table—name, " \ 0 " ) ； 
} 
else { 
for (i=0; token[i] ！= '.'; i++) { 
table—name[i] = token[i]； 
} 
table_name[i] = '\0'; 
> 
return (table一name); 
IP 邏 * */ 
爛* “ 釅*-—— — — — */ 
g 睡 h a r *get一attri_part(char *token) 
]K 
int i; 
char *attri一name, *tmp; 
attri_name = (char *)malloc(20)； 







— . */ 
1 _/* Subroutines and data structure for the Nesting Algorithm */ 
j - — — */ 
I R/* Variables used by the Phrase II * / 
懂:/* record for table_name */ 
II typedef struct recordl { 
char table_name[50]; 
i： NODE *source; 
I 1} rl; 
IB/* record for attribute—name */ 




• }r2 ； 
_rl* tablel; 
I r2* table2； � 
I int counterl=0; 
1 int counter2=0； 
I int group_flat=0; 
I char *nested—sql; 
I /* structure for nesting */ 
I typedef struct record3 { 
int not_flag； 
char l_table一 name[50]; 
char l_attri_name[50]; 
Iint op一type; char r_table—name[50]; char r_attri_name[50]; 
irxt used; 
[} r3; 
struct record3 table3[MAX_NUM_STATEMENTS]; 
I int counter3=0; 
[===^ 
11 'r 
in t i ; 
i f ((token==NULL) | | (strcmp(token,"\0")==0)) 
return(-1)； 
for (i=0; i<counterl ) 





_ * — _ * / 
ilffint check一table2 (char *token) fj{ / 




i f (strcmp (table2 [i] .-alias一name, get_at t r i_part (token)) ==0) 
{ 
p=(char*)get_table_part(token)； 
i f (p!=NULL) 
{ 
if (strcmp(table2[i].source_table,get_table_part(token))==0) 





陽/* — — — ， - — — — — + 
m ” _一“^ — —---——-— */ 
I Pvoid PrintTablel(void) 
| { 
int i ; 
printf(»******************** TABLE 1 **********************\n"); 
pr in t f (" — 、n") 
for (i=0； i<counterl; i++) { 
i f (strcmp(tablelfi],table_name, "\0") ==0) { 
printf("[%d] table_name：%s\n", i+1, " \ 0 " ) ； 
else { 
I V printf("[%d] table_name:%s\n", i+1, tablel[i] . table_name); 
j I } 
} 
printf (»***************************************************\n") •‘ 
I } 
I /* + 
|_.l * j II 
斷 i n t FillTablel(NODEP p, int count) 
I { 
int i ； 
int out—table—type; 、 
char *out_table—name; 
int *queryp, *out_tbp; 
/* I n i t i a l i z a t i on */ 
counter1 = count； • 、 r 
if ( ( table l = (rl *)calloc(count, s izeof( r l ) ) ) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN—DEBUG 





/* F i l l in output table name(s) in table 1 */ 
for (i=0; i<count; i ++ ) ( 




t_tab1e_name = GetOutTableName(out_tbp)； 
strcpy(tablel[ i ] . table—name, out_table_name)； 
t ab le l [ i ] . source = p； 
free(out—table—name)； 
} 
else { /* No output table name specified */ 
s t rcpy(tablel[ i ] . table—name, " \0"); 
t ab le l [ i ] . source = NULL; 
} 





• II*—: : 
ri 
i 1 */ 
ij 隱 n t FillTable2 (NODEP p, int count) 
int i , j ; 
int tmp_int；float tmp_float; 
int item—count; 
int item 一 t y p e , *itemp, *itempp; 
int *queryp, *writetop, *out一tbp; 
char *tmp_char_p； 
char source—name[100], source—table[50]; 
/* In i t ia l iza t ion */ 
counter2 = 0; 
if ((table2 = (r2 *)calloc(MAX一ALIAS—COUNT, sizeof(r2))) == NULL) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 




！ . } , 
/* Build table 2 */ 
for (i=0; i<count； i++) { /* for each statement, do the following */ 
queryp = p->node; 
/* Get the WRITETO node */ 
writetop = SYN_Getnodep(queryp, WRITETO); 
item—count « SYN_Getcount (writetop)"; 
/* Get the OUT一TB node */ 
out—tbp = SYN—Getnodep (queryp, OUT_TB); 
if ((out—tbp = SYN—Getnodep(queryp, OUT—TB)  ！= NULL) { 
tmp_char_p = GetOutTableName(out—tbp); 
strcpy(source_table, tmp_char_p); 
free(tmp_char_p); 
else { " N o output table name specified */ 
strcpy(source—table, " \0"); 
IH 
j = o； 
" S p e c i a l consideration (skip ALL or DISTINCT) */ 
item一type = SYN_Getitemid(writetop, j); 
itemp = SYN_Getitem(writetop, j)； 
. 
if (item—type == OP_TYPE) { 
1 memcpy(&tmp_int, itemp, INTSIZE); 
Iif ((tmp_int == ALL) | | (tmp_int == DISTINCT)) { > 
/* special consideration (skip ALLCOL) */ 
item一type = SYN一Getitemid(writetop, j ); 
itemp = SYN_Getitem(writetop, j ); 麵i講為实豫 > : : : . . 、 ' - . -
if (item_type == OP 一 T Y E ^ E ) { 
memcpy (& tmp一 i n t , itemp, INTSIZE); 
i f (tmp一int == ALLCOL) { j++； 
} 
> 
else { /* Not ALLCOL, get the a t t r ibute and a l ias */ 
for (； j<item_count; ) { /* for each item in the WRITETO node, do the following */ 
/* Get one item */ 
item_type = SYN_Getitemid(writetop, j)； 
itemp = SYN_Getitem(writetop, j ) ; 
switch (item 一 t y p e ) { 
case COLUMN_NAME: 
case TABLE—NAME: 
case STRING— TYPE: 
strcpy(source一name, (char *)itemp); 
break； 
case INT—TYPE: 
memcpy(&tmp_int, itemp, INTSIZE); 





memcpy(&tmp_float, itemp, FLOATSIZE); 
tmp_char_p = flttostr(tmp一float); 




memcpy(&itempp, itemp, PTRSIZE); 
switch (SYN一Getname(itempp)) { 
case VEXP: 













printf("ERROR in FillTable2: Invalid item in WRITETO node.\n"); 




/* Now get the a l ias f ie ld */ 
itemp = SYN_Getitem(writetop, j ) ; 
if (strcmp((char *)itemp, " \ 0 " ) ！ = 0) { 
/* YES, there 's an al ias f ie ld . */ 
/* store the orig. expression */ 
strcpy(table2[counter2]•source_name, source_name); 
/* store the al ias name */ 
strcpy(table2[counter2].alias_name, (char *)itemp); 






} /* else */ 
p = p->child; 
return (0)； 
I ( % * + 
隱 * / 
：丄 proid PrintTable2 (void) 
! ：,!| 
int i ; 
p r in t f{ ^ ******************** TABLE 2 **********************\n") • 
print f (" \n")； 
for (i=0; i<counter2； i++) { 
printf("[%d] source一name:%s, alias_name：%s, source—table:%s\n", i+1, table2[ i ] . source—name, tat 
table2[i] . source—table); 
" > 
11) 
I — — */ 
11/* “ 
m* ' 7 7 */ 






int * t t ; 
char string[1000]; 
char *chartmp; 
f loa t tmp； 
int tmpint; 
s t r ing[01= ' \0 ' ; 













I case FLOAT一 TYPE! 
memcpy(&tmp,itemp,FLOATSIZE); 
























！邐匿 case VEXP: 
chartmp=SYN_Getvexp(tt); 
strcpy(string,chartmp); 









chartmp = (char*)malloc(strlen(string)+1)； 
strcpy(chartmp, string)； 
return (chartmp)； 
1 > ' 




i Iphar * f ind_domain (NODE *p, int table一count, int *nu) 
• 
int i ； 
•int j ; 
, int *ip; 
char domain[100]； 
char *chartmp； 




*nu = 0; 
ip= (int*) SYN_Getnodep (p->node,WRITETO) ； / * get one sample item from*/ 
chartmp=SYN_Getselectitem(ip/0)； /* the select statement */ 
temp_current=current； 
current=p->from; 





if (strcmp(token,",")==0 ) 
continue; /* skip a l l ",
 11
 */ 






/* check for the select statement */ 









I > } �. 
• > 




for (i=0;i<(table_count*2-l)；i++) { 

















return ((char*) domain); 
} 
> 
I ify* ‘ 
m； . */ 
：’ |y:.|:har working一tempi200]； 
上I 勝 0 i d find一attri—source (char *name) 
int i , j ; 
char *temp一current； 








outter—current = current； /* save current pointer */ 
current .= buf fera ; 
while (get—token()！=NULL) 
{ 
temp2—current = current； 
strcpy(in,token)； 






/* Not a aliased at t r ibute . */ 
strcpy(temp—in,get_table_part(in))； 
if ((i=check_tablel(temp_in))==-1) 
strcat(working—temp,in); /* i t i s a base table */ 
else 
{ /* i t is a temp, table */ 
temp一current 宾 current; 







I get—token (); 
get_token(); 










find_attri—source (temp2)； � } } 










{ /* A temp, at t r ibute */ 
temp_current =current; 
current=table2[i]•source一name; 
while ((j=get—token()) ！ : N U L L ) 
( 
if (j==SPACE) { 
continue; } if (lookup(token)！=^1) { strcat(working—temp,token)； if ( strcmp(token,"DISTINCT")==0)||(strcmp(token,"ALL")==0)) strcat(working—temp," \0" ; else { py( emp一in, ke )； 
find—attri_source(temp_in)； 




current = temp2_current； 
I. } /* end of while loop * / 
/* restore current pointer */ 
, current = outter_current； 
I 
m* —— */ II7* */ Jm*——— */ 
I IKv'oid clear一table3 () 
! I|{ 
int i ; 
for (i^O;i<counter3；i++) 
{ 
table3[i].l_table_name[0] = ' \ 0 ' ; 









I /* 與 * / 
J | /* “ 
I i /*— — */ 
I 睡 void Getjoincondition(int *p) 
I I { 

















































}； /* end of switch */ 
!




I 1 /* */ 
I； * / 
I _ j * / 
J I void AppendDropTable(int statemnt—count, char *sqlp) 
I I { 
int i ； 
if (statemnt—count ！= 1) { 
for (i=0;i<statemnt—count-l;i++) { /* Keep the last one */ , 
if (strcmp(tablel[i].table一name, " \ 0 " ) ！= 0) { 
strcat(sqlp,"DROP VIEW \0"); 
strcat (sqlp, (char*)*tablel [i] . table_name); 
s t rcat(sqlp," ; \n\0") ; 
} 
> 
f ree( table l ) ; 
} 
I > -----+ 
f /* 
‘ * / 
int GetOrderIndex(int *writetop, char *order_col) { 
int j； , 
int item—count, order_index, item 一 t y p e ; 
int tmp_int； float tmp_float; 
int *itemp, *itempp; 
char source— name[50], alias_name[50]; 
char *tmp_char_p; 
j = 0; 
item—count = SYN_Getcount(writetop)； 
/* special consideration (skip ALL or DISTINCT) */ 
item_type = SYN_Getitemid(writetop, j) ; 
itemp = S Y N 一 G e t i t e m ( w r i t e t o p , j ) ; 
Iif (item—type == 0P_TYPE) { 
memcpy(&tmp_int, itemp, INTSIZE); 
J if ((tmp_int == ALL) | | (tmp_int == DISTINCT)) { 
} 
} 
/* Special consideration (skip ALLCOL) */ 
item 一 t y p e = SYN_Getitemid(writetop, j ) ; 
itemp = SYN_Getitem(writetopf j )； 
if (iten\_type == OP一TYPE) { 
memcpy(&tmp_int/ itemp, INTSIZE)； 
i f (tmp_int == ALLCOL) { j++； 
} 
} 
for (order_rindex=0; j<item_count; ) { /* for each item in the WRITETO node, do the following */ 
/* Get one item */ 
item_type = SYN_Getitemid(writetop, j ) ; 
itemp = SYN_Getitem(writetop, j )； 
switch (item_type) { 
case COLUMN—NAME: 
case TABLE— NAME: 
case STRING—TYPE: 
strcpy(source一name, (char *)itemp)； 
break; 
case INT一TYPE: 
memcpy(&tmp一int, itemp, INTSIZE); 





memcpy(&tmp—float, itemp, FLOATSIZE" 
tmp_char_p = flttostr(tmp—float); 
strcpy(source—name, tmp_char_p); 
f ree (tmp_char_p); 
break; 
case POINTER_TYPE: 
memcpy(&itempp, itemp, PTRSIZE); 
switch (SYN—Getname(itempp)) { 
case VEXP： 





tmp—char_p = SYN_S e t func (i t empp); 





defaul t : 
ftifdef TRAN_DEBUG 





/* Now get the a l ias f i e ld */ 
itemp = SYN_Getitem(writetop, j )； 
strcpy(alias—name, (char *)itemp); 
if (strcmptalias.name, "\0«) 0) { /* YES, there ' s an a l ias f i e ld . */ 
if (strcmp(alias一name, order_col) == 0) { 




else { 一一 
if (strcmp(source一name, order一col) == •) 1 









I V */ 
| i int SelectClause(NODEP p) 
lift 
int * ip; 





buffer[0]= ' \0 ' ; 
strcat(nested 一 s q l , " S E L E C T \0")； 
ip= (int*) SYN_Getnodep (p->node, WRITETO)； 
count=SYN_Getcount (ip); 
temp—count = 0; 
for (i=0;i<count;i++) 
{ 
chartmp = SYN_Getselectitem(ip,i); 
if (strcmp(chartmp,"DISTINCT ") == 0) 
temp_count = 1; 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ie * * * * * * * * * * * ^ 
/* if * is specified, skip the rest */ 




/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 
I if ((temp—count == 1) && (i ！= 0)) 
step=(i-l)%2; 
^ I else 
step = i % 2; 
switch(step) 
{ 
case 0: /* reading the f i r s t f ie ld */ 








if ((j=check 一 t a b l e 2 ( t o k e n ) ) = = - 1 ) /* not an aliased f ie ld */ 
{ 


















strcat (buffer, _ \0"); 
) , ^ , ,、、• T ^ T T T T 、 . /* end of while * 
} while ((k=get_token())！=NULL); 
break; 
c a S e l： /* reading the aliased f ield */ 
if (chartmp[0]！='\0') 
strcat (nested一sql,丨_ (\0"); 
strcat(nested_sql,buffer); 
strcat(nested 一 s q l , " ) \0"); 
strcat(nested_sql,chartmp); 
}else { , 
strcat(nested一sql, buffer); 
} 
buffer[0] = ' \ 0 ' ； 
break； 
default： 
printf (__%cError in translating select statement\n", 07); 
break; 
} /* end of switch */ 
free(chartmp)； 




\m/* — — * / 
*/ 













/* get the no. of table in the from statement */ 
*tab 1 e_count=SYN_Getcount ( (int*) SYN—Getnodep (p->node, IN_TB)); 
/* i t is a union/intersect query */ 
if (p->setop!= NULL) 
* table 一 count =• 1; 













if (*state == -1 ) { 






else /* more than 1 table are involved */ 
/* check for the existence of temp table */ 
temp_count=0; 






get_token()； /* remove the "," */ 
} 
}； 
/* if a l l of them are base table */ 
if (temp一count== *table—count) 
{ 
current = p->from; 








else /* some of them are temp table */ 
current = p->from；, 
get_token()； 
for (j=0;j<(2*(*table_count)-l) ； j++) 
{ 
get一token ()； 
if ((strcmp(token,",")==0)|J(strcmp(token,» ")==0)) 
continue； 












/* reset the temp table as a base table */ 




I^^B： " w e have to make i t nested */ 
/* also, output the domain table name .*/ 
if (find_domain(p, *table一count,&nu)!=NULL) 
strcpy(domain,find_domain(p, *table_count,&nu))； 
if (nu > 1) { 
nesting—error « 1; 
return (-1); 
> else { 
*subquery_flag=SUBQUERY； /* set the f l a t for "where" */ 
^M- if (((i=check_tablel(domain))！芎一l)&&(j==0)) 
{ 
curr_temp=current; 
*state= Nesting ( tablel[ i ] . source,NO—SELECT); 
if ( *state == -1 ) { 



















} /* end of for loop */ 、 
strcat (nested_sql, ” \n\0,_); 
} 
\ • J ‘ 
if (flag!=NO一SELECT) 




( ' ； V 
/ * * / 
二 二 ： 二 二 ; 二 二 二 i ^ g ' i n t ^here . f lag , int*table_count, char domain, int * i P ) 
{ 






domain = find一domain(p, *table了count,&nu); 
if ( *subquery_flag==SUBQUERY) { 





































* s t a t e : *state|WHERE_USED; 
} 
/* handling the l e f t operand of the join condition */ 
buf£era[0]=0x0; 
strcpy(buffera,table3[i].1—table一name); 
s t rca t (buff era, "AO"); 
strcat(buffera,table3[i]. l_attri_name)； 








strcat(nested 一 s q l , w o r k i n g _ t e m p ) ; 
} 
else 
/* strcat(nested_sql,table3[i].1一attri一name); */ 
strcpy(working一temp,"\0")； 
find_attri_source(buffera)； /* in case there is a temp, a t t r ibute */ 
strcat(nested_sql,working_temp); 
/* i t is a temp, a t t r ibute */ 
if ((isaggregate(table2[j]•source一name)==1) | | (isaggregate(table2[j].source 
{ 
aggregate—flag=l; 
working—temp[0] =' \x0 ‘; 
find_attri一source(buffera); 





/* handling the join operator */ 





strcat(nested_sql ," = (\0"); 
else 












s t rca t (nested_sql,
 lf








strcat(nested_sql," >= (\0"); 
break; 
}； 










/* r_table一name is a temp, table */ 
strc:t(nested—sql," SELECT \0"); 
strcpy(buffera,table3[i].r_table一name); 
s t rca t (buffera ," . \0") ; 
s trcat(buffera, table3[i].r_attri_name); 
working_temp[0] = ' \0 ' ; 
find_attri_source(buffera); 
strcat(nested—sql, working—temp); 
strcat(nested_sql, "\nFROM \0"); 
curr_temp=current； 
* state=Nesting(tablel[j].source ,N0—SELECT); 
if ( *state == -1 ) { 
nesting_error = 1; 






}； /* end of while */ 
#ifdef TESTING 















else /* not a subquery */ 
{ 
if (*where_flag==l) 
strcat(nested_sql, " AND \0")； 
else 
I 
' if (( *state&WHERE_USED)||( *state&HAVING_USED)) 
strcat(nested_sql,"AND \0"); 
else 
s t rea t (nes ted一 sql /?:” WHERE \ 0")； 
* state= *state IWHERE一USED; 
> 




} /* end of else */ 
return 0; 
r } 
_ | /* � * / 
丨 , / * */ 
iK in t IfcondClause (int *state, int *where_f lag, int *ip) 
'I - { 
int j ; 
int bracket—flag=0; 
char *chartmp, *curr_temp； 
char bufferb[100]; 
char temp_in[20]； 
i f (*where_flag==l) 










else if (*state&WHERE_USED) 
strcat(nested—sql,"AND \0")； 
else 




chartmp = SYN_Getcond(ip); 
current = chartmp； 
while ((j=get_token())！= NULL) 
{ 










{ /* "in" a table */ 
get—token(); /* skip "SELET" */ 
strcpy(bufferb,token); 
get_token()； /* skip a t t . name */ 
s trcat(bufferb," \0"); 
strcat(bufferb,token); 




strcat(bufferb,“ \ 0 " ) ； 
strcat(bufferb,token); 
j =check_tablel(token); 
if (]• == - 1 ) ( 
strcat(nested—sql, bufferb); 
} else { 
curr_temp=current; 
*state = Nesting(tablel[j] . source,YES_SELECT); 
if (*state == -1 ) ( 
nesting_error = 1 ; 
return (-1); 
} 
/* Group-by at different level */ 
if (*stateI GROUP—USED) 
















strcat(nested 一 s q l , w o r k i n g — t e m p ) ； 
current=curr_t emp； 
} 







s t rca t (nested_sql, " \0
11
); 
} /* end of while loop */ 
free(chartmp); 
s t rca t (nested_sql, " \n\0' '); 
return 0; 
t > 
_ /* ^ 一 m /* * / 
_ . / * — * / 
B int GroupByClause(NODEP p , in t *state) 
Mi 




if ( group_flag == 1 ) { 




get—token(); /* discard the group keyword */ 
get_token()； /* discard the by keyword */ 
strcat(nested—sql,"GROUP BY \0")； 
*state= *state|GROUP— USED; 






s t rcat (neste-d—sql, token); 
continue; 
} 
















strcat(nested 一 s q l , t o k e n ) ; 
s t rcat (nested_sql, "AO"); 
strcat(nested 一 s q l , g e t 一 a t t r i _ p a r t ( w o r k i n g _ t e m p ) ) ; 
} 
else 
strcat(nested 一 s q l , w o r k i n g _ t e m p ) ; 
current=curr_temp; 







current=curr_temp； }； " 
> 
s t rcat (nested 一 s q l , " \ n \ 0 " ) ； 
group_flag = 1； 
return 0; 
： - i | p i n t HavingClause (NODEP p, int *state) 
I � 
int j ; 
char *curr一temp; 
char temp_in[2 0J； 
current=p->having； 
get一token ()； 










get一token(); /* skip ( */ 
get—token(); /* skip SELECT */ 
get—token(); /* skip a t t r i */ 
get一token(); /* skip FROm */ 
get—token(); /* get table name */ 
j=check—tablel(token)； 
curr_temp云current； 
* s ta te = Nesting(tablel[j].source,YES—SELECT); 
if (* s ta te == -1 ) { 















if (strcmp(token," ) ！=0) 
strcat(nested—sql, " \ 0 " ) ； 
} /• end of while loop */ 





' * / / * ' 
' * / 
i /* — ' 




int i , j , op; 
int item_id; 
int * item__ptr; 
int index; 
char buf[50]; 
s trcat (nes ted_sql ,"ORDER BY \0")； 
orderp = SYN_Getnodep(p->node,ORDER); 
count = S Y N _ G e t c o u n t ( o r d e r p ) ; 
for (i=0; i<count; i++) { 
item_id = SYN一Getitemid(orderp, i ) ; 
item_ptr = SYN_Getitem(orderp, i ) ; 
switch (item 一 i d ) { 
c a s e COLUMN一 NAME: 
index = GetOrderIndex(SYN 一 Getnodep(p->node,WRITETO) ,(char*)item_ptr); 
s t r c a t ( n e s t e d一 s q l , i t o a ( i n d e x , b u f , 1 0 ) ) ； 
break; 
case OP一TYPE: 
memcpy(&op, item_ptr, INTSIZE); 
switch (op) { 
case ASC: 
strcat(nested—sql, "ASC\0")； 
/* Last item doesn't need a comma */ 
if (i ！= (count - 1)) { 





/* Last item doesn't need a comma */ 
if (i ！= (count - 1)) { 




s t rca t (nested—sql, PY \0"); 
break; 
case BS: 
strcat(nested_sql, “ BS \0")； 
break； 
case BH: 
strcat(nested_sql, " BH \0"); 
break; 
case ENG: 
strcat(nested—sql, " ENG \0"); 一 
break; 
case CODE: 














： ) I int SubFromClause(NODEP p , in t *s ta te , in t flag) ”,{ 




/* output the "FROM" keyword */ 
strcat(nested_sql,token); 
strcat(nested_sql," \0")； 








else /* refer to a temp, table */ 
{ 
curr_temp=current; 
*state=Nesting ( tab le l [ i ] . source fNO_SELECT); 
if (*state == -1) { 
















strcat(nested一sql," AND \0")； 
else 
{ 
if (*state&GROUP一 USED) 
{ 














chartmp = SYN_Getcond(ip); 
current = chartmp; 
while ((j=get_token())！- NULL) 
if (strcmp(token,"IN")=®0) 
strcat(nested_sql, "IN (\0"); 
get—token (); 
if (strcmp(token,"(")==0) 






{ /* "in" a table */ 
j =check_tablel(token); 
curr_temp=current; 
•state = Nesting(tablelU].source,YES_SELECT); 
if (*state == -1 ) { 




























> /* end of while loop */ 
free(chartmp); 





^^^ 芒^：.、. * / 鉍漏：：/* 
I / * I 
H I i n t Nesting(NODE *p, in t flag) 
i . { 
NODE *temp; 
char domain[100]； 
in t tab1e_count=1; 
in t subquery一flag=0;/* f lag to indicate the existence of a subquery or not */ 
int where_flag=0; /* f lag to indicate the existence of a where condition */ 
in t state=0; 
int *ip; 
i f (flag！=NO_SELECT) 
if (SelectClause(p) == -1) 
return (-1)； 
i f (FromClause(p, f lag, &state, &subquery_f lag, &table_count, domain) == -1) 
return (-1)； 
i f ( (ip= (int *) SYN_Getnodep (p->node, JOIN) ) ! = NULL ) 
if (JoinClause (p, &state, &subquery_f lag, &where_f lag, &table_count, domain, ip) == -1) 
return (-1)； 
i f ( (ip= (int *) SYN_Getnodep (p->node, IFCOND) ) ！s= NULL ) 
i f (IfcondClause(&state,&where_flag,ip) ：== -1 ) 
return (-1)； 
i f (p->group_by！=NULL) 
i f (GroupByClause (p, &state) -1) 
return (-1); 
i f (p->having!=NULL) 
if (HavingClause(p,&state) == -1) 
醒， return (-1); 
W' 
if (p->order一 by!=NULL) 
if (OrderByClause (p) s== -1) 
return (-1); 





s trcat(nested_sql , token); 
strcat(nested—sql,"\n\0")； 
if (SelectClause(p) == -1 ) 
return 卜1)； 
if (SubFromClause(p,&state,flag) == -1) 
return (-1); 
if ((ip=(int * ) S Y N — G e t n o d e p ( p _ > n o d e , I F C O N D ) ) ！= NULL ) 
i f (SubWhereClause(&state,ip,&where_flag) == -1) 
return (-1)；. 
丨丨… > 
s ta te = 0; 
i f ( ( (int* )SYN_Getnodep(p->node, JOIN) ！ =NUCL) | | ( (int*) SYN一Getnodep (p->node,工FCOND) ！ =NULL) | | ( (inl 
state=state|WHERE_USED; 
if (p->group_by ！= NULL) 
state=state|GROUP一USED; 
if (p->having ！=NULL) 
state=state|HAVING一 USED; 




char *Group_SQL(NODEP head, int count) 
{ 
int i ; 
NODEP t a i l ; 
















if (nested_sql == NULL) 
{ 
#ifdef TRAN 一 D E B U G 






t a i l = head; 
for (i=0; i<(count-1)； i十+) { 
if ((i <= count-2) && (tail->order_by ！= NULL)) { 
free(tail->order_by)； 
tail->order by m NULL； 
t勝 i 
} 
t a i l = tail->child; 
} 
if (tail->output_to!=NULL) { 
I' • strcpy (nested_sql, tail->output—to)； 
} ' 
/* reset global flag */ 
nesting_error 玆 0; 
group_flag = 0 ; 
/* First cal l to Nesting */ 
Nesting(tail, YES_SELECT); 
/* tablel will be free-ed in AppendDropTable or below */ 
free(table2)； 





if (trim(nested—sql) == -1) { 
#ifdef TRAN一DEBUG 





else if (multi_aggregate(nested—sql) == -1) { 
#ifdef TRAN_DEBUG 





else if (CombineAggregateColSpec(nested—sql) == 1) { 
#ifdef TRAN—DEBUG . 
printf("ERROR in TRAN_ChiqlToSQL: Aggregate func. with expression\n")； 
#endif 










CUHK L i b r a r i e s 
